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ABSTRACT

An overarching goal in solid state chemistry is to achieve predictability regarding the synthesis of compounds with desired properties. While this goal is far from being reached, solid state chemists are hard at work synthesizing and characterizing new materials to further our understanding of structure-property relationships, and to expand our fundamental knowledge to rationalize the outcomes of solid-state syntheses. With the advent of new solid state synthetic methods, novel compounds exhibiting exciting properties are still being discovered today. The infancy of these synthetic methods promises a myriad of undiscovered compounds with potentially interesting properties which has resulted in a recent renaissance of research into solid state materials.

Metal chalcogenides are currently among the most important classes of materials based on their structural and compositional diversity. These materials have exhibited many attractive magnetic, electronic, and optical properties placing them in the spotlight for both fundamental studies and industrial applications. Unfortunately, obtaining metal chalcogenides is difficult, especially relative to metal oxides, which has warranted further research into the synthetic pathways utilize to obtain them. This dissertation will expand on research in the solid-state syntheses of metal chalcogenides, pointing out synthetic trends to help rationalize syntheses, tackling persistent synthetic issues barring the synthesis and property measurements of these materials, and carving new synthetic paths to novel and existing metal chalcogenide materials.
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INTRODUCTION

The synthesis of new materials and compounds relies on the controlled ability to both break and form bonds. In organic chemistry, this ability has been demonstrated with a high degree of predictability by controlling both thermodynamic and kinetic parameters which has led, and continues to lead, to a plethora of new molecular compounds. These parameters include the understanding of the relative stabilities and electronic structures of the reagents used, intermediates formed, and resulting products. As technology advances, new methods, such as in situ spectroscopy and computational characterization, have furthered this understanding, elucidating mechanisms that can be used to design syntheses and their products. Contrary to organic chemistry, solid state chemistry is generally less predictable due to the multi-dimensional bonding (i.e. 1-D, 2-D, and 3-D) that can occur in extended, crystalline structures which differs from organic molecules. While extended structures of organic molecules exist, for example with the discovery and synthesis of molecular organic frameworks (MOFs) and covalent organic frameworks (COFs), only the local environments can be predicted while the stacking of molecules and prediction of complete crystalline structures remains a challenge. In solid-state chemistry, predictability becomes even more difficult with the synthesis of novel solid-state materials that have no structural or compositional analogues which makes characterization difficult. Other synthetic parameters such as the wide range of solid state reaction temperatures (-100 to ≥ 2000 °C), varying phase states of the reagents, intermediates, and products (e.g. solid, liquid, and gas), and stabilities of the various reagents used (i.e. elements or compounds)
all play a significant role in the reaction mechanisms which makes prediction of the resulting products challenging. For these reasons, the hunt for predictability of materials synthesis is an ultimate goal of solid-state chemistry that is still being pursued today.

Regardless of the aforementioned challenges, solid state chemists have already and continue to synthesize a diverse plethora of novel and complex solid-state compounds, some by serendipity, but others using fundamental chemical bonding concepts (e.g., ionic radii, electronegativity, bond valence sums, etc.) to rationalize the outcomes of reactions, bringing the solid-state chemist the closer to achieving predictability in their syntheses. To continue to build on these fundamental bonding concepts, new materials must be synthesized and characterized to gain fundamental knowledge of the structures and resulting properties of compounds. To do this, exploratory crystal growth is utilized to survey structural and compositional phase spaces to create novel compounds, the single crystal nature of which allows for relatively facile structural determination.

**Exploratory Crystal Growth**

Exploratory crystal growth in synthetic solid-state chemistry is a “trial and error” process that uses various crystal growth methods and experimental parameters for the synthesis of a desired product. These methods and parameters are chosen depending on the targeted composition, properties, and intended characterization of the product. Some characterization techniques, such as magnetic measurements and neutron diffraction, require bulk samples, while other characterization techniques, such as single crystal X-ray diffraction (SXRD), require single crystal products. For bulk powder measurements, traditional solid-state methods have often been employed. This synthetic technique is very sensitive as there are many parameters that can affect the resulting product, including the
stoichiometry and purity of the starting reagents, the quality of the mixing (grinding) of reagents and even the state of the furnace being used as a difference in temperature gradient in one furnace versus another could cause different products to be formed.  

**Solid State Synthesis**

Solid-state synthesis is the reaction of reagents in their solid-state. In a typical solid-state reaction, powder reagents are combined using a mortar and pestle and are intimately ground. This ground mixture is then placed in a container, preferably one inert to the reagents used, and placed in a furnace set to ramp to a high temperature (typically 400-1200 °C), and is kept at these temperatures for long reaction times. The intimate mixing, high temperatures, and long reaction times are all necessary for solid state reactions to overcome the inherent diffusion limitations and to result in a phase pure product. Solid-state reactions are diffusion limited and require thermal energy to proceed at an acceptable rate. Intimate mixing of the reagents can help speed the diffusion process and also, as mentioned previously, gives the greatest chance for yielding phase pure products. Due to the nature of solid-state reactions, the products are typically polycrystalline powders. These products can be analyzed using diffraction methods, such as powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD), which can be used for phase identification and to check the crystallinity of the obtained material. The polycrystalline nature of solid-state reaction products makes structure determinations of new materials extremely challenging. While the structures of new compounds can be solved from powders by Rietveld refinement of PXRD patterns, it is limited to relatively simple cases or requires the use of a parent structure as a starting point for the refinement. Therefore when targeting novel compounds, the use of traditional solid-state syntheses becomes limited. Furthermore, the high temperatures used in solid-
state synthesis tend to produce the most thermodynamically stable product which leaves
many lower temperature kinetic phases undiscovered. It is therefore desirable to use other
synthetic methods that can operate at lower temperatures and produce single crystal
products that are much more readily characterized. One method used to combat the
shortcomings of traditional solid-state syntheses is the molten flux growth method.

**Molten Flux Growth**

The molten flux growth method is one that aims to overcome the diffusion issues
of the solid-state methods by adding a “liquid” component in the form of a molten flux that
allows for much faster diffusion rates. Upon heating, the molten flux dissolves the starting
reagents and upon cooling creates a supersaturated solution that precipitates out the
crystalline product. These molten fluxes are usually alkali or alkaline earth salts that will
melt at relatively low temperatures and that can be easily removed from the reaction
products by dissolution in a common solvent. When choosing a flux, the desired reaction
temperature is an important determination to make. Different fluxes have varying melting
points and solubilities depending on their chemical composition. Specific mixtures of
fluxes, called eutectics, will have a lower melting point than the individual salts and can be
used if lower temperature phases are targeted. The addition of new flux media, such as
polychalcogenide fluxes, have been paramount in the discovery of new phases and
surveying reactions using the same reagents but different fluxes can result in radically
different products. A great advantage of the molten flux method is that the initial grinding
steps necessary in traditional solid-state syntheses are no longer required. The reagents and
flux are simply added to a container, again, one that is now inert to not only the reagents
but also the flux, which is placed in a furnace and set to the desired heating profile. It is
customary to choose a reaction temperature that is 100 ºC above the flux’s melting point to ensure the full melting of the flux, which will give the greatest chance for the dissolution of the other reagents inside the flux. It is then customary to slowly cool to 100 ºC below the melting point of the flux to ensure that the flux has solidified and to give the resulting crystals the slow cooling they need to create large, well-faceted crystals. The single crystalline nature of the products resulting from a molten flux reaction allow for convenient structural characterization using SXRD which readily yields a complete structure determination. Another advantage of using the flux method is that kinetic phases that cannot be prepared at the high temperatures of solid-state reaction can now be accessed resulting in a plethora of new phases and compositions of compounds. The subjects of this dissertation will utilize both solid-state and molten flux growth methods for the exploratory crystal growth of metal chalcogenides.

**Metal Chalcogenides**

Metal chalcogenides are currently among the most important classes of materials based on their structural and compositional diversity, surpassed only by organic compounds and metal oxides. A chalcogenide material is one that contains a chalcogen, which are the group 16 elements, excluding oxygen. The chemistry of oxygen and the chalcogens are so different that oxygen is not included in the group of chalcogens. Therefore, the chalcogens, many times denoted by the letter Q in the literature, are sulfur, selenium, tellurium, and polonium, although polonium is radioactive and highly toxic and, therefore, not typically used in exploratory syntheses and is thus typically left out of the conversation when speaking about the chalcogens. A large difference between the chalcogens and oxygen is the ability of the chalcogens to catenate, that is to form stable Q-
Q bonds, which can result in very complex anions such as the $Q_x^{2-}$, where $x$ can be up to 8. These complex anionic fragments can be incorporated into crystals and create structures not observed for oxide systems. These structures can therefore exhibit properties that also cannot be realized in oxide systems, which makes chalcogenides an attractive area of study for both synthetic and property-oriented purposes. Nonetheless, there are some similarities between oxide and chalcogenide systems especially when it comes to the combination of early transition and main group metal metals with oxygen and the chalcogens. These can create analogous molecular oxo- and chalco-anionic groups, such as the silicates and phosphates (e.g. $[\text{SiO}_4]^{4-}$, $[\text{PO}_4]^{3-}$, and $[\text{P}_2\text{O}_7]^{4+}$) that have chalcogenide analogues (i.e. $[\text{SiS}_4]^{4+}$, $[\text{PS}_4]^{3-}$, and $[\text{P}_2\text{S}_7]^{4+}$). Though, as mentioned before, the ability of the chalcogens to catenate can create chalco-anions which have no oxide analogue, such as the selenophosphate anions, $[\text{P}_2\text{Se}_6]^{4+}$, $[\text{P}_2\text{Se}_7]^{3-}$, $[\text{P}_2\text{Se}_8]^{2-}$, and even $[\text{P}_8\text{Se}_{18}]^{6-}$. The great diversity in chalcogenide structures due to their unique ability to catenate has already resulted in compounds that have shown use beyond fundamental studies.

Metal chalcogenides have become the very foundation of many important technologies, such as CuInSe$_2$ and CdTe, which are the best preforming thin-film solar voltaic materials, and the Co(Ni)/Mo/S compositions, which are paramount in the hydrodesulfurization process of crude oil all around the world. Further, metal chalcogenides can be found in a variety of cutting edge research areas such as fast ion conductors, topological insulators, radiation detectors, nonlinear, and novel magnetic materials, to name a few. The uniqueness of chalcogenide structures and the usefulness of their properties has placed a spotlight on these materials and has motivated research on existing compounds as well as encouraged the investigation of new synthetic...
pathways to obtain both known and novel chalcogenide materials. The latter is due to the simple fact that these chalcogenide materials are difficult to synthesize due to their tendency to react with atmospheric oxygen, which has slowed the preparation of new metal chalcogenides and thus the discovery of new materials with desired properties. It is this search for new synthetic pathways and chalcogenide materials that has been the overarching goal of my research and in this dissertation, I will present my work specifically targeting the synthesis and characterization of rare earth and actinide chalcogenides with an emphasis on exploring their optical and magnetic properties.

**Rare Earth Chalcometallates**

Chalcometallate compounds are those that contain the complex chalco-anions mentioned previously. These include chalco-phosphates, -silicates, -germinates, and -borates to name a few. Many chalcometallate compounds have shown interesting physical properties that have warranted their further investigation. This includes tin thiophosphate, $\text{Sn}_2\text{P}_2\text{S}_6$, which is a ferroelectric and piezoelectric material that also possesses enhanced photorefractive properties that can be exploited for use in memory devices.$^{19-22}$ The manganese analogue, $\text{Mn}_2\text{P}_2\text{S}_6$, exhibits strong non-linear optical (NLO) properties, as well as spontaneous magnetization even at temperatures as high as 40 K.$^{23, 24}$ These examples demonstrate that the exploration of different compounds that may contain the same chalcometallate building blocks could result in a range of desired properties in these materials and that the synthesis of analogous compounds is of great importance. When complexed with the rare earth elements, rare earth chalcometallates, such as those in the LnPS$_4$ family of compounds, exhibit attractive optical properties such as strong emission under UV excitation and pigment-quality properties.$^{25, 26}$ From a structural point of view,
the incorporation of the lanthanides allows for the observation of the lanthanide contraction phenomenon, which can have an effect on the symmetry of the compounds. For example, the series of Cs₂NaLn(PS₄) (Ln = La-Nd, Sm, and Gd-Ho) were synthesized and a change in the local coordination environment from 8 (for Ln = La-Sm) to 9 (for Ln = Gd-Ho) was observed, which resulted in structures that were almost identical but distinct from each other.²⁷ It is observations such as these that can help increase fundamental knowledge of the behavior of structures incorporating various size cations again with the hope of achieving some predictability in the synthesis of these compounds. As can be observed from the examples given, the thiophosphates are a rich family of compounds in both structural diversity and exhibited physical properties. The structural diversity of thiophosphates, their synthesis, characterization, and observed synthetic trends will be one subject in this dissertation.²⁸

Another interesting group of chalcometallate compounds are the thioborates. Metal thioborates have been studied extensively for their great structural diversity as well as for their nonlinear optical (NLO) properties. Crystalline materials that exhibit good NLO performance are in demand applications in the fields of optical communication and laser medicine. NLO materials can generate coherent light at frequencies that commercial lasers cannot reach or at which they perform poorly, for example the infrared (IR) region.²⁹ This IR region is called the fingerprint region for inorganic and organic molecules and is extremely important for the sensing of dangerous materials, such as biohazards³⁰, pollutants³¹, and chemical warfare agents.³² While useful, the evolution of the above applications has been slowed due to the lack of available NLO materials that are efficient in the IR region, which has prompted research into their synthesis and characterization.
Many oxide NLO materials are known, including BaB$_2$O$_4$, LiB$_3$O$_5$, and KH$_2$PO$_4$, but absorption in the IR has prevented the use of these materials in the above-mentioned applications. Thioborates have been considered the most promising new class of NLO materials due to attractive properties such as wide transmission range and transparency in the IR regions as well as high laser damage thresholds. For example, the barium thioborate, BaB$_2$S$_4$, exhibits a large band gap (3.55 eV), large NLO second harmonic generation (SHG) of 0.7 x the benchmark chalcogenide standard AgGaS$_2$, and a laser damage threshold 8 x AgGaS$_2$ making it a very attractive candidate for IR-NLO applications.

While promising, a significant drawback of current thioborate materials are the difficulties involved with their syntheses. These include air and moisture sensitive reagents that necessitate the use of glove-boxes and inert atmospheres, and a lack of single crystalline products due to the synthetic methods used (i.e., traditional solid state and high pressure syntheses) that hinder the application of the obtained compounds. The rare earth thioborates, LnBS$_3$, for example, combine the laser active lanthanides with the [BS$_3$]$_3^-$ unit, which is known to induce non-centrosymmetric structures that are a prerequisite for NLO materials. Unfortunately, only powders of these materials have been synthesized, with the exception of PrBS$_3$, for which crystals were obtained from a high pressure – high temperature reaction. The need for a more facile synthesis of these materials and, in addition, of single crystal materials, is pressing and my research into new synthetic approaches for these materials is a subject of this dissertation.

**Actinide Chalcogenides**

Uranium and the other actinide elements are unique due to the presence of $5f$ electrons that dictate many of their physical properties. The $5f$ orbitals are intermediate
between those of the lanthanide’s 4f orbitals and the transition metal’s 3d orbitals. The lanthanide’s 4f orbitals do not extend far away from the nucleus, as a result of shielding by the 5p and 5s orbitals, causing the electrons within the 4f orbitals to be more localized. Comparatively, the 3d orbitals of the transition metals are poorly shielded by other orbitals and thus extend far out from the nucleus resulting in more delocalization of the electrons. The 5f orbitals of the actinides, which exhibit radial extensions between those of the 3d and 4f orbitals, still have a degree of shielding and contain electrons which are somewhat localized. Differences in the orbital extent of the ions in a compound have a profound effect on their bonding and their resulting properties, such as magnetism. Magnetism in metal complexes arises due to the spins of unpaired electrons and their interactions. The spinning charged particle creates a magnetic moment, the magnitude of which is sensitive to the orbitals that contain them. The magnetic moment produced by electrons in a 4f orbital is contributed to most by spin-orbit coupling, while 3d orbital electrons have contributions from both spin-orbit coupling and ligand field splitting. The intermediate nature of the 5f orbitals causes a large contribution from spin-orbit coupling and a smaller contribution from ligand field splitting.\(^\text{36}\) In each system, the extent to which the 5f electrons influence the product structure and resulting magnetic properties may be different, presenting a wealth of synthetic opportunities to prepare new compounds, which may help elucidate our understanding of this phenomenon. Ultimately, our goal is to achieve the ability to tailor syntheses to create structures with desired magnetic properties.

Current research of uranium containing compounds is aimed at the creation and characterization of novel uranium (VI) compounds.\(^\text{37}\) This focus is due to the tendency of uranium to oxidize to its +6 oxidation state in the presence of oxidizing agents, such as
atmospheric oxygen. While there are examples of uranium (IV) oxides, such as the uranium (IV) phosphates, the majority of known uranium oxide phases contain uranium (VI). Relative to uranium (VI), there has been much less research on uranium in its lower valence states as a result of the synthetic challenges associated with maintaining uranium in a reduced oxidation state. Contrary to uranium oxides, the majority of synthesized uranium chalcogenides contain uranium in its +4 oxidation state. The decreased Lewis basicity of the chalcogenides versus oxygen affords compounds with uranium in lower valence states and allows for the further exploration of these low valent uranium compositions. With uranium (VI) being diamagnetic, the ability to synthesize compositions with paramagnetic uranium (IV) will allow for the investigation of magnetic properties of uranium containing compounds. Uranium chalcogenide materials began to be explored in the 1940’s with a concentration on the synthesis and characterization of binary uranium chalcogenide compounds. Higher order actinide chalcogenides were left undiscovered mostly due to a lack of viable synthetic routes and analytical technology to fully characterize obtained products. Ternary and quaternary actinide chalcogenides began to be thoroughly studied in the late 1990’s to 2000’s especially with to the development of the flux growth method. Recent years have seen a large growth in complex metal chalcogenide synthesis as synthetic methodologies are developed and applications for the obtained materials are discovered. The translation of these methodologies to the actinides has been much slower mostly due to the radioactive nature of the actinides and thus the special facilities and handling that is involved with their usage. Thus, given that research into complex uranium chalcogenide chemistry relatively still in its infancy, there are many unexplored phase spaces that promise to contain interesting structures and concomitant magnetic properties.
One of the largest obstacles faced when synthesizing actinide chalcogenides is the extreme oxophyllicity of the actinides which, even with careful oxygen exclusion using glove boxes, oxide free reagents, etc., will inevitably result in actinide oxide or oxychalcogenide impurities in the products. Some of these impurities, such as uranium oxysulfide, UOS, contain magnetic uranium (IV) which prevents magnetic measurements on samples contaminated with UOS. Thus, while novel uranium chalcogenides have been synthesized, the elucidation of their magnetism remains a challenge. Dealing with oxide and oxysulfide impurities in these systems thus became a major focus of my own work, as creating products without these impurities were necessary to explore the magnetism of these phases. In this dissertation, a new synthetic method which has dealt with the issue of oxygen will be presented and its use in creating chalcogenide and oxychalcogenide actinide compounds will be demonstrated. The magnetic measurements of these compounds will also be presented.\textsuperscript{43, 44}

In summary, the goal of predictability in the synthesis of solid-state compounds remains a challenge, but fundamental research into synthetic concepts is ongoing. Metal chalcogenides are a fruitful area of study for both structural and property-oriented investigations and when new impurity free materials are created, their properties will be studied. With the completion of this dissertation, I have performed many investigations into the synthetic methods used to create rare earth and actinide chalcogenides, gaining fundamental knowledge, and then applying this knowledge to carve new paths to these chalcogenide materials. I believe that my work is a valuable contribution to the field of metal chalcogenides and has already and will continue to promote the creation of new compounds allowing for their properties to finally be investigated.
Outline

This thesis summarizes the work I have done on the synthesis and characterization of actinide and lanthanide chalcogenides. Chapter 1 will present my work on expanding the known lanthanide thiophosphate compounds while also observing synthetic trends that help increase predictability when it comes to the synthesis of certain thiophosphate structures. Chapter 2 introduces the Boron-Chalcogen Mixture (BCM) method which tackles obstacles in the synthesis of actinide chalcogenides, granting greater access to these materials and their properties. Chapter 3 shows an application of the BCM in creating new alkali platinum group metal uranium sulfides, utilizing the in situ polychalcogenide flux formation afforded by the BCM method, to explore their magnetic properties. Chapter 4 demonstrates the use of the BCM method as a method of carving a new low-temperature synthetic path to single crystalline lanthanide thioborates, which were previously believed to only form at high temperatures and pressures, predominately resulting in polycrystalline powder products. Chapter 5 presents the expansion of the BCM method towards the synthesis of mixed anion materials. Finally, Appendix A shows the continued use of the BCM method for the synthesis and magnetic property measurements of some Ba₃MUS₆ compounds.
CHAPTER 1

TRENDS IN RARE EARTH THIOPHOSPHATE SYNTHESSES:

$\text{Rb}_3\text{Ln}(\text{PS}_4)_2$ ($\text{Ln} = \text{La, Pr, Ce}$), $\text{Rb}_{3-x}\text{Na}_x\text{Ln}(\text{PS}_4)_2$ ($\text{Ln} = \text{Pr, Ce}$; $x = 0.50$, 0.55), and $\text{RbEuPS}_4$ OBTAINED BY MOLTEN FLUX CRYSTAL GROWTH

\footnote{Reproduced with permission from Breton, L. S., Smith, M. D., and zur Loye, H.-C., \textit{CrystEngComm}, \textbf{2021}, 23, 5241-5248. © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021}
Abstract: Single crystals of new rubidium rare earth thiophosphates with the formulas Rb$_3$Ln(PS$_4$)$_2$ (Ln = La, Pr, Ce), Rb$_{3-x}$Na$_x$Ln(PS$_4$)$_2$ (Ln = Pr, Ce; x = 0.50, 0.55), and RbEuPS$_4$ were crystallized out of a molten RbCl flux. The compounds Rb$_3$Ln(PS$_4$)$_2$ (Ln = La, Pr, Ce) and Rb$_{3-x}$Na$_x$Ln(PS$_4$)$_2$ (Ln = Pr, Ce; x = 0.50, 0.55) both crystallize in the monoclinic crystal system adopting the space groups $P2_1$ and $P2_1/c$, respectively, while RbEuPS$_4$ crystallizes in the orthorhombic crystal system adopting the space group $Pnma$.

A survey of all known rubidium rare earth thiophosphates grown using an alkali halide flux revealed trends suggesting that the Rb$_3$Ln(PS$_4$)$_2$ and Rb$_{3-x}$Na$_x$Ln(PS$_4$)$_2$ families of compounds can be actively targeted over a wide range of temperatures by employing RbCl as at least one component of the flux. Fluorescence measurements were performed on all compounds obtained, revealing resolved f-f transitions in Rb$_3$Pr(PS$_4$)$_2$ and Rb$_{2.45(2)}$Na$_{0.55(2)}$Pr(PS$_4$)$_2$ and only single broad emission peaks for Rb$_3$Ce(PS$_4$)$_2$ and Rb$_{2.50(6)}$Na$_{0.50(6)}$Ce(PS$_4$)$_2$, behavior characteristic for cerium(III) compounds.

Introduction. Molten flux crystal growth is a popular synthetic method that has become a pillar of modern solid state chemistry due to its continued success in the production of X-ray diffraction quality single crystals of a wide variety of structural families, including metal oxides$^{2,3,45}$, halides$^{46,47}$, and chalcogenides$^{4,43,48-51}$ The use of alkali halide fluxes in particular has resulted in many new single crystalline compounds, while also having the added benefit of the desired crystalline products being easily removed from the product mixture using common solvents, such as water or methanol.

Molten flux synthesis has been shown to be an effective approach for the synthesis of thiophosphate compounds and, over the past decades, has resulted in the successful crystal growth of various thiophosphate compositions incorporating many elements,
including transition metals\textsuperscript{52-54}, rare earth metals\textsuperscript{55-58}, and the actinides.\textsuperscript{37, 43} The thiophosphates have garnered attention in recent years for their high ionic conductivities\textsuperscript{59, 60} and for their non-linear optical properties.\textsuperscript{61, 62} In addition, numerous studies have focused simply on investigating the rich structural chemistry of thiophosphates, which were found to exhibit great diversity and modularity in composition and structure due to the many thiophosphate motifs that exists and that have been incorporated into new crystal structures, such as the thiopyrophosphate building block $P(V)_2S_7^4-$,\textsuperscript{63} the orthothiophosphate building block $P(V)S_4^3-$,\textsuperscript{65-71} the hexathiometadiphosphate building block $P(V)_2S_6^4-$,\textsuperscript{57, 72} and the hexathiohypophosphate building block $P(IV)_2S_6^2-$.\textsuperscript{57, 72-76}

Alkali halide fluxes have been demonstrated to be very effective for crystallizing new thiophosphate compounds, such as those prepared in alkali iodide melts by Klepov et al.\textsuperscript{74}, who reported on numerous rare earth containing thiophosphates, such as the two-dimensional $\text{NaLnP}_2S_6$ ($\text{Ln} = \text{La, Ce, Pr}$) thiohypophosphates and $\text{CsLnP}_2S_7$ ($\text{Ln} = \text{Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Yb, Y}$) thiopyrophosphates\textsuperscript{74}, as well as the family of one-dimensional thiophosphates, $\text{Cs}_2\text{NaLn(PS}_4)_2$ ($\text{Ln} = \text{La-Nd, Sm, Gd-Ho}$).\textsuperscript{27} Alkali bromide and chloride fluxes also function well for the synthesis of novel thiophosphates, such as the $\text{ALnP}_2S_6$ series\textsuperscript{76} grown out of $\text{RbBr}$ and $\text{CsBr}$ fluxes, and $\text{K}_4\text{Nd}_2(\text{PS}_4)_2(\text{P}_2\text{S}_6)$ grown out of a $\text{KCl}$ flux.\textsuperscript{75} Due to the relative sparseness of rubidium containing rare earth thiophosphates, by comparison with those incorporating the other alkali metals, syntheses to create the rubidium analogues of the $\text{Cs}_2\text{NaLn(PS}_4)_2$ series created by Klepov et al. were carried out by Kutahyali Aslani et al., by employing the same reagents and ratios but replacing the cesium iodide used by Klepov et al. with rubidium bromide. The change in
flux resulted, however, in a new family of thiophosphates with formulas Rb₄Ln₂(P₂S₆)(PS₄)₂ (Ln=La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd).⁵⁶

An overarching goal of solid-state chemistry is to achieve the ability to predict structures and to ultimately engineer structures with desired properties. Given the great diversity of thiophosphate structures created in different flux environments, we decided to pursue the synthesis of new thiophosphates by exploring the role of the flux on the formation of thiophosphate products in the hope to better understand the role of the flux as well as to perhaps be able to predict product formation.⁴ To probe the effects of the flux on the resulting product formed, experiments were carried out using the same reagents and molar ratios used by Kutahyali Aslani et al., however, this time employing a RbCl flux in place of the previously used RbBr. Herein we report on the synthesis, crystal structures, and select optical measurements of the new rubidium rare earth thiophosphates Rb₃Ln(PS₄)₂ (Ln = La, Pr, Ce), Rb₃-ₓNaₓLn(PS₄)₂ (Ln = Pr, Ce; x = 0.50, 0.55), and RbEuPS₄ obtained by employing the RbCl flux. In addition, we discuss our current thoughts concerning the role of the flux in the creation of rubidium rare earth thiophosphates.

Experimental:

Synthesis. P₂S₅ (99%, Sigma-Aldrich), Na₂S (Alfa Aesar), N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF, Sigma-Aldrich, ACS grade), methanol (MeOH, VWR, ACS grade), and La₂S₃ (STREM Chemicals inc., 99.9%) were all used as received. P₂S₅ and Na₂S were stored and handled in a nitrogen glove bag. Ce₂S₃, Pr₂S₃, and EuS were obtained according to the procedure described in the literature.⁷⁷
The compounds Rb$_3$Ln(PS$_4$)$_2$ (Ln = La, Pr, Ce) and Rb$_{3-x}$Na$_x$Ln(PS$_4$)$_2$ (Ln = Pr, Ce; x = 0.50, 0.55) were all obtained using the same synthetic conditions. In a nitrogen filled glove bag, powders of Ln$_2$S$_3$ (Ln = La, Ce, Pr) (0.265 mmol), Na$_2$S (1.063 mmol), and P$_2$S$_5$ (1.062 mmol) were loaded into a fused silica tube in a 1:4:4 molar ratio along with 1 gram of RbCl flux. The fused silica tube was flame sealed under vacuum and placed in a box furnace set to ramp up to 820 °C in 1 hour where it dwelled for 20 hours and was subsequently slow cooled to 620 °C in 30 hours. The furnace was then shut off to allow the reaction mixture to cool to room temperature. The compound RbEuPS$_4$ was synthesized using an EuS, Na$_2$S, P$_2$S$_5$ molar ratio of 1:2:2 which was loaded into a fused silica tube that was evacuated, flame sealed, and placed in a box furnace set to the same temperature profile detailed above. To remove the flux and to isolate the single crystals, all products were sonicated in DMF and then subsequently sonicated in MeOH. The crystalline products were filtered and dried in air. The products are moisture sensitive and were therefore stored in a desiccator. Translucent plate crystals of the Rb$_3$Ln(PS$_4$)$_2$ and Rb$_{3-x}$Na$_x$Ln(PS$_4$)$_2$ compounds were obtained via the same product mixtures for each lanthanide sulfide reagent used. RbEuPS$_4$ was obtained as large yellow/brown plates and was a phase pure product.

**Single Crystal x-ray Diffraction.** X-ray intensity data from small irregular crystals were collected at 301(2) K for the compounds Rb$_3$Ln(PS$_4$)$_2$ (Ln = Pr, Ce), Rb$_{2.50(6)}$Na$_{0.50(6)}$Ce(PS$_4$)$_2$, and RbEuPS$_4$, at 291(2) K for Rb$_3$La(PS$_4$)$_2$, and at 100(2) K for Rb$_{2.45(2)}$Na$_{0.55(2)}$Pr(PS$_4$)$_2$ using a Bruker D8 QUEST diffractometer equipped with a PHOTON-II area detector and an Incoatec microfocus source (Mo Kα radiation, $\lambda = 0.71073$ Å). The raw area detector data frames were reduced and corrected for absorption.
effects using the SAINT+ and SADABS programs.\textsuperscript{78, 79} Final unit cell parameters were determined by least-squares refinement of large sets of reflections taken from each data set. An initial structural model was obtained with SHELXT.\textsuperscript{80} Subsequent difference Fourier calculations and full-matrix least-squares refinement against $F^2$ were performed with SHELXL-2018\textsuperscript{81} using the Olex2 interface.\textsuperscript{82} The crystallographic data and results of the diffraction experiments are summarized in Table 1.1

**Powder X-ray Diffraction.** Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) data for phase purity confirmation was collected using a polycrystalline sample of RbEuPS$_4$ obtained by grinding single crystals (Figure 1.1). Data was collected on a Bruker D2 PHASER diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation over a 20° range 10–65° with a step size of 0.02°.

**Energy-Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS).** EDS was performed on single crystal products using a Tescan Vega-3 SEM equipped with a Thermo EDS attachment. The SEM was operated in low-vacuum mode. Crystals were mounted on an SEM stub with carbon tape and analyzed using a 20 kV accelerating voltage and an 80 s accumulation time. SEM images of the crystals can be found in Figure 1.2. The results of EDS confirm the presence of elements found by single-crystal X-ray diffraction.

**Optical Properties.** Photoluminescence data were collected on HORIBA Scientific Standard Microscope Spectroscopy Systems connected with iHR320 Spectrometer and Synchrony detector operating on Labspec 6 software. Spectra were recorded from 400 to 800 nm using 375nm Laser excitation source power 0.5mW with 10xUV objective.
Table 1.1 The crystallographic information for all compounds reported herein. X-ray source (Mo Kα (0.71073 Å)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical formula</th>
<th>Rb$_3$La(PS$_4$)$_2$</th>
<th>Rb$_3$Pr(PS$_4$)$_2$</th>
<th>Rb$_3$Ce(PS$_4$)$_2$</th>
<th>Rb$<em>{2.45(2)}$Na$</em>{0.55(2)}$Pr(PS$_4$)$_2$</th>
<th>Rb$<em>{2.50(6)}$Na$</em>{0.50(6)}$Ce(PS$_4$)$_2$</th>
<th>RbEuPS$_4$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Formula weight</td>
<td>713.74</td>
<td>715.74</td>
<td>714.95</td>
<td>681.32</td>
<td>683.76</td>
<td>396.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal system</td>
<td>Monoclinic</td>
<td>Monoclinic</td>
<td>Monoclinic</td>
<td>Orthorhombic</td>
<td>Orthorhombic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space group, Z</td>
<td>$P2_1$</td>
<td>$P2_1$</td>
<td>$P2_1$</td>
<td>$P2_1/c$</td>
<td>$P2_1/c$</td>
<td>Pnma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a, Å</td>
<td>9.9053(9)</td>
<td>9.8265(3)</td>
<td>9.8512(6)</td>
<td>9.0570(3)</td>
<td>9.1218(4)</td>
<td>17.3308(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b, Å</td>
<td>6.7376(6)</td>
<td>6.7613(2)</td>
<td>6.7530(4)</td>
<td>17.3059(6)</td>
<td>17.4862(8)</td>
<td>6.6787(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c, Å</td>
<td>11.4553(10)</td>
<td>11.4228(4)</td>
<td>11.4321(7)</td>
<td>9.4252(3)</td>
<td>9.4704(4)</td>
<td>6.43470(10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$, deg.</td>
<td>90.005(3)</td>
<td>90.2997(12)</td>
<td>90.241(2)</td>
<td>91.8396(13)</td>
<td>91.7907(17)</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V, $\AA^3$</td>
<td>764.50(12)</td>
<td>758.92(4)</td>
<td>760.52(8)</td>
<td>1476.54(8)</td>
<td>1509.84(11)</td>
<td>744.80(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_{\text{calc}}$, g/cm$^3$</td>
<td>3.101</td>
<td>3.132</td>
<td>3.122</td>
<td>3.065</td>
<td>3.008</td>
<td>3.537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$, mm$^{-1}$</td>
<td>13.545</td>
<td>14.040</td>
<td>13.800</td>
<td>12.644</td>
<td>12.317</td>
<td>16.132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T, K</td>
<td>291(2)</td>
<td>301(2)</td>
<td>301(2)</td>
<td>100(2)</td>
<td>301(2)</td>
<td>301(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal dim., mm$^3$</td>
<td>0.040x0.030x0.020</td>
<td>0.040x0.030x0.020</td>
<td>0.080x0.040x0.020</td>
<td>0.040x0.020x0.020</td>
<td>0.070x0.020x0.010</td>
<td>0.050x0.050x0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflections collected</td>
<td>35700</td>
<td>27258</td>
<td>51419</td>
<td>47150</td>
<td>35860</td>
<td>12334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data/parameters/restraints</td>
<td>4460/132/2</td>
<td>4082/134/1</td>
<td>5434/134/1</td>
<td>4311/143/0</td>
<td>3763/143/0</td>
<td>1170/43/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{	ext{int}}$</td>
<td>0.0387</td>
<td>0.0412</td>
<td>0.0368</td>
<td>0.0462</td>
<td>0.0720</td>
<td>0.0306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodness of fit</td>
<td>1.099</td>
<td>1.181</td>
<td>1.157</td>
<td>1.093</td>
<td>1.129</td>
<td>1.171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_1$(I &gt; 2$\sigma$(I))</td>
<td>0.0493</td>
<td>0.0329</td>
<td>0.0262</td>
<td>0.0297</td>
<td>0.0563</td>
<td>0.0247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wR$_2$(all data)</td>
<td>0.0983</td>
<td>0.0541</td>
<td>0.0515</td>
<td>0.0503</td>
<td>0.1267</td>
<td>0.0647</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1.1 PXRD pattern (black lines) of phase pure RbEuPS$_4$ with the overlayed crystallographic information (CIF) file (red lines).
Results and Discussion:

Synthesis. To better understand the role of the flux employed in the molten flux crystal growth of rubidium rare earth thiophosphates, the same starting materials and ratios used by Kutahyali Aslani et al. to synthesize the Rb₄Ln₂(P₂S₆)(PS₄)₂ series were employed with the only change being the use of a RbCl flux instead of the RbBr flux. This approach resulted in a new series of thiophosphates, specifically, single crystals of the rubidium rare earth thiophosphates Rb₃Ln(PS₄)₂ (Ln = La, Ce, Pr) and Rb₃₋ₓNaₓLn(PS₄)₂ (Ln = Ce, Pr; x = 0.50, 0.55), which were found in the same product mixture. It is important to note that the compound Rb₂.₆₁(1)Na₀.₃₉(1)La(PS₄)₂ was also obtained in the same product mixture as Rb₃La(PS₄)₂, however, a similar compound has already been reported in the literature.⁵⁸
As mentioned earlier, one goal of solid-state chemistry is to achieve predictive abilities as it pertains to the targeted synthesis of compounds with desired properties. While this goal is far from being accomplished, it is important to document observed patterns and create conversations that may help push this goal further to completion. Our group has had significant success in the growth of alkali rare earth thiophosphates using various alkali halide fluxes and, given the large number of compositions synthesized, this now allows us to look for patterns within this data. Kutahyali Aslani et al. attempted to make the rubidium analogues of the Cs₂NaLn(PS₄)₂ series created by Klepov et al. utilizing the same starting materials and molar ratios however changing the flux from the CsI used by Klepov et al. to a RbBr flux. With just the change in flux, a new series of compounds, Rb₄Ln₂(P₂S₆)(PS₄)₂ (Ln = La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, and Gd), was obtained. This success of crystallizing brand new rubidium rare earth thiophosphates with just a change in flux motivated the work reported herein. Using the same starting materials and reagent ratios employed by Kutahyali Aslani et al., however, changing from a RbBr to a RbCl flux, the new compounds Rb₃Ln(PS₄)₂ (Ln = La, Ce, Pr) and Rb₃-xNaₓLn(PS₄)₂ (Ln = Ce, Pr; x = 0.50, 0.55) were obtained. Table 1.2 lists the known rubidium rare earth thiophosphates grown using alkali halide fluxes.

The data in the table demonstrates that the use of different fluxes led to the crystallization of different thiophosphate compositions. To discuss the role of the flux requires, however, that we address two interconnected variables: the identity of the flux and the reaction temperature used. It is known that different products can crystallize at different temperatures depending on the kinetic and thermodynamic processes at play. The change in flux from the RbBr used by Kutahyali Aslani et al. to the RbCl used herein
Table 1.2 A table listing the starting materials used, reagent ratios, flux identities, and reaction temperatures for all known rubidium rare earth thiophosphates grown using alkali halide fluxes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Starting Material</th>
<th>Reagent Ratios</th>
<th>Flux Identity</th>
<th>Reaction Temperature</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rb$<em>{2.65}$Na$</em>{0.35}$La(PS$_4$)$_2$</td>
<td>Ln$_2$S$_5$:Na$_2$S:PsS$_5$</td>
<td>1:2:3</td>
<td>RbCl-NaCl</td>
<td>650 for 48 hr</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rb$<em>{2.42}$Na$</em>{0.58}$Nd(PS$_4$)$_2$</td>
<td>Ln$_2$S$_5$:Na$_2$S:PsS$_5$</td>
<td>1:2:3</td>
<td>RbCl-NaCl</td>
<td>650 for 48 hr</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rb$<em>{2.50(0)}$Na$</em>{0.50(0)}$Ce(PS$_4$)$_2$</td>
<td>Ln$_2$S$_5$:Na$_2$S:PsS$_5$</td>
<td>1:4:4</td>
<td>RbCl</td>
<td>820 for 20 hr</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rb$<em>{2.45(2)}$Na$</em>{0.55(2)}$Pr(PS$_4$)$_2$</td>
<td>Ln$_2$S$_5$:Na$_2$S:PsS$_5$</td>
<td>1:4:4</td>
<td>RbCl</td>
<td>820 for 20 hr</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rb$_3$Gd(PS$_4$)$_2$</td>
<td>Ln$_2$S$_5$:Na$_2$S:PsS$_5$</td>
<td>1:2:3</td>
<td>RbCl-NaCl</td>
<td>650 for 48 hr</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rb$_{3}$Ln(PS$_4$)$_2$</td>
<td>Ln$_2$S$_5$:Na$_2$S:PsS$_5$</td>
<td>1:4:4</td>
<td>RbCl</td>
<td>820 for 20 hr</td>
<td>This work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rb$_{3}$NaNd(PS$_4$)$_2$</td>
<td>Ln$_2$S$_5$:Na$_2$S:PsS$_5$</td>
<td>1:2:3</td>
<td>RbI-NaI</td>
<td>650 for 20 hr</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rb$_{3}$Ln(P$_2$S$_6$)(PS$_4$)$_2$</td>
<td>Ln$_2$S$_5$:Na$_2$S:PsS$_5$</td>
<td>1:4:4</td>
<td>RbBr</td>
<td>800 for 12 hr</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rb$_{3}$Pr$_3$(PS$_4$)$_4$</td>
<td>Pr:P:S:RbBr</td>
<td>10:12:42:1</td>
<td>RbBr</td>
<td>950 for 14 days</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rb$_{3}$Er$_3$(PS$_4$)$_4$</td>
<td>Er:P:S:RbBr</td>
<td>4:4:16:3</td>
<td>RbBr</td>
<td>950 for 14 days</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RbLaP$_5$S$_6$</td>
<td>Ln:RbBr:S:P</td>
<td>4:6:18:6</td>
<td>RbBr</td>
<td>800 for 24 hr</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

also necessitated a change in the reaction temperature used. It is common when using molten fluxes as crystallization media that the reaction temperature is set to 100 °C above the melting point of the flux to ensure the full liquification of the flux and maximizing the likelihood of dissolving all reagents within the flux to achieve the supersaturation necessary for crystal growth upon cooling. The melting point of RbBr is ~700 °C which is the reason that Kutahyali Aslani et al. synthesized their crystals at a reaction temperature of 800 °C. The crystals reported herein, using the RbCl flux with a melting point of ~720 °C, dictated that a reaction temperature of 820 °C be used. The 20 °C difference in reaction temperature, while small, nonetheless introduces temperature as a variable. It is likely that in the case of the Rb$_3$Ln(PS$_4$)$_2$ and Rb$_3$-$x$Na$_x$Ln(PS$_4$)$_2$ families prepared in an RbCl flux, temperature plays only a minor role in determining product formation. This is because
other members of the Rb₃Ln(PS₄)₂ and Rb₃₋ₓNaₓLn(PS₄)₂ families, Table 1.2, were synthesized in a RbCl-NaCl eutectic flux (melting point: 486 °C) at a reaction temperature of 600 °C.¹⁵ The fact that Rb₃Ln(PS₄)₂ and Rb₃₋ₓNaₓLn(PS₄)₂ crystallizes over a wide temperature range suggests that the identity of the flux predominantly impacts the identity of the product formed. Though the use of a RbBr flux at various temperatures resulted in different products formed, it is interesting that the use of a RbCl flux resulted in the same families of compounds. The observation suggests that these families of compounds can be readily targeted using specifically the RbCl flux as at least one component of the flux. Furthermore, it suggests that it is always worthwhile to explore different alkali halide fluxes after a new composition has been found, as the switch in fluxes may easily lead to additional series of compounds.

The single crystal growth of RbEuPS₄ was performed using a 1:2:2 ratio of EuS, P₂S₅, and Na₂S in order to keep the ratio of lanthanide to phosphorus pentasulfide and sodium sulfide the same as in the other syntheses reported herein. The resulting product, which utilized 1gram of RbCl flux, was phase pure yellow/brown plates of RbEuPS₄. It is important to note that in this structure the lanthanide, europium, is in its 2+ oxidation state where all other compounds reported herein have the lanthanides in their 3+ oxidation state. This is most likely the reason that a different compound, structure, and composition, was obtained for europium, as its ability of taking on the 2+ oxidation state is unique among the rare earths described herein.

**Structure Description.** Rb₃Pr(PS₄)₂, and Rb₃Ce(PS₄)₂ belong to the Rb₃Ln(PS₄)₂ family of thiophosphates and crystallize in a one-dimensional structure type in the monoclinic space group P2₁, Figure 1.3 a-e. The structures consist of two unique PS₄³⁻.
tetrahedra and one 8-coordinate LnS₈ highly distorted square antiprism. The LnS₈ polyhedra corner-share with each other creating corrugated infinite chains. Within the chains, the P(1)S₄³⁻ tetrahedra share two edges with adjacent LnS₈ polyhedra and corner share with a third. The P(2)S₄³⁻ thiophosphate tetrahedra then decorate the sides of the LnS₈ polyhedra via face-sharing and point into the channels between the infinite chains. These channels are populated with ordered rubidium cations which hold the infinite chains together resulting in the full structure. In these compounds the Ln—S interatomic distances range from 2.8916(19)—3.253(16) Å, the P—S interatomic distances range from 2.0004(18)—2.089(14) Å, and the Rb—S interatomic distances range from 3.290(17)—3.9974(16) Å.

Rb₃La(PS₄)₂ is isostructural with the other Rb₃Ln(PS₄)₂ compounds reported herein however exhibits rubidium/lanthanum site mixing within the structure, Figure 1.3 f. Of the 4 unique rubidium sites, the Rb1 and Rb2 sites are mixed with lanthanum with La1/Rb1 and La2/Rb2 occupancies of 0.548(4)/0.452(4) and 0.452(4)/0.548(2), respectively, while the Rb3 and Rb4 sites are fully occupied by rubidium. Due to the approximate 50/50 rubidium and lanthanum site mixing, the resulting overall chemical formula is nonetheless the same as those of Rb₃Pr(PS₄)₂ and Rb₃Ce(PS₄). In this compound the Ln—S interatomic distances, impacted by the site mixing, range from 2.976(8)—3.384(6) Å, the P—S interatomic distances range from 1.984(12)—2.108(11) Å, and the Rb—S interatomic distances range from 3.327(8)—3.949(8) Å.

Rb_{2.45(2)}Na_{0.55(2)}Pr(PS₄)₂ and Rb_{2.50(6)}Na_{0.50(6)}Ce(PS₄)₂ belong to the Rb₃-xNaₓLn(PS₄)₂ family of thiophosphates and crystallize in the monoclinic space group P2₁/c,
Figure 1.4. The one-dimensional crystal structure consists of one 9-coordinate LnS$_9$ polyhedral unit and two unique PS$_4^{3-}$ tetrahedra. The LnS$_9$ polyhedra alternate between edge- and face-sharing with one another creating infinite LnS$_9$ chains. Between two face-sharing LnS$_9$ polyhedra, the P(1)S$_4^{3-}$ tetrahedra face-share with one LnS$_9$ polyhedra and edge-share with the other. Between two edge-sharing LnS$_9$ polyhedra, the P(2)S$_4^{3-}$ tetrahedra share one edge with each LnS$_9$ polyhedra, see Figure 1.4 d. The resulting [Ln(PS$_4$)$_2$]$^{3-}$ infinite chains are held together by 3 unique disordered cationic sites. Sites Rb1 (split into Rb1a and Rb1b) and Rb3 (split into Rb3a and Rb3b) contain solely rubidium cations while site Rb2 is a disordered mixed site of both rubidium and sodium cations. In these compounds, the Ln—S interatomic distances range from 2.8731(10)—3.3038(14) Å,

**Figure 1.3** A schematic of the Rb$_3$Ln(PS$_4$)$_2$ (Ln = La, Ce, Pr) structure showing (a) the two PS$_4^{3-}$ units, (b) the connectivity of the LnS$_8$ polyhedra, (c) the infinite chains of LnS$_8$ and PS$_4^{3-}$ polyhedra, and (d) the full crystal structure. Figure 1e and 1f show a ball and stick representation of the infinite chains of the (e) Rb$_3$Pr(PS$_4$)$_2$ and (f) Rb$_3$La(PS$_4$)$_2$ structures to visualize where the lanthanum/rubidium site mixing (split pink/green spheres) occurs in Ln = La analogue.
the P—S interatomic distances range from 1.996(4)—2.073(3) Å, and the Rb—S interatomic distances, impacted by the site mixing, range from 3.0046(16)—3.958(13) Å.

**Figure 1.4** A schematic of the Rb\(_{3-x}\)Na\(_x\)Ln(PS\(_4\))\(_2\) (Ln = Pr, Ce; x = 0.50, 0.55) structure showing (a) the LnS\(_9\) polyhedral unit, (b) the two PS\(_4^{3-}\) units, (c) the connectivity of the rare earth polyhedra, (d) the [Ln(PS\(_4\))\(_2\)]\(^{3-}\) infinite chains, and (e) the full crystal structure.

RbEuPS\(_4\) is the rubidium analogue of KEuPS\(_4^{36}\) and crystallizes in the orthorhombic space group *Pnma*, Figure 1.5. The crystal structure consists of one PS\(_4^{3-}\) tetrahedral unit and one 8 coordinate EuS\(_8\) bicapped trigonal prism. The EuS\(_8\) polyhedra edge-share with each other creating a layer of europium polyhedra parallel to the b-c plane. The edge-sharing of the polyhedra leave trigonal prismatic holes in the layers that are filled by the thiophosphate tetrahedra. The successive layers are connected through rubidium cations which are disordered on their respective sites. In this compound the Eu—S interatomic distances range from 2.9679(16)—3.4516(4) Å, the P—S interatomic distances range from 2.021(2)—2.046(2) Å, and the Rb—S interatomic distances range from 3.327(8)—3.809(9) Å.
**Figure 1.5** A schematic of the RbEuPS$_4$ structure showing (a) the PS$_4^{3-}$ unit, (b) the connectivity of the EuS$_8$ polyhedra, (c) the layers of EuS$_8$ and PS$_4^{3-}$ polyhedra, and (d) the full crystal structure.

**Optical Properties.** Fluorescence spectra were obtained at an excitation wavelength of 375 nm on single crystals of Rb$_3$La(PS$_4$)$_2$, Rb$_3$Pr(PS$_4$)$_2$, Rb$_3$Ce(PS$_4$)$_2$, Rb$_{2.45(2)}$Na$_{0.55(2)}$Pr(PS$_4$)$_2$, Rb$_{2.50(6)}$Na$_{0.50(6)}$Ce(PS$_4$)$_2$ and RbEuPS$_4$. As expected, there was no fluorescence observed for Rb$_3$La(PS$_4$)$_2$, as lanthanum compounds have a 4f$^0$ electron configuration. In the case of RbEuPS$_4$, where europium is 4f$^7$, one might expect fluorescence; however, no fluorescence was observed from the single crystals of RbEuPS$_4$. The fluorescence spectra for Rb$_3$Pr(PS$_4$)$_2$, Rb$_{2.45(2)}$Na$_{0.55(2)}$Pr(PS$_4$)$_2$, Rb$_3$Ce(PS$_4$)$_2$, and Rb$_{2.50(6)}$Na$_{0.50(6)}$Ce(PS$_4$)$_2$ are shown in Figure 1.6. In the Rb$_3$Pr(PS$_4$)$_2$ and Rb$_{2.45(2)}$Na$_{0.55(2)}$Pr(PS$_4$)$_2$ spectra, the expected $^3$P$_0 \rightarrow ^3$H$_4$, $^3$P$_0 \rightarrow ^3$H$_5$, $^1$D$_2 \rightarrow ^3$H$_4$, and $^3$P$_0 \rightarrow ^3$H$_6$ f-f transitions were observed. The fluorescence spectra for the Rb$_3$Ce(PS$_4$)$_2$ and
Rb$_{2.50(6)}$Na$_{0.50(6)}$Ce(PS$_4$)$_2$, exhibit a single broad peak covering much of the visible range measured, a phenomenon reported for other cerium compounds in the literature.$^{85-87}$

Figure 1.6 The emission spectrum of Rb$_3$Pr(PS$_4$)$_2$ (blue solid line) and Rb$_{2.45(2)}$Na$_{0.55(2)}$Pr(PS$_4$)$_2$ (orange dashed line) on the left, and that of Rb$_3$Ce(PS$_4$) (blue solid line) and Rb$_{2.50(6)}$Na$_{0.50(6)}$Ce(PS$_4$)$_2$ (orange dashed line) on the right, taken at an excitation wavelength of 375 nm.

Conclusions. Single crystals of new rubidium rare earth thiophosphates with the formulas Rb$_3$Ln(PS$_4$)$_2$ (Ln = La, Pr, Ce), Rb$_{3-x}$Na$_x$Ln(PS$_4$)$_2$ (Ln = Pr, Ce; x = 0.50, 0.55), and RbEuPS$_4$ were crystallized out of a molten RbCl flux. The role of the flux in the creation of rubidium rare earth thiophosphates was discussed and contrasted with other thiophosphate families crystallized out of similar halide fluxes. Fluorescence measurements were performed on all compounds obtained, revealing resolved f-f transitions in Rb$_3$Pr(PS$_4$)$_2$ and Rb$_{2.45(2)}$Na$_{0.55(2)}$Pr(PS$_4$)$_2$ and only single broad emission peaks for Rb$_3$Ce(PS$_4$) and Rb$_{2.50(6)}$Na$_{0.50(6)}$Ce(PS$_4$)$_2$, behavior characteristic for cerium(III) compounds.
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CHAPTER 2

FACILE OXIDE TO CHALCOGENIDE CONVERSION FOR ACTINIDES USING THE BORON-CHALCOGEN MIXTURE METHOD

1 Reproduced with permission from Breton, L. S., Klepov, V. V., and zur Loye, H.-C., J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2020, 142, 14365-14373. © 2020 American Chemical Society
Abstract: Actinide chalcogenides are of interest for fundamental studies of the behavior of 5f electrons in actinides located in a soft ligand coordination environment. As actinides exhibit an extremely high affinity for oxygen, the synthesis of phase pure actinide chalcogenide materials free of oxide impurities is a great challenge and, moreover, requires the availability and use of oxygen free starting materials. Herein, we report a new method, the Boron-Chalcogen Mixture (BCM) method, for the synthesis of phase pure uranium chalcogenides based on the use of a boron/chalcogen mixture, where boron functions as an “oxygen sponge” to remove oxygen from an oxide precursor and where the elemental chalcogen effects transformation of the oxide precursor into an oxygen free chalcogenide reagent. The boron oxide can be separated from the reaction mixture that is left to react to form the desired chalcogenide product. Several syntheses are presented that demonstrate the broad functionality of the technique and thermodynamic calculations that show the underlying driving force are discussed. Specifically, three classes of chalcogenides that include both new (rare earth uranium sulfides and alkali-thorium thiophosphates) and previously reported compounds were prepared to validate the approach: binary uranium and thorium sulfides, oxide to sulfide transformation in solid state reactions, and in situ generation of actinide chalcogenides in flux crystal growth reactions.

Introduction. Actinide chalcogenides adopt diverse structure types with distinct chemical compositions and specific actinide oxidation states, which offer unique opportunities for studying 5f electron properties. The synthesis of these materials can be achieved by a limited set of synthetic routes that include the traditional solid-state approach, chemical vapor transport, and the molten flux technique. Regardless of the method chosen, there are two general actinide precursors that are
consistently used – the actinide metals and binary actinide chalcogenides.\textsuperscript{2, 116-120} One of the main obstacles faced when synthesizing the actinide chalcogenides are actinide oxide and oxychalcogenide impurities that often contaminate the resulting products and interfere with their property measurements.\textsuperscript{121-123} Due to the high oxygen affinity of the actinides, even trace amounts of oxygen in the system will inevitably result in the formation of these impurities. Although careful oxygen exclusion from the reaction media is an intuitive and straightforward approach for avoiding oxide impurities, it is unfortunately often nearly impossible to completely eliminate oxide contamination present in the reagents themselves.\textsuperscript{124, 125} This difficulty of needing to effectively deal with oxide or oxychalcogenide impurities in the starting materials motivated us to explore different synthetic approaches that would allow for the use of oxygen-contaminated reagents, or even oxides themselves, as the starting materials for the synthesis of oxygen free actinide chalcogenides.

In situations where oxygen cannot be avoided in the initial reagent mixture, it is reasonable to consider the use of a highly oxophilic sacrificial component that would extract oxygen and subsequently leave the reaction mixture or be dissolvable in post-reaction work-up. Aluminum powder with its high affinity for oxygen, in principle, would be a great candidate as an oxophilic component, however, its inertness, very high melting point (2072 °C) and low vapor pressure of the resulting Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} makes its use inconvenient in typical reactions.\textsuperscript{126} A better alternative is boron, which is almost as oxophilic as aluminum; however, it forms the much less inert B\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} oxide. In fact, this approach has been successfully implemented in the sulfurization of some transition metal and rare earth oxides by incorporating a mixture of boron and sulfur into the reaction vessel.\textsuperscript{127-132} The
boron acts as an ‘oxygen sponge’ forming highly stable B$_2$O$_3$ while leaving the sulfur to replace oxygen. The success of the sulfurization is based on the differences between the formation energies of B$_2$O$_3$ ($\Delta G^\circ$ (vitreous-B$_2$O$_3$) = -1182.5 kJ/mol) and B$_2$S$_3$ ($\Delta G^\circ$ (vitreous-B$_2$S$_3$) = -247.6 kJ/mol), which strongly favors the formation of B$_2$O$_3$ thus leaving sulfur to react with the other reagents.\textsuperscript{131} Despite the success with the rare earth and $d$ elements, this approach has never been implemented for the synthesis of actinide chalcogenides. It is possible that this application was deemed unlikely to work for actinides due to their high oxophilicity and, thus, high stability of the actinide oxides. Thermodynamic calculations indicate, however, that this process should work for the actinides as well, which prompted us to investigate the effectiveness of using boron-chalcogen mixtures to achieve the formation of actinide chalcogenides when starting with actinide oxide precursors.\textsuperscript{47}

Herein we present the first time application of the boron-chalcogen mixture (BCM) method for the synthesis of actinide chalcogenides from their respective oxide precursors (Figure 2.1). To demonstrate the efficacy of the BCM method, we present the synthesis of ThS$_2$ and US$_2$ starting from ThO$_2$ and U$_3$O$_8$, the solid state syntheses of UMS$_3$ (M = Ni and Co) perovskites starting with oxide reagents, the adaptation of the BCM method to flux crystal growth and the formation of the new family of rare earth uranium sulfides, Ln$_3$U$_2$S$_5$ (Ln = Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd-Yb) containing mixed valent U(III/IV), the crystal growth of the new complex thorium thiophosphate Rb$_{1.72}$Na$_{0.68}$I$_{0.40}$[Th(PS$_4$)$_2$] using ThO$_2$ as a starting reagent, and the crystal growth of the uranium(VI) sulfide Cs$_6$Cu$_{12}$U$_2$S$_{15}$ obtained using the BCM method \textit{in situ} generated polychalcogenide flux.\textsuperscript{133} The single crystal structures and magnetic measurements of the new phases are presented. The new method will
undoubtedly stimulate actinide chalcogenide research by bridging oxide and chalcogenide solid state chemistry and providing greatly improved access to phase pure chalcogenides and their properties.

![Figure 2.1](image)

**Figure 2.1** A schematic representation of the proposed method for the synthesis of actinide chalcogenides. Stable actinide oxides U₃O₈ and ThO₂ can be used as starting materials that are sulfurized to generate US₂ and ThS₂ as a final product or for *in situ* use in flux crystal growth and solid state reactions.

**Results and Discussion:**

**Proof of Concept: Binary actinide sulfides synthesis.** To probe the feasibility of oxygen replacement by sulfur in uranium oxides, we treated UO₂ and U₃O₈ with a boron-sulfur (B-S) mixture in a carbon coated evacuated silica tube at 800 °C. As boron sulfides that form during the course of the reaction are corrosive in nature and can react with silica reaction vessels, it is necessary to heavily carbon coat the inside of the silica tubes to prevent corrosion and, ultimately, tube breakage. This is readily achieved by thermally
decomposing acetone inside the empty silica tube at high temperatures.\textsuperscript{131} The carbon coating prevents the tube from corroding and minimizes the introduction of possible contaminants in the product. The treatment of UO\textsubscript{2} and U\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{8} with a B-S mixture resulted in a phase pure US\textsubscript{2} product with no detectable oxide or oxysulfide impurities by powder X-ray diffraction (Figure 2.2). This experiment proves that despite the uranium’s high affinity for oxygen, it is possible to achieve full oxygen replacement by using the BCM method, suggesting the further extension of this method to other uranium chalcogenides as well as thorium analogues. To explore this extension of the BCM method, UO\textsubscript{2} and ThO\textsubscript{2} were reacted with boron-chalcogen mixtures (S, Se, Te) under identical reaction conditions. In all cases, except for the reaction between ThO\textsubscript{2} and a boron-tellurium mixture, was full oxygen replacement with chalcogens achieved. Moreover, the reactions with sulfur resulted in phase pure samples of US\textsubscript{2} and ThS\textsubscript{2} (Figure 2.2 and 2.3). We also found that the addition of an excess of the boron-chalcogen mixture results in the formation of polychalcogenide actinide compounds, a known class of chalcogenide materials.\textsuperscript{134} Notably, even if an excess of boron is present, it does not incorporate into the reaction products. For the simple binaries, the reported method can find only a limited application for the synthesis of thorium tellurides as the only stable product that forms in the reactions between thorium ThO\textsubscript{2} and boron-tellurium mixtures is thorium oxytelluride, ThOTe.
Figure 2.2 (top and middle) PXRD patterns of the products obtained from a reaction between UO$_2$ or U$_3$O$_8$ with B-S mixture at 800 °C and (bottom) calculated PXRD pattern of orthorhombic US$_2$.\textsuperscript{135}
Figure 2.3 The PXRD of pure ThS$_2$ with the overlaid CIF from the reaction of ThO$_2$ with a mixture of boron and sulfur. Peak at ~43º (marked with an asterisk) corresponds to the steel slide.

To probe the temperature dependence of the oxygen replacement with sulfur in oxides, we performed several reactions between U$_3$O$_8$/ThO$_2$ with a boron-sulfur (B-S) mixture (Figures 2.4 and 2.5). At low temperatures (below 500 °C) the B-S mixture reduces U$_3$O$_8$ to UO$_2$, with no indication of sulfide phase formation. The oxygen displacement by sulfur takes place between 500 and 600 °C, and full sulfurization finishes at temperatures below 700 °C, at which point all oxygen is fully replaced by sulfur to form US$_2$ and U(IV)S$_3$. The excess sulfur in US$_3$ sulfide-disulfide can be separated from the product by
thermal decomposition at 800 °C, resulting in a phase pure US$_2$ or ThS$_2$ product for UO$_2$/U$_3$O$_8$ and ThO$_2$ stating materials, respectively.

![Figure 2.4](image-url)

**Figure 2.4** The PXRD patterns of products obtained in a reaction between U$_3$O$_8$, B, and S performed at (from top to bottom) 400, 500, 600, 700, and 800 °C. The following products were identified: UO$_2$ (500 °C); UOS, US$_3$, and US$_2$ (600 °C); US$_3$ and US$_2$ (700 °C); US$_2$ (800 °C).
The PXRD patterns of products obtained in a reaction between $\text{ThO}_2$, $\text{B}$, and $\text{S}$ performed at (from top to bottom) 500, 600, 700, and 800 °C. The following products were identified: $\text{ThO}_2$ and $\text{Th}_2\text{S}_5$ (500 °C); $\text{ThO}_2$, $\text{ThOS}$, and $\text{Th}_2\text{S}_5$ (600 °C); $\text{ThO}_2$ and $\text{ThS}_2$ (700 °C); $\text{ThS}_2$ (800 °C).

**Thermodynamic Stability.** The observation of UOS and US$_2$ in the reactions at intermediate temperature suggests that there exist competing forces (kinetic and or thermodynamic) at these temperatures. In order to provide a thermodynamic basis for the observed experimental data, we calculated enthalpies of the reactions that form uranium and thorium compounds according to the following equations:

$$\text{UO}_2/\text{ThO}_2 + 4/3 \text{ B} + n\text{Q} \rightleftharpoons \text{UQ}_n/\text{ThQ}_n + 2/3\text{B}_2\text{O}_3$$  \hspace{1cm} (1);

$$\Delta H_r = \Delta h_0 \kappa(\text{UQ}_n/\text{ThQ}_n) + 2/3\Delta h_0 \kappa(\text{B}_2\text{O}_3) - \Delta h_0 \kappa(\text{UO}_2/\text{ThO}_2)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2);
UO2/ThO2 + 1/3B + nQ ⇌ UQn/ThQn + 1/3B2O3 \tag{3};

\Delta H_r = \Delta rH_0 \kappa (UQ_n/ThQ_n) + 1/3\Delta rH_0 \kappa (B_2O_3) - \Delta rH_0 \kappa (UO_2/ThO_2) \tag{4},

where Q is a chalcogen. Enthalpies of formation at 0 K for all compounds were taken from the OQMD database.\textsuperscript{136, 137} As per equations (2) and (4) the energy cost of converting an oxide to a chalcogenide has to be compensated for by the energy gained when B2O3 is formed, as otherwise the reaction will not be energetically favorable. To compare the stability of different products, we plotted the calculated $\Delta H_r$ values in Figure 2.6. Although the entropies were not taken into account due to the lack of reliable literature values on these materials, the obtained enthalpic values are a good guide to overall phase stability and are in reasonable agreement with our experiments. For instance, in the U-O-S system, the addition of boron (and a respective change of the energy landscape in the system)\textsuperscript{138} can result in the formation of binary chalcogenides US$_3$ and US$_2$, and an oxysulfide UOS, which are indeed observed among the products of a reaction between UO$_2$ and the B-S mixture. Between the two binaries, the most enthalpically favored is US$_3$, which forms at lower temperatures than US$_2$. As the temperature is increased, US$_3$ decomposes to US$_2$ and S, which is identical to the process occurring in a reaction between metal U and S, where US$_3$ can be formed at temperatures below \sim 600 °C followed by subsequent decomposition to US$_2$ and S at higher temperatures.\textsuperscript{139} Similar trends can be observed in the Se systems, where UQ$_2$ and UQ$_3$ are identified as the most stable compounds (Figure 2.7). The Te systems, however, are quite different from the S and Se ones in that only UOTe and ThOTe are predicted to have negative enthalpies of formation and therefore be stable. This is in good agreement with the experimental data for the Th-O-Te system, where only ThOTe was observed in the powder X-ray diffraction pattern.
Figure 2.6 Enthalpies of formation of different uranium and thorium chalcogenide products in reaction (1) (for binary chalcogenides) and reaction (3) (for oxychalcogenides). AnOQ, AnQ₂ and AnQ₃ are among the most stable compounds in these systems. ΔHᵣ were estimated using calculated ΔH₀ values from The Open Quantum Materials Database.¹³⁶,¹³⁷
Figure 2.7 The experimental (black) PXRD pattern of the product of the reaction at 800 °C between UO$_2$, B, and Se in a 1:2:3 molar ratio, respectively, with the calculated PXRD patterns of the indexed phases, USe$_3$ (blue) and USe$_2$ (red). Peak at ~43° (marked with an asterisk) corresponds to the steel slide.

However, in the U-O-Te system, uranium forms a handful of telluride phases, most of which could not be identified unambiguously by PXRD but likely include polytelluride phases. Tellurium is known to have a greater ability to form polyanions compared to its sulfur and selenium congeners, which could possibly give rise to additional factors not considered in the calculations and which could be the cause of the discrepancy. One can thus conclude that these predictions can be readily used when targeting specific sulfides and selenides, while targeting the telluride phases may require additional experimentation.
Overall, these experiments and thermodynamic findings provide evidence that the BCM method is an efficient and very convenient way for obtaining actinide chalcogenide and polychalcogenide precursors. Given the achieved success, it was decided to explore how generally applicable this method is and, thus, to apply this method to an \textit{in situ} uranium chalcogenide generation in conventional solid state and flux reactions. As our interest lies in the magnetism of sulfide phases and their structural complexity, we focused mostly on the phases with magnetic ions and those that have the potential to exhibit a complex structure.

\textbf{Solid state reactions using the BCM method.} To date, solid state approaches for obtaining chalcogenide phases often involve the high temperature reaction of the respective elements. To probe the applicability of the BCM method for solid state reactions using oxides as starting materials, we selected UNiS$_3$ and UCoS$_3$ perovskites as target phases.\cite{141} These compositions are of interest for a number of reasons including a $+$4 cation on the A site, interesting magnetic properties, and past difficulty in preparing a phase pure sample, (Figure 2.8).\cite{142} To generate the target phases, we performed a series of two-step solid state reactions. In the first step, the precursors U$_3$O$_8$, NiO, and CoC$_2$O$_4$·2H$_2$O were weighed out in the proper stoichiometric quantities, pelletized, and pre-reacted at 1100 °C in air. As NiUO$_4$ forms only under high pressure,\cite{143} we observed the formation of a mixture of NiO and U$_3$O$_8$ for the Ni-containing system, whereas the reaction with Co resulted in a pure CoUO$_4$ uranate (Figure 2.9). In the second step, the intermediate products were ground with a slight excess of the B-S mixture, pelletized, and reacted in an evacuated carbon-coated silica tube. We found that pure UNiS$_3$ forms at 850 °C, while the formation of UCoS$_3$ is not observed until a significantly higher temperature, 1100 °C, in agreement with
the previous report.\textsuperscript{141} The PXRD data confirm the formation of phase-pure, well crystalline

\textbf{Figure 2.8} (top) Schematic of the orthorhombically distorted perovskite structure of UNiS\textsubscript{3} with U (dark-grey) and Ni (light grey) cations on the A and B sites, respectively, and (bottom) the magnetic susceptibility vs. temperature plot for UNiS\textsubscript{3}. 
Figure 2.9 Experimental (black) and calculated (red) PXRD patterns of CoUO$_4$.

products (Figures 2.10 and 2.11). Pure UNiS$_3$ also formed in a direct reaction between NiO, U$_3$O$_8$, and the B-S mixture, circumventing the intermediate step. These experiments demonstrate the major advantage of the BCM method, namely that air stable oxides can be used as starting materials to obtain phase pure chalcogenide target phases, including those that are extremely sensitive to the presence of oxygen in the system. In fact, the B-S mixture bridges oxide and sulfide solid state chemistry as it allows for oxygen replacement in virtually any oxide material and its potential for the synthesis of sulfide phases can hardly be overestimated.
**Figure 2.10** Experimental (black) and calculated (red) PXRD patterns of UCoS$_3$. Peak at $\sim43^\circ$ (marked with an asterisk) corresponds to the steel slide.
The successful synthesis of UCoS\textsubscript{3} and UNiS\textsubscript{3} from an oxide using the BCM method allowed us to study their magnetic properties. As the magnetism of UCoS\textsubscript{3} has been reported before, we used it as a reference point, whereas the magnetic properties of UNiS\textsubscript{3} are reported here for the first time. As expected, the magnetic susceptibility of UCoS\textsubscript{3} in a range of 2 to 130 K falls in line with the previously reported data,\textsuperscript{144} and exhibits a single magnetic transition at \(\sim\)60 K, which is followed by a significant increase in the magnetic susceptibility, indicating a ferro- or ferrimagnetic transition (Figure 2.12). Unlike its Co analog, the magnetic susceptibility of UNiS\textsubscript{3} exhibits a downturn in the magnetic
Figure 2.12 The temperature dependence of the molar susceptibility and inverse molar susceptibility for UCoS$_3$.

susceptibility at about 30 K (Figure 2.8). There is no indication of impurities in the PXRD patterns of the sample; moreover, we prepared samples that contain U and Ni in 0.98:1 and 1:0.98 molar ratios to account for possible impurities that could result from off-stoichiometry in the reagent mixture. As both samples showed the same magnetic behavior, one can surmise that this magnetic behavior is attributable to UNiS$_3$ rather than to an unidentified impurity. A magnetization vs. magnetic field plot collected from a fresh sample at room temperature showed that the sample acquires a residual magnetization when exposed to a magnetic field (Figure 2.13). This fact indicates that there is some degree of glassy behavior in UNiS$_3$ at 300 K. We collected magnetic susceptibility up to 375 K.
Figure 2.13 Magnetization vs. field plot for a fresh UNiS$_3$ sample at 300 K.

but no clear magnetic transition was revealed. Additional studies using neutron diffraction to learn about potential magnetic order in UNiS$_3$ are planned for the future.

Flux crystal growth using the BCM method. Successful synthesis of the Ln$_x$U$_2$S$_5$ series. Flux crystal growth is one of the pillars of modern solid state chemistry that has functioned very efficiently for obtaining and characterizing new phases in single crystal form.$^{4,145}$ Due to our interest in the magnetism of uranium sulfides, we investigated the rare earth uranium sulfide system to study the magnetic behavior and identify possible magnetic interactions between 4$f$ and 5$f$ orbitals.$^{146}$ Prior to realizing the potential use of the BCM method, we had synthesized several compounds in the Ln$_x$U$_2$S$_5$ series (Ln = Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd, Tb, and Dy, $x = 0.70$–$0.89$) using US$_2$ as a starting material. Unfortunately,
the majority of the reaction products were contaminated by UOS as a result of the hygroscopic nature of US$_2$.\textsuperscript{126,147} We decided to reinvestigate this system using the BCM method to study the method’s effectiveness in flux crystal growth reactions.

To eliminate oxygen from the system and to obtain the target Ln$_x$U$_2$S$_5$ products, a series of reactions using UO$_2$ and Ln$_2$S$_3$ with the B-S mixture were performed in evacuated carbon-coated silica tubes. This resulted in the successful synthesis of the Ln$_x$U$_2$S$_5$ series without oxygen impurities. Moreover, we attempted reactions targeting the compositions that previously did not form when US$_2$ was used as a starting material; this led to phase pure single crystalline samples of Ln$_x$U$_2$S$_5$ with Ln = Ho, Tm, and Yb. In all cases, a white opaque layer of, presumably, B$_2$O$_3$ could be seen attached to the exposed silica at the top of each tube; the final Ln$_x$U$_2$S$_5$ products did not contain oxide impurities as determined by PXRD. Magnetic measurements were performed on phase pure samples of Ln$_x$U$_2$S$_5$ with Ln = Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, and Yb, (Figures 2.14-2.19), to show their paramagnetic behavior down to 2 K, Figures 2.20-2.25. Although the Curie-Weiss law fits allowed us to derive the magnetic moments of these compounds (Table 2.1), the exact lanthanide content varies slightly between crystals, thereby affecting the exact U(III) to U(IV) ratio, making an assignment of magnetic moments to specific species in the structures not possible. Similar issues were observed in the previously reported isotypic material U$_{1+\delta}$S$_2$ that also contains uranium in the +3 and +4 oxidation states, the ratio of which is a function of $\delta$.\textsuperscript{148}
Figure 2.14 Experimental (black) and calculated (red) PXRD patterns of Tb$_{0.82(3)}$U$_2$S$_5$. 
Figure 2.15 Experimental (black) and calculated (red) PXRD patterns of $\text{Dy}_{0.76(3)}\text{U}_2\text{S}_5$. 
Figure 2.16 Experimental (black) and calculated (red) PXRD patterns of Ho$_{0.79(3)}$U$_2$S$_5$. 
**Figure 2.17** Experimental (black) and calculated (red) PXRD patterns of Er$_{0.75(1)}$U$_2$S$_5$. 
Figure 2.18 Experimental (black) and calculated (red) PXRD patterns of Tm$_{0.75}$U$_2$S$_5$. 
Figure 2.19 Experimental (black) and calculated (red) PXRD patterns of Yb$_{0.70(4)}$U$_2$S$_5$. 
Figure 2.20 The temperature dependence of the molar susceptibility and inverse molar susceptibility for Tb$_{0.82(3)}$U$_2$S$_5$. 
Figure 2.21 The temperature dependence of the molar susceptibility and inverse molar susceptibility for $\text{Dy}_0.76(3)\text{U}_2\text{S}_5$. 
Figure 2.22 The temperature dependence of the molar susceptibility and inverse molar susceptibility for Ho$_{0.78(3)}$U$_2$S$_5$. 
Figure 2.23 The temperature dependence of the molar susceptibility and inverse molar susceptibility for Er$_{0.75}$U$_2$S$_5$. 
Figure 2.24 The temperature dependence of the molar susceptibility and inverse molar susceptibility for Tm$_{0.75(1)}$U$_2$S$_5$. 
Figure 2.25 The temperature dependence of the molar susceptibility and inverse molar susceptibility for Yb$_{0.70(4)}$U$_2$S$_5$.

Table 2.1 The molar susceptibility, $\chi$, and total effective moment, $\mu_{\text{eff}}$, at 300 K obtained for phase pure samples of Ln$_x$U$_2$S$_5$ (Ln = Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, Yb).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ln$_x$U$_2$S$_5$</th>
<th>$\chi$(emu/mol)</th>
<th>$\mu_{\text{eff}}$ ($\mu_B$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tb$_{0.82(3)}$U$_2$S$_5$</td>
<td>0.0415</td>
<td>9.9748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dy$_{0.76(3)}$U$_2$S$_5$</td>
<td>0.0447</td>
<td>10.3567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ho$_{0.78(3)}$U$_2$S$_5$</td>
<td>0.0387</td>
<td>9.6264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Er$_{0.75(1)}$U$_2$S$_5$</td>
<td>0.0329</td>
<td>8.8853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tm$_{0.75(1)}$U$_2$S$_5$</td>
<td>0.0206</td>
<td>7.0331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yb$_{0.70(4)}$U$_2$S$_5$</td>
<td>0.0111</td>
<td>5.1689</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thorium thiophosphates. The successful synthesis of the Ln$_x$U$_2$S$_5$ series demonstrated the use of the BCM method for the crystal growth of rare earth uranium
sulfides. To see if this approach could be extended to other actinides, we utilized the BCM method for the crystal growth of thorium containing chalcogenides. We targeted a thorium analog of previously reported uranium thiophosphates with complex topology and relatively large unit cells (>7,500 Å³). The use of a RbI flux with the BCM method for in situ sulfurization of ThO₂ in the presence of P₂S₅ and Na₂S resulted in the formation of single crystals of Rb₁.₇₂Na₀.₆₈I₀.₄₀[Th(PS₄)₂], a close analog of previously reported Rb₁.₃₅Na₀.₉₃I₀.₂₈[U(PS₄)₂] that was obtained via a normal flux crystal growth reaction using US₂ as a starting reagent.

The new thorium compound synthesized using the BCM method is composed of [Th(PS₄)₂]²⁻ slabs, identical to their [U(PS₄)₂]²⁻ analogs, that are filled with severely disordered Na⁺, Rb⁺, and I⁻ ions (Figure 2.26). While uranium compounds comprise the majority of the reported actinide sulfides (253 entries in ICSD), thorium sulfides are significantly less common with only 55 entries. The small number of reported thorium analogs can potentially be attributed to their perceived similarity to the uranium counterparts and therefore a lack of interest in their synthesis that many would consider redundant. However, the synthesis of the thorium analogs of uranium compounds can be beneficial as it is sometimes difficult to determine the oxidation state of uranium based solely on crystallographic data; while uranium has a range of oxidation states from +2 to +6 in its sulfides, thorium does not adopt an oxidation state higher than +4. Therefore, introduction of this simple and effective synthetic method for thorium sulfides can help clarify uranium oxidation states in chalcogenide systems and lead to a significant boost in the number of reported thorium sulfides in the future.
Application of the BCM method for the synthesis of U(V,VI) chalcogenides.

There are only few reports on uranium sulfides with uranium in oxidation states higher
than +4, as the chalcogenides tend to stabilize uranium in oxidation states lower than +5. There are a few exceptions, such as the series of alkali copper uranium sulfides, $M_6Cu_{12}U_2S_{15}$ ($M = K, Rb, Cs$), in which uranium exhibits the formal oxidation state of +6, although there is experimental evidence of U(V) admixture in these compounds. In order to probe the potential of the new BCM method for the formation of uranium sulfides in uncommon oxidation states, the synthesis of $Cs_6Cu_{12}U_2S_{15}$ was targeted by replacing U metal with $U_3O_8$ as a starting material. Moreover, we replaced $Cs_2S$ (in the original synthesis) that generated a polychalcogenide flux with $Cs_2CO_3$ and an additional quantity of the B-S mixture to generate the flux *in situ* from a commercially available carbonate. In doing so, all air- and moisture-sensitive chalcogenide starting materials were replaced with ones that can be handled in air, i.e. $U_3O_8$, Cu, $Cs_2CO_3$, B, and S, circumventing the need of using inert atmospheres (e.g. a glovebox or a glovebag) and greatly simplifying reaction preparation. This process resulted in the successful synthesis of the target phase, as confirmed by SC XRD and powder XRD analysis. This experiment concludes a full range of actinide sulfide materials can be targeted using this new method.

**Conclusions.** In summary, we demonstrated the first successful application of the BCM method for a full range of actinide chalcogenide syntheses, including binary actinide chalcogenide syntheses, solid state synthesis and flux crystal growth reactions. An unprecedented one-step transformation of the stable $U_3O_8$ and $ThO_2$ actinide oxides to phase pure $US_2$ and $ThS_2$ was achieved at 800 °C. Solid state sulfurization reactions were developed to demonstrate oxygen replacement in a NiO + $U_3O_8$ mixture, and CoUO$_4$, to form UNiS$_3$ and UCoS$_3$ perovskites, respectively, the magnetic properties of which are reported. Further development of solid state sulfurization reactions is of paramount
importance for actinide chalcogenide chemistry as it bridges oxide and chalcogenide solid state chemistry, opening a new synthetic route toward actinide chalcogenides.

To demonstrate the applicability of this method for exploratory flux crystal growth, a wide range of actinide chalcogenides with different fluxes were synthesized, particularly, a new family of mixed 4f/5f compounds LnₓU₂S₅ in a CsCl flux, a thorium thiophosphate with complex topology Rb₁.₇₂Na₀.₆₈I₀.₄₀[Th(PS₄)₂] in a RbI flux, and a U(V,VI) sulfide Cs₆Cu₁₂U₂S₁₅ in an in situ generated polysulfide flux. One great advantage of this method is that it allows for actinide chalcogenide generation at relatively low temperatures, below 600 °C, allowing for the use of polychalcogenide fluxes. We believe that the combination of convenient exploratory crystal growth and an easy solid state route toward phase pure materials, which is necessity for property measurements, creates a synergy that will significantly boost research in the field of actinide chalcogenides.

Experimental:

Caution! Both thorium and uranium, although the uranium precursor used in this synthesis contains depleted uranium, require that proper procedures for handling radioactive materials are observed. All handling of radioactive materials was performed in laboratories specially designated for the study of radioactive actinide materials.

General considerations. All reagents were obtained from commercial sources and were used without further purification. All reactions with chalcogens were carried out in carbon-coated fused silica tubes (10×12mm inner and outer diameters, about 12 cm length). All reagents were handled in air, except for P₂S₅ and Na₂S, which were handled in a nitrogen filled glovebag. Phase composition of all products was determined by powder X-ray diffraction using a Bruker D2 Phaser instrument. Magnetic property measurements
were performed using a Quantum Design MPMS 3 SQUID magnetometer. Single-crystal X-ray diffraction data were collected at 300(2) K on a Bruker D8 QUEST diffractometer equipped with an Incoatec IμS 3.0 microfocus radiation source (MoKα, λ = 0.71073 Å) and a PHOTON II area detector (Tables 2.2-2.4). Quantitative elemental analysis was performed on product single crystals using a Tescan Vega-3 SEM instrument equipped with a Thermo EDS attachment (SEM images seen in Figure 2.27).

**Chalcogenation reactions.** The reactions between actinide oxides AnO₂ (An = U and Th) and chalcogens were studied at 800 °C using 1:2:3 and 1:4:6 molar ratios of the starting materials AnO₂, B, and Q (Q = S, Se, Te); and were sulfurized at different temperatures (400, 500, 600, 700, and 800 °C) using 1:6:9 and 1:2:3 molar ratios for U₃O₈:B:S and ThO₂:B:S, respectively (see Tables 2.5 and 2.6). All reactions were placed into a programmable furnace, ramped up to the desired temperature, where it was held for 24 hours. The phase composition of the products was determined by PXRD. It is important to note that in principle boron can act as a reducing agent toward the other reagents. In practice it appears that the stability of the product phase also significantly influences the actinide oxidation state in the syntheses described.

**Synthesis of Actinide Sulfides.** LnₓU₂S₅. For Ln = Pr-Dy, a 6:1 molar ratio of US₂ and Ln₂S₃ respectively was used along with 1 gram of CsCl flux. For Ln = Ho-Yb, a 1:1:6:9 molar ratio of UO₂, Ln₂S₃, B, and S, respectively, was used along with 1 gram of CsCl flux. All reactions were put in a programmable furnace and ramped up to 400 °C in 1 hour, then slowly ramped at 20 °C/hour to 750 °C where it was held for 20 hours. The furnace was then cooled to 550 °C at a rate of 8 °C/hour and subsequently shut down to cool to room temperature. The product was sonicated in water to dissolve and remove the CsCl flux from
the desired product. After sonication, the water was decanted off the product, and the product was vacuum filtered, washed with water and acetone, and dried in air.

UNiS\textsubscript{3} was obtained in a solid state reaction between 0.1127 g of U\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{8} and 0.030 g of NiO in a 1:3 molar ratio with 0.0631 g of B-S mixture (9% excess) with a 2:3 B:S molar ratio. The mixture was thoroughly ground and pelletized before reacting it at 850 °C for 12 h.

UCoS\textsubscript{3} was obtained from CoUO\textsubscript{4} that resulted from a reaction between CoC\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4}2H\textsubscript{2}O and U\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{8} in a 3:1 molar ratio at 1100 °C. After confirming phase purity by PXRD, CoUO\textsubscript{4} (0.0861 g) was ground with 0.0382 g of the B-S mixture (2% excess based on O content) and reacted at 1100 °C for 3 h. The phase purity of the obtained UCoS\textsubscript{3} was confirmed by PXRD.

Rb\textsubscript{1.72}Na\textsubscript{0.68}I\textsubscript{0.40}[Th(PS\textsubscript{4})\textsubscript{2}] was obtained in a flux crystal growth reaction between ThO\textsubscript{2}, Na\textsubscript{2}S, P\textsubscript{2}S\textsubscript{5}, B, and S in a 1:4:4:4:6 ratio (based on 0.0874 g of ThO\textsubscript{2}) with 1.0 g of a RbI flux. The reaction was ramped up to 720 °C in 1 h, dwelled for 10 h, and cooled to 500 °C at a 10 °C/h rate. The product was separated from the flux by dissolving the flux in 30 mL of DMF and filtering using vacuum filtration. While the obtained transparent crystals are somewhat moisture sensitive, they rapidly react with liquid water releasing H\textsubscript{2}S.

Cs\textsubscript{6}Cu\textsubscript{12}U\textsubscript{2}S\textsubscript{15} was obtained in a reaction between U\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{8}, Cu, Cs\textsubscript{2}CO\textsubscript{3}, B, and S in a 1:12:8:30 ratio. Due to hygroscopic nature of Cs\textsubscript{2}CO\textsubscript{3}, it was dried in an oven overnight at 260 °C. The reaction was ramped up to 600 °C at a 50 °C/h rate, dwelled for 24 h, and
Table 2.2 Crystallographic data for the Ln₈U₂S₅ phases with Ln = Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd, Tb, Dy. X-ray source (Mo Kα (0.71073 Å).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical formula</th>
<th>Pr₀.89(4)U₂S₅</th>
<th>Nd₀.88(4)U₂S₅</th>
<th>Sm₀.87(3)U₂S₅</th>
<th>Gd₀.88(2)U₂S₅</th>
<th>Tb₀.82(3)U₂S₅</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Formula weight</td>
<td>762.12</td>
<td>763.29</td>
<td>766.79</td>
<td>775.53</td>
<td>766.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space group</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a, Å</td>
<td>10.2982(3)</td>
<td>10.2927(2)</td>
<td>10.2913(2)</td>
<td>10.2902(2)</td>
<td>10.2743(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b, Å</td>
<td>10.2982(3)</td>
<td>10.2927(2)</td>
<td>10.2913(2)</td>
<td>10.2902(2)</td>
<td>10.2743(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c, Å</td>
<td>6.3524(2)</td>
<td>6.3490(2)</td>
<td>6.34450(10)</td>
<td>6.35750(10)</td>
<td>6.3372(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V, Å³</td>
<td>673.69(4)</td>
<td>672.61(3)</td>
<td>671.95(3)</td>
<td>673.18(3)</td>
<td>668.96(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ρ calc., g/cm³</td>
<td>7.514</td>
<td>7.538</td>
<td>7.580</td>
<td>7.652</td>
<td>7.612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ, mm⁻¹</td>
<td>55.741</td>
<td>56.161</td>
<td>56.999</td>
<td>58.044</td>
<td>58.316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T, K</td>
<td>302.83</td>
<td>303.9</td>
<td>302.14</td>
<td>302.43</td>
<td>303.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal dim., mm³</td>
<td>0.06x0.06x0.02</td>
<td>0.06x0.06x0.02</td>
<td>0.06x0.06x0.02</td>
<td>0.06x0.06x0.02</td>
<td>0.06x0.06x0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2θ range, deg.</td>
<td>2.797—32.482</td>
<td>2.799—32.490</td>
<td>2.799—32.499</td>
<td>2.799—32.495</td>
<td>2.804—32.493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflections collected</td>
<td>11591</td>
<td>11311</td>
<td>11661</td>
<td>12092</td>
<td>11368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data/parameters/restraints</td>
<td>615/26/0</td>
<td>612/26/0</td>
<td>611/26/0</td>
<td>614/26/0</td>
<td>608/26/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_{int}</td>
<td>0.0383</td>
<td>0.0593</td>
<td>0.0420</td>
<td>0.0406</td>
<td>0.0414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodness of fit</td>
<td>1.164</td>
<td>1.153</td>
<td>1.139</td>
<td>1.117</td>
<td>1.204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_{I}(I &gt; 2σ(I))</td>
<td>0.0162</td>
<td>0.0201</td>
<td>0.0141</td>
<td>0.0143</td>
<td>0.0186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wR₂ (all data)</td>
<td>0.0365</td>
<td>0.0402</td>
<td>0.0351</td>
<td>0.0357</td>
<td>0.0441</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2.3 Crystallographic data for the Ln₄U₂S₅ phases with Ln = Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, Yb. X-ray source (Mo Kα (0.71073 Å)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dy₀.₇₆(3)U₂S₅</th>
<th>Ho₀.₇₈(3)U₂S₅</th>
<th>Er₀.₇₅(1)U₂S₅</th>
<th>Tm₀.₇₅(1)U₂S₅</th>
<th>Yb₀.₇₀(4)U₂S₅</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chemical formula</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Formula weight</strong></td>
<td>760.27</td>
<td>765.83</td>
<td>762.22</td>
<td>762.64</td>
<td>757.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Crystal system</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Space group</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>a, Å</strong></td>
<td>10.2599(2)</td>
<td>10.2482(5)</td>
<td>10.2459(2)</td>
<td>10.2421(2)</td>
<td>10.2367(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>b, Å</strong></td>
<td>10.2599(2)</td>
<td>10.2482(5)</td>
<td>10.2459(2)</td>
<td>10.2421(2)</td>
<td>10.2367(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>c, Å</strong></td>
<td>6.32830(10)</td>
<td>6.3239(3)</td>
<td>6.32500(10)</td>
<td>6.32210(10)</td>
<td>6.3145(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>V, Å³</strong></td>
<td>666.15</td>
<td>664.17(7)</td>
<td>663.99(3)</td>
<td>663.19(3)</td>
<td>661.70(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ρ_calcd, g/cm³</strong></td>
<td>7.581</td>
<td>7.659</td>
<td>7.625</td>
<td>7.638</td>
<td>7.599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>μ, mm⁻¹</strong></td>
<td>58.419</td>
<td>59.363</td>
<td>59.541</td>
<td>60.091</td>
<td>60.071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>T, K</strong></td>
<td>301.92</td>
<td>303.21</td>
<td>302.56</td>
<td>302.82</td>
<td>302.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Crystal dim., mm³</strong></td>
<td>0.06x0.06x0.02</td>
<td>0.06x0.06x0.02</td>
<td>0.06x0.06x0.02</td>
<td>0.06x0.06x0.02</td>
<td>0.06x0.06x0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2θ range, deg.</strong></td>
<td>2.808—32.499</td>
<td>2.811—29.977</td>
<td>2.811—39.097</td>
<td>2.813—39.112</td>
<td>2.814—29.925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reflections collected</strong></td>
<td>11396</td>
<td>7138</td>
<td>60859</td>
<td>59232</td>
<td>38623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data/parameters/restraints</strong></td>
<td>606/26/0</td>
<td>486/26/0</td>
<td>970/26/0</td>
<td>968/26/0</td>
<td>485/26/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R_int</strong></td>
<td>0.0474</td>
<td>0.0505</td>
<td>0.0676</td>
<td>0.0759</td>
<td>0.0647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goodness of fit</strong></td>
<td>1.156</td>
<td>1.125</td>
<td>1.195</td>
<td>1.182</td>
<td>1.291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>R_1(I &gt; 2σ(I))</strong></td>
<td>0.0180</td>
<td>0.0224</td>
<td>0.0152</td>
<td>0.0188</td>
<td>0.0335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>wR_2(all data)</strong></td>
<td>0.0421</td>
<td>0.0566</td>
<td>0.0325</td>
<td>0.0460</td>
<td>0.0919</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2.4 Crystallographic data for Rb$_{1.72}$Na$_{0.68}$I$_{0.40}$[Th(PS$_4$)$_2$] and Cs$_6$Cu$_{12}$U$_2$S$_{15}$. X-ray source (Mo Kα (0.71073 Å)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical formula</th>
<th>Rb$<em>{1.72}$Na$</em>{0.68}$I$_{0.40}$[Th(PS$_4$)$_2$]</th>
<th>Cs$<em>6$Cu$</em>{12}$U$<em>2$S$</em>{15}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Formula weight</td>
<td>763.86</td>
<td>2517.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal system</td>
<td>Orthorhombic</td>
<td>Cubic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space group</td>
<td>Ccce</td>
<td>Ia-3d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a, Å</td>
<td>10.5566(4)</td>
<td>19.0822(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b, Å</td>
<td>20.6415(9)</td>
<td>19.0822(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c, Å</td>
<td>38.2850(15)</td>
<td>19.0822(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V, Å$^3$</td>
<td>8342.5(6)</td>
<td>6948.4(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_{\text{calc.}}$, g/cm$^3$</td>
<td>3.041</td>
<td>4.812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$, mm$^{-1}$</td>
<td>15.837</td>
<td>23.559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T, K</td>
<td>301.69</td>
<td>301.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal dim., mm$^3$</td>
<td>0.14x0.02x0.01</td>
<td>0.04x0.03x0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2\theta$ range, deg.</td>
<td>2.231—27.499</td>
<td>2.615—27.481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflections collected</td>
<td>227538</td>
<td>24038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data/parameters/restraints</td>
<td>4799/220/13</td>
<td>676/29/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{int}}$</td>
<td>0.0612</td>
<td>0.0405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodness of fit</td>
<td>1.174</td>
<td>1.170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_1$(I &gt; 2σ(I))</td>
<td>0.0391</td>
<td>0.0245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wR$_2$(all data)</td>
<td>0.0875</td>
<td>0.0485</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2.27 SEM images of single crystal of (a) Pr$_{0.89(4)}$U$_2$S$_5$, (b) Nd$_{0.88(4)}$U$_2$S$_5$, (c) Sm$_{0.87(3)}$U$_2$S$_5$, (d) Gd$_{0.89(2)}$U$_2$S$_5$, (e) Tb$_{0.82(2)}$U$_2$S$_5$, (f) Dy$_{0.76(3)}$U$_2$S$_5$, (g) Ho$_{0.79(3)}$U$_2$S$_5$, (h) Er$_{0.75(1)}$U$_2$S$_5$, (i) Tm$_{0.75(1)}$U$_2$S$_5$, (j) Yb$_{0.70(4)}$U$_2$S$_5$, and (k) Rb$_{1.72}$Na$_{0.68}$I$_{0.40}$[Th(PS$_4$)$_2$].
Table 2.5 The molar ratios and amounts of reagents used in the chalcogenation reactions all at a reaction temperature of 800 °C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actinide Source</th>
<th>Chalcogen</th>
<th>Molar Ratio An:B:S</th>
<th>mmols Actinide Oxide</th>
<th>mmols Boron</th>
<th>mmols Sulfur</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UO$_2$ S</td>
<td>1:2:3</td>
<td>0.741</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>2.224</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1:4:6</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>2.224</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Se</td>
<td>1:2:3</td>
<td>0.741</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>2.224</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1:4:6</td>
<td>0.741</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>4.444</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Te</td>
<td>1:2:3</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1.111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1:4:6</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>2.223</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ThO$_2$ S</td>
<td>1:2:3</td>
<td>0.379</td>
<td>0.758</td>
<td>1.135</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1:4:6</td>
<td>0.379</td>
<td>1.517</td>
<td>2.272</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Se</td>
<td>1:2:3</td>
<td>0.757</td>
<td>1.517</td>
<td>2.272</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1:4:6</td>
<td>0.757</td>
<td>3.034</td>
<td>4.545</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Te</td>
<td>1:2:3</td>
<td>0.379</td>
<td>0.758</td>
<td>1.137</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1:4:6</td>
<td>0.379</td>
<td>1.517</td>
<td>2.275</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.6 The molar ratios and amounts of reagents used in the sulfurization reactions at temperatures of 400-800 °C and 500-800 °C for reactions involving uranium and thorium, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actinide Source</th>
<th>Chalcogen</th>
<th>Molar Ratio An:B:S</th>
<th>mmols Actinide Oxide</th>
<th>mmols Boron</th>
<th>mmols Sulfur</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U$_3$O$_8$ S</td>
<td>1:6:9</td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td>1.424</td>
<td>2.136</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ThO$_2$ S</td>
<td>1:2:3</td>
<td>0.189</td>
<td>0.378</td>
<td>0.567</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

cooled to 200 °C in 40 h. The product was separated from the formed polychalcogenide flux by dissolving the flux in several portions (about 30 mL each) of DMF. Black blocks of the target phase formed along with other unidentified phases. Structure determination from single crystal X-ray diffraction unambiguously confirmed the identity of the crystal (Table 2.4).

Crystal structure description. Ln$_x$U$_2$S$_5$ crystallizes in the $P4/ncc$ space group and consists of edge sharing US$_8$ distorted bicapped trigonal prisms with channels that are filled with highly disordered face sharing LnS$_8$ square antiprisms (Figure 2.28).
Figure 2.28 A view on the structure of Pr$_{0.89(4)}$U$_2$S$_5$ series. US$_8$ distorted bicapped trigonal prisms edge share to create a 3-dimensional structure with voids that run through which are filled with face sharing LnS$_8$ square antiprism. The lanthanides are disordered within their polyhedra.

The U–S bond lengths range from 2.7319(2) to 2.9982(9) Å and the Ln–S bond lengths range from 2.674(5) to 2.994(6) Å. The disorder of the lanthanide cations within the channels result in the nonstoichiometric formula, Ln$_x$US$_5$. The occupancy of the lanthanide was found to be dependent on its nature, generally slightly decreasing along the lanthanide series. The obtained structures are closely reminiscent with the structure of α-"US$_2$" with a composition of U$_{1.1}$S$_2$. A comparison of the U$_{1.1}$S$_2$ structure with that of the Ln$_x$U$_2$S$_5$ series (Figure 2.29) suggests that the lanthanide cations replace the US$_8$ square antiprisms within the U$_{1.1}$S$_2$ parent structure. Given that uranium has a valency of +3.6 in U$_{1.1}$S$_2$, which implies mixed +3/+4 valency of the U cations in the structure, one can surmise that a mixed uranium valency is observed in the Ln$_x$U$_2$S$_5$ series.$^{148}$ Bond valence sums were calculated by using the U–S distances in each analogue along with R$_0$ and B values of 2.55
Figure 2.29 (left) An optical image of single crystals of the Nd analogue of the Ln$_3$U$_2$S$_5$ series along with a comparison of the (middle) Ln$_3$U$_2$S$_5$ structure with (right) that of the presumed parent structure, U$_{1.1}$S$_2$.

and 0.37, respectively,$^{159}$ and show an average uranium oxidation state of 3.76, supporting the presence of an admixture of U(III)/U(IV) on the uranium sites (Table 2.7).

Rb$_{1.72}$Na$_{0.68}$I$_{0.40}$[Th(PS$_4$)$_2$] crystallizes in the $Cc$ce space group and forms a structure that is an analogue of the previously reported Rb$_{1.35}$Na$_{0.93}$I$_{0.28}$[U(PS$_4$)$_2$]. In the structure of Rb$_{1.72}$Na$_{0.68}$I$_{0.40}$[Th(PS$_4$)$_2$], the thorium atoms are each surrounded by 8 sulfur atoms forming trigonal dodecahedra with Th–S bond lengths of 2.813(2)–3.0392(19) Å. The phosphorus atoms form PS$_4^{3–}$ thiophosphate tetrahedra with P–S bond lengths of 1.977(3)–2.078(3) Å (average 2.034(9) Å) and S–P–S angles ranging from 103.9(12)–113.9(17)° (average 109.5°). The complex structure of Rb$_{1.72}$Na$_{0.68}$I$_{0.40}$[Th(PS$_4$)$_2$] is comprised of [Th(PS$_4$)$_2$]$^{2–}$ slabs held together by severely disordered Rb$^+$, Na$^+$, and I$^–$ ions, which are located both between the slabs as well as through the pores within the slabs. Each individual slab can be dissected into three separate layers; a bottom, middle, and top layer (Figure 2.26). The bottom and top layers are both composed of parallel [Th(PS$_4$)$_2$]$^{2–}$ chains but differ in that the top layer is mirrored and rotated 60° relative to the bottom.
Table 2.7 Bond Valence Sums (BVS) were performed on the Ln$_2$U$_2$S$_5$ series. The U—S distances are tabulated below along with the calculated uranium oxidation state. Each bond length describes two of the bonds in the 8-coordinate uranium polyhedra causing each to be counted twice in the BVS calculation. The calculations suggest an average uranium valency of 3.76 further supporting the assignment of mixed U$^{3+}$/U$^{4+}$ in these structures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>U—S bond distances</th>
<th>Calculated U oxidation state</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pr$_{0.89(4)}$U$_2$S$_5$</td>
<td>2.83 2.80 3.00 2.75</td>
<td>3.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nd$_{0.84(5)}$U$_2$S$_5$</td>
<td>2.80 2.83 2.99 2.75</td>
<td>3.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sm$_{0.87(3)}$U$_2$S$_5$</td>
<td>2.83 2.80 2.99 2.74</td>
<td>3.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gd$_{0.89(2)}$U$_2$S$_5$</td>
<td>2.74 2.84 2.99 2.81</td>
<td>3.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tb$_{0.82(3)}$U$_2$S$_5$</td>
<td>2.74 2.80 2.99 2.83</td>
<td>3.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dy$_{0.76(3)}$U$_2$S$_5$</td>
<td>2.74 2.79 2.99 2.82</td>
<td>3.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ho$_{0.70(4)}$U$_2$S$_5$</td>
<td>2.73 2.79 2.99 2.82</td>
<td>3.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Er$_{0.75(1)}$U$_2$S$_5$</td>
<td>2.99 2.78 2.99 2.74</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tm$_{0.75(1)}$U$_2$S$_5$</td>
<td>2.73 2.78 2.99 2.82</td>
<td>3.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yb$_{0.70(4)}$U$_2$S$_5$</td>
<td>2.99 2.78 2.81 2.74</td>
<td>3.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

layer. These two layers are then connected through the middle layer which is composed of Th(PS$_4$)$_4$ groups which connect two chains in the top layer and two chains in the bottom layer.
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CHAPTER 3

STRUCTURES AND MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF K$_2$Pd$_4$U$_6$S$_{17}$, K$_2$Pt$_4$U$_6$S$_{17}$, Rb$_2$Pt$_4$U$_6$S$_{17}$, and Cs$_2$Pt$_4$U$_6$S$_{17}$ SYNTHESIZED USING THE BORON-CHALCOGEN MIXTURE METHOD$^1$

$^1$Reproduced with permission from Breton, L. S., Baumbach, R., Tisdale, H. B., and zur Loye, H.-C., Inorg. Chem., 2022, 61, 10502-10508. © 2022 American Chemical Society
Abstract: A series of \( \text{A}_2\text{M}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \) (\( \text{A} = \text{Alkali metal}, \text{M} = \text{Pd or Pt} \)) compounds, specifically \( \text{K}_2\text{Pd}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \), \( \text{K}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \), \( \text{Rb}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \), and \( \text{Cs}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \), were synthesized using the combined Boron-Chalcogen Mixture (BCM) and molten flux crystal growth methods. The formation of the \( \text{Rb}^+ \)- and \( \text{Cs}^+ \)- containing analogues resulted from the \textit{in-situ} alkali polysulfide flux formation formed from the alkali carbonates. The successful synthesis of single crystals of the title compounds allowed for their structural characterization by single crystal X-ray diffraction. The structure determination revealed disorder of the alkali cations in \( \text{Rb}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \) and \( \text{Cs}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \), while the potassium cations in \( \text{K}_2\text{Pd}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \) and \( \text{K}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \) were fully ordered. Magnetic measurements were performed on samples of \( \text{K}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \), \( \text{Rb}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \), and \( \text{Cs}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \) that contained small amounts of paramagnetic \( \beta\text{-US}_2 \) and diamagnetic PtS. Antiferromagnetic order is observed at \( T_N = 9.1 \) K for \( \text{K}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \). No long-range magnetic order was observed for \( \text{Rb}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \) and \( \text{Cs}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \). Uranium moments of 2.5, 2.6, and 2.6 \( \mu\text{B} \) were measured for \( \text{K}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \), \( \text{Rb}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \), and \( \text{Cs}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \), respectively.

Introduction. The actinide chalcogenides are of interest for their ability to stabilize uranium’s paramagnetic 4+ oxidation state, which makes it possible to study the magnetic behavior of U(IV). Uranium in an oxide environment is typically found in the 6+ oxidation state, which has no unpaired f-electrons and is diamagnetic.\(^{160}\) While U(IV) oxides are known, such as the uranium (IV) phosphates\(^{39}\) and silicates\(^{161}\), their synthesis is difficult.\(^3\) On the other hand, the softer Lewis basicity of the chalcogens relative to oxygen results in most uranium chalcogenides stabilizing uranium’s paramagnetic 4+ oxidation state.\(^2,102^\) The ability to stabilize U(IV) in complex chalcogenides has resulted in the exploration of uranium chalcogenides to study the magnetic behavior of U(IV).\(^{36}\) In addition, such
uranium chalcogenides are of interest for their strongly correlated electron states and some of them exhibit unconventional superconductivity, such as UTe$_2$.

There are, however, synthetic challenges in the synthesis of the actinide chalcogenides that create difficulties for performing magnetic measurements. The dominant synthetic challenge is the high oxophilicity of uranium that leads to the reaction of uranium with even trace amounts of oxygen present in the reaction mixture, resulting in uranium oxide or magnetic oxychalcogenide impurities that complicate magnetic measurements.$^{121-123}$ Our recently established Boron Chalcogen Mixture (BCM) method alleviates this problem by permitting the synthesis of uranium chalcogenides from oxide reagents by adding a mixture of boron and the desired chalcogen into the reagent mixture, resulting in products devoid of uranium oxide or oxychalcogenide impurities.$^{43}$ This is effected by the much larger formation energy of boron oxide, B$_2$O$_3$ (i.e. $\Delta fG^\circ$(vitreous-B$_2$O$_3$) = −1182.5 kJ/mol), versus the boron chalcogenide, B$_2$S$_3$ (e.g. $\Delta fG^\circ$(vitreous-B$_2$S$_3$) = −247.6 kJ/mol), favoring the formation of B$_2$O$_3$ and allowing elemental boron to act as an ‘oxygen sponge’.$^{131}$ The formation of B$_2$O$_3$ removes oxygen from the system and leaves the chalcogen to react with the other reagents. The BCM method has been successfully employed in the solid-state synthesis of binary actinide chalcogenides and for the molten flux crystal grow of higher order actinide chalcogenides from actinide oxide starting reagents as well as the sulfurization of ternary actinide oxides to sulfides, via solid state syntheses. The ability to use actinide oxide starting reagents to synthesize chalcogenide products greatly facilitates the ease of reaction setup allowing for greater access to actinide chalcogenide compositions and therefore access to the magnetic properties of uranium. Another great synthetic advantage of the BCM method is the in-situ alkali polysulfide flux
formation that can be achieved by adding an alkali carbonate and an appropriate amount of boron and sulfur to the reaction mixture. The alkali polychalcogenide fluxes have been paramount in the formation of many chalcogenide phases but are highly moisture and air sensitive as well as commercially unavailable, which necessitates their synthesis “in-house” via the combination of the alkali metal and the chalcogen in liquid ammonia. The ability to create an alkali polysulfide flux in-situ thus negates the need for premade reagents and reduces the number of highly moisture and air sensitive reagents. Herein we report the synthesis, structural characterization, and magnetic properties of several $A_2M_4U_6S_{17}$ ($A =$ Alkali metal, $M =$ Pd or Pt) compounds synthesized using the combined BCM and molten flux crystal growth methods. This work extends earlier reports by Oh concerning the synthesis of some $A_2M_4Q_{17}$ ($Q =$ chalcogen) compounds where $Rb_2Pd_4U_6S_{17}$ was reported to order antiferromagnetically at low temperature. As detailed herein, applying the BCM method coupled with molten flux crystal growth, resulted in single crystals of $K_2Pd_4U_6S_{17}$, $K_2Pt_4U_6S_{17}$, $Rb_2Pt_4U_6S_{17}$, and $Cs_2Pt_4U_6S_{17}$ whose magnetic properties were measured.

**Experimental:**

**Synthesis.** Elemental boron (Cerac, ~100 mesh, 99.5%), elemental sulfur (Fischer Chemical, sublimed), platinum metal (Engelhard corporation), palladium metal (Engelhard corporation), Cs$_2$CO$_3$ (Alfa Aesar, 99%), Rb$_2$CO$_3$ (Alfa Aesar, 99%), CsCl (VWR, ultra pure), KCl (VWR, ACS grade), and RbCl (Alfa Aesar, 99.8%) were all used as received. $U_3O_8$ (International Bio-Analytical Industries, Inc., 99.99%) powder was placed in a furnace set to 800 °C for 24 hours and was subsequently stored in a 260 °C oven. K$_2$S was prepared as stated in the literature and stored in a nitrogen filled glove bag. All alkali
carbonates and alkali halide fluxes were kept in a 260 °C oven before use. K₂S and the alkali halide fluxes were handled inside a nitrogen filled glove bag due to their hygroscopic nature. All grinding and mixing of reagents were performed inside the glove bag.

*Warning!* Though the uranium precursor used in these syntheses contains depleted uranium, observing proper procedures for handling radioactive materials is required. All handling of radioactive materials was performed in laboratories specially designated for the study of radioactive uranium materials.

K₂Pd₄U₆S₁₇ was prepared by combining 0.119 mmols U₃O₈, 0.483 mmols Pd, 2.377 mmols B, and 3.555 mmols S into an agate mortar. The agate mortar was placed into a nitrogen filled glove bag where 0.907 mmols of K₂S were weighed out and added to the reagent mixture. This mixture was intimately mixed by grinding and loaded into a carbon crucible (9.525mm OD x 6.35mm ID x 50.8 mm L). 3.353 mmols of KCl flux were loaded on top of the ground mixture inside the carbon crucible which was subsequently placed into a fused silica tube (12mm OD x 10 mm ID x 203.2 mm L) which was evacuated, and flame sealed. The silica tube was placed into a furnace set to first ramp to 400 °C in 1 hour then slowly ramp to 900 °C in 10 hours to keep the volatile sulfur from building up enough pressure to burst the tube. After dwelling for 48 hours at 900 °C, the reaction was cooled to 600 °C in 25 hours and the furnace was then shut off to allow the reaction to reach room temperature. The carbon crucible was removed from the fused silica tube and placed in a beaker of ~60 mL of water and sonicated to remove the flux. The water also dissolved and removed the B₂O₃ that formed during the reaction. Black block crystals of K₂Pd₄U₆S₁₇ were isolated via vacuum filtration along with β-US₂ and U₀.₉₂Pd₃S₄.
\[ \text{K}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \] was prepared using the method described above by combining 0.095 mmols \( \text{U}_3\text{O}_8 \), 0.237 mmols Pt, 2.377 mmols B, and 3.555 mmols S, 0.907 mmols of \( \text{K}_2\text{S} \) and 3.353 mmols of KCl flux. Black block crystals of \( \text{K}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \) were isolated via vacuum filtration along with \( \beta\text{-US}_2 \) and PtS.

\[ \text{Rb}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \] was prepared using the method described above by combining 0.095 mmols \( \text{U}_3\text{O}_8 \), 0.237 mmols Pt, 2.377 mmols B, and 3.555 mmols S, 0.346 mmols of \( \text{Rb}_2\text{CO}_3 \), and 2.067 mmols of RbCl flux. Black block crystals of \( \text{Rb}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \) were isolated via vacuum filtration along with \( \beta\text{-US}_2 \) and PtS.

\[ \text{Cs}_\text{2Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \] was prepared using the method described above by combining 0.048 mmols \( \text{U}_3\text{O}_8 \), 0.119 Pt, 1.184 mmols B, and 1.781 mmols S, 0.173 mmols of \( \text{Cs}_2\text{CO}_3 \) and 1.485 mmols of CsCl flux. Black block crystals of \( \text{Cs}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \) were isolated via vacuum filtration along with PtS.

**Warning**: Exposure of boron sulfides to air or water can result in the formation of dangerous hydrogen sulfide gas. When heating the reaction mixtures in fused silica ampules, the generation of sulfur vapor and the thermal decomposition of the alkali carbonates generating \( \text{CO}_2(\text{g}) \) will generate an internal pressure that can cause the tube to burst violently.

**Single crystal X-ray diffraction (SXRD)**. X-ray intensity data from black block crystals of all title compounds were all collected at 300 K using a Bruker D8 QUEST diffractometer equipped with a PHOTON-II area detector and an Incoatec microfocus source (Mo K\( \alpha \) radiation, \( \lambda = 0.71073 \) Å). The raw area detector data frames were reduced and corrected for absorption effects using the SAINT+ and SADABS programs.\textsuperscript{78, 79} Final unit cell parameters were determined by least-squares refinement of large sets of reflections.
taken from each data set. An initial structural model was obtained with SHELXT. Subsequent difference Fourier calculations and full-matrix least-squares refinement against F2 were performed with SHELXL-2018 using the Olex2 interface. For Rb$_2$Pt$_4$U$_6$S$_{17}$ and Cs$_2$Pt$_4$U$_6$S$_{17}$ the free refinement of the alkali metal positions resulted in less than full occupancy as well as a significant q-peak close to the assigned crystallographic position. Refining the alkali metals using a split site model reduced the R-factor and flattened the residual electron density map. The crystallographic data are summarized in Table 3.1.

**Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD).** PXRD data were collected on ground samples of the products obtained. Data was collected on a Bruker D2 PHASER diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation over a 2θ range 5–65° with a step size of 0.02°. A Whole Powder Pattern Fit (WPPF) was performed on the PXRD patterns obtained from the product powders of reactions targeting K$_2$Pt$_4$U$_6$S$_{17}$, Rb$_2$Pt$_4$U$_6$S$_{17}$, and Cs$_2$Pt$_4$U$_6$S$_{17}$ using the Rigaku SmartLab II software. The WPPF analysis allowed for the determination of the relative weight percent of the target phase, β-US$_2$, and PtS within each product powder. The PXRD patterns and WPPF fit are shown in Figures 3.1-3.4 and 3.5-3.7, respectively.

**Energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS).** EDS was performed on single crystals of the title compounds using a Tescan Vega-3 SEM equipped with a Thermo EDS attachment. The SEM was operated in low-vacuum mode. Crystals were mounted on an SEM stub with carbon tape and analyzed using a 20 kV accelerating voltage and an 80
Table 3.1 Crystallographic data for the A$_2$M$_4$U$_6$S$_{17}$ (A = K, Rb, Cs; M = Pd, Pt) compounds reported herein.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical formula</th>
<th>K$_2$Pd$_4$U$<em>6$S$</em>{17}$</th>
<th>K$_2$Pt$_4$U$<em>6$S$</em>{17}$</th>
<th>Rb$_2$Pt$_4$U$<em>6$S$</em>{17}$</th>
<th>Cs$_2$Pt$_4$U$<em>6$S$</em>{17}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Formula weight</td>
<td>2477.00</td>
<td>2831.76</td>
<td>2924.50</td>
<td>3019.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tetragonal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space group, Z</td>
<td>P4/mnc, 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a, Å</td>
<td>10.2850(14)</td>
<td>10.2540(2)</td>
<td>10.3116(2)</td>
<td>10.4179(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c, Å</td>
<td>12.7001(3)</td>
<td>12.7359(4)</td>
<td>12.7543(3)</td>
<td>12.7935(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V, Å$^3$</td>
<td>1343.43(5)</td>
<td>1339.11(7)</td>
<td>1356.15(6)</td>
<td>1388.51(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_{\text{calc}}$, g/cm$^3$</td>
<td>6.123</td>
<td>7.023</td>
<td>7.162</td>
<td>7.222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiation (λ, Å)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mo Kα (0.71073 Å)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$, mm$^{-1}$</td>
<td>40.253</td>
<td>58.568</td>
<td>61.091</td>
<td>58.769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T, K</td>
<td>300(2)</td>
<td>300(2)</td>
<td>300(2)</td>
<td>299(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal dim., mm$^3$</td>
<td>0.060x0.040x0.040</td>
<td>0.050x0.050x0.050</td>
<td>0.060x0.060x0.060</td>
<td>0.100x0.050x0.050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2$\theta$ range, deg.</td>
<td>2.548—36.354</td>
<td>2.550—30.072</td>
<td>2.540—30.049</td>
<td>2.521—30.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflections collected</td>
<td>27721</td>
<td>19181</td>
<td>19064</td>
<td>19377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data/parameters/restraints</td>
<td>1696/40/0</td>
<td>1029/40/0</td>
<td>1043/42/0</td>
<td>1067/42/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta\rho_{\text{max}}$ (e Å$^{-3}$)</td>
<td>2.341</td>
<td>2.387</td>
<td>1.406</td>
<td>2.898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta\rho_{\text{min}}$ (e Å$^{-3}$)</td>
<td>-2.009</td>
<td>-1.477</td>
<td>-1.293</td>
<td>-3.839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{int}}$</td>
<td>0.0464</td>
<td>0.0512</td>
<td>0.0548</td>
<td>0.0710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodness of fit</td>
<td>1.295</td>
<td>1.433</td>
<td>1.420</td>
<td>1.301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{1}(I &gt; 2\sigma(I))$</td>
<td>0.0175</td>
<td>0.0217</td>
<td>0.0170</td>
<td>0.0291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wR$_2$ (all data)</td>
<td>0.0387</td>
<td>0.0460</td>
<td>0.0413</td>
<td>0.0717</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.1 An image of the (black) experimental PXRD pattern obtained from the reaction targeting $K_2Pd_4U_6S_{17}$ with the overlayed (red) $K_2Pd_4U_6S_{17}$, (green) $\beta$-US$_2$, and (blue) $U_{0.92}Pd_3S_4$ crystallographic information files (CIFS).
**Figure 3.2** An image of the (black) experimental PXRD pattern obtained from the reaction targeting $\text{K}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17}$ with the overlayed (red) $\text{K}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17}$, (green) $\beta$-$\text{US}_2$, and (blue) PtS crystallographic information files (CIFS).
Figure 3.3 An image of the (black) experimental PXRD pattern obtained from the reaction targeting Rb$_2$Pt$_4$U$_6$S$_{17}$ with the overlayed (red) Rb$_2$Pt$_4$U$_6$S$_{17}$, (green) β-US$_2$, and (blue) PtS CIFS.
Figure 3.4 An image of the (black) experimental PXRD pattern obtained from the reaction targeting Cs$_2$Pt$_4$U$_6$S$_{17}$ with the overlayed (red) Cs$_2$Pt$_4$U$_6$S$_{17}$ and (blue) PtS CIFs.
Figure 3.5 WPPF analysis of the sample of $K_2Pt_4U_6S_{17}$. 
Figure 3.6 WPPF analysis of the sample of $\text{Rb}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17}$.
**Figure 3.7** WPPF analysis for the sample of $\text{Cs}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17}$. 
accumulation time. The results of EDS confirmed the presence of the elements found by single-crystal X-ray diffraction.

**Magnetic Measurements.** Magnetic susceptibility measurements were carried out over the temperature range of $T = 1.8 – 300$ K in an applied magnetic field of $H = 0.5$ T using a Quantum Design VSM Magnetic Property Measurement System. Measurements were performed on randomly oriented polycrystalline specimens that were loaded into VSM powder holders with a diameter of 2.60 mm. The powder holders were then suspended within straws and that were attached to the sample transport rod for measurements. The sample masses were 19.59 mg, 33.56 mg, and 16.85 mg for $\text{K}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17}$, $\text{Rb}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17}$, and $\text{Cs}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17}$, respectively.

**Results and Discussion:**

**Synthesis.** Single crystals of the compounds reported herein were synthesized using the combined BCM and molten flux growth methods. Figure 3.8. The BCM method

![Figure 3.8 An image of the black block crystals of $\text{K}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17}$](image)

Figure 3.8 An image of the black block crystals of $\text{K}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17}$.  
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allowed for the use of uranium oxide, \( \text{U}_3\text{O}_8 \), as the uranium source for all reactions and the \textit{in-situ} generation of alkali polysulfide fluxes from their respective alkali carbonates for the Cs- and Rb- containing reactions, avoiding the use of the highly air and moisture sensitive alkali polysulfide fluxes. Exploratory synthesis trials determined that the addition of both an alkali polysulfide flux and an alkali halide flux was necessary to obtain highly crystalline products of the target phases. Initial attempts at the synthesis of \( \text{K}_2\text{Pd}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \) performed without the addition of the potassium sulfide flux only resulted in products containing chunks of palladium metal, black rods of \( \beta\text{-US}_2 \), and black blocks of \( \text{U}_{0.92}\text{Pd}_3\text{S}_4 \), while reactions targeting \( \text{K}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \) only yielded crystalline \( \beta\text{-US}_2 \) and PtS. No trace of the title compounds was observed among the reaction products. On the other hand, reactions forgoing the use of the alkali halide flux and only using the potassium sulfide flux resulted in products containing poorly crystalline products of \( \text{K}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17}, \beta\text{-US}_2 \), and \( \text{KPt}_2\text{S}_3 \) in reactions targeting \( \text{K}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \), and poorly crystalline products of \( \text{K}_2\text{Pd}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17}, \beta\text{-US}_2 \), and \( \text{U}_{0.90}\text{Pd}_3\text{S}_4 \) in reactions targeting \( \text{K}_2\text{Pd}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \). Reactions that utilized both the alkali halide flux and the potassium sulfide flux resulted in highly crystalline products of \( \text{K}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17}, \beta\text{-US}_2 \), and PtS in reactions targeting \( \text{K}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \), and highly crystalline products of \( \text{K}_2\text{Pd}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17}, \beta\text{-US}_2 \), and \( \text{U}_{0.92}\text{Pd}_3\text{S}_4 \) in reactions targeting \( \text{K}_2\text{Pd}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \). These observations indicate that using both the potassium sulfide flux and the alkali halide flux is the best route for the synthesis of highly crystalline products of the compounds reported herein.

After the successful synthesis of both \( \text{K}_2\text{Pd}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \) and \( \text{K}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \), we chose to test the BCM method’s ability to create \textit{in-situ} alkali polysulfide fluxes from the alkali carbonates, thus avoiding having to prepare the alkali sulfide reagents ahead of time. In
reactions targeting the Rb$_2$Pt$_4$U$_6$S$_{17}$ and Cs$_2$Pt$_4$U$_6$S$_{17}$ analogues, the synthetic procedures were kept the same as those used for K$_2$Pd$_4$U$_6$S$_{17}$ and K$_2$Pt$_4$U$_6$S$_{17}$ except for the replacement of an alkali polysulfide flux with Rb$_2$CO$_3$ or Cs$_2$CO$_3$. The resulting products obtained were highly crystalline single crystals of Rb$_2$Pt$_4$U$_6$S$_{17}$ and Cs$_2$Pt$_4$U$_6$S$_{17}$ supporting the successful \textit{in-situ} formation of the alkali polysulfide flux by the BCM method. Attempts at creating phase pure powders for all target phases were unfortunately unsuccessful as crystalline β-US$_2$ and MS (M = Pt or Pd) persisted in the reaction products even after varying the relative reactant ratios and reaction temperatures. In reactions targeting the platinum containing phases, reagent ratios were extensively varied in attempts to reduce the β-US$_2$ and PtS impurities, and, while able to be reduced, further reduction of the uranium and platinum reagent ratios also prevented the title compounds from forming. The same attempts were carried out to obtain pure K$_2$Pd$_4$U$_6$S$_{17}$, however, it was not possible to avoid the formation of some U$_{0.92}$Pd$_3$S$_4$ and β-US$_2$ impurities.

\textbf{Structure Description.} The compounds reported herein join the family of A$_2$M$_4$U$_6$Q$_{17}$ compounds that crystallize in the tetragonal crystal system adopting the space group \textit{P4/mnc}. The structure is comprised of two crystallographically unique uranium sites, U(1) and U(2), and one unique M (M = Pt or Pd) site. Figure 3.9 shows the local coordination environments for the metal cations in each structure. The structure consists of four unique layers, designated as A, A’, B, and B’, oriented in the a-b plane, as shown in Figure 3.10. Layer A is composed of U(1)$_4$S$_{17}$ tetramers that are connected via MS$_4$ (M= Pd or Pt) square planar units. The tetramers are created by four 7-coordinate U(1)S$_7$ monocapped trigonal prisms that are connected by sharing the S(3) sulfur atom occupying the capping position of the monocapped trigonal prism and S(1) sulfur atoms making up
Figure 3.9 Representations of the local coordination polyhedra for the metal atoms within each $A_2M_4U_6S_{17}$ compound reported herein. $K_2Pd_4U_6S_{17}$ and $K_2Pt_4U_6S_{17}$ have only one alkali metal site, while $Rb_2Pt_4U_6S_{17}$ and $Cs_2Pt_4U_6S_{17}$ have a split site for the alkali metal and, hence, two coordination polyhedra of the alkali metals are shown for them.

two of the sides of the trigonal prism. This results in each monocapped trigonal prism sharing two triangular faces with two adjacent polyhedra. These $U(1)_4S_{17}$ tetramers connect to each other within the layer through edge-sharing $MS_4$ square planar units. The $MS_4$ units use two $S(1)$ sulfur atoms of one tetramer and two $S(2)$ sulfur atoms of another. Layer A’ is identical to Layer A in composition but is rotated $\sim 37$ degrees and translated by $\frac{1}{2}a$ and $\frac{1}{2}b$. Layer B and B’ are mirror images of one another and are composed of isolated $U(2)S_8$ square antiprisms which link layers A and A’ through edge sharing with two $MS_4$ square planar units in the layers above and two below them. Layer B and B’ alternate with the A and A’ layers, resulting in an overall stacking sequence of ABA’B’. To visualize the stacking of these layers, Figure 3.10 illustrates the position of each layer within the unit
The cesium cations fill the void spaces within U(1)$_4$S$_{17}$ tetramers and the U(2)S$_8$ square antiprisms within the layers of the structure.

Figure 3.10 An image of (top left) the representative structure of Cs$_2$Pt$_4$U$_6$S$_{17}$, (bottom left) an image showing the arrangement of the atoms within the unit cell, and (right) a schematic of the separate layers within the structure and how they stack.

In K$_2$Pd$_4$U$_6$S$_{17}$ and K$_2$Pt$_4$U$_6$S$_{17}$, crystallographically ordered potassium cations fill the spaces within the B and B’ layers. Structure solutions of Rb$_2$Pt$_4$U$_6$Se$_{17}$ and Cs$_2$Pt$_4$U$_6$Se$_{17}$, on the other hand, refined best when modeling the A cation positions split over two sites (A1 and A2), see Figure 3.11. A similar split position for the alkali metal cations was previously reported for the structures of Rb$_2$Pt$_4$U$_6$Se$_{17}$ and Cs$_2$Pt$_4$U$_6$Se$_{17}$.\textsuperscript{166}
Figure 3.11 (left) An image showing an example of ordered potassium cations (purple) observed in $K_2Pt_4U_6S_{17}$ and $K_2Pd_4U_6S_{17}$ and (right) an example of alkali cations split over two positions, in this case the Cs cation is split into Cs1 (pink) and Cs2 (orange), observed in $Rb_2Pt_4U_6S_{17}$ and $Cs_2Pt_4U_6S_{17}$.

In $K_2Pd_4U_6S_{17}$ the Pd – S distances range from 2.3403(8) to 2.3662(8) and the U – S distances range from 2.6796(8) to 2.8717(8). In $K_2Pt_4U_6S_{17}$, $Rb_2Pt_4U_6S_{17}$, and $Cs_2Pt_4U_6S_{17}$ the Pt – S distances range from 2.3413(13) to 2.3711(15) and the U – S distances range from 2.6893(13) to 2.9285(18). Uranium is in its 4+ oxidation state, which is supported by charge balance, the lack of S—S bonds, and bond valence sum calculations that indicate an average uranium oxidation state of 4.04, 3.97, 3.96, and 3.90 for $K_2Pd_4U_6S_{17}$, $K_2Pt_4U_6S_{17}$, $Rb_2Pt_4U_6S_{17}$, and $Cs_2Pt_4U_6S_{17}$, respectively.

**Magnetic Susceptibility Measurements.** Magnetic measurements were performed on ground samples of $K_2Pt_4U_6S_{17}$, $Rb_2Pt_4U_6S_{17}$, and $Cs_2Pt_4U_6S_{17}$ containing
small amounts of the β-US₂ and PtS impurities. PtS is diamagnetic and β-US₂ is paramagnetic over the 2-300 K range.¹³⁵,¹⁶⁹ Therefore, any observed magnetic transition would be due to K₂Pt₄U₆S₁₇, Rb₂Pt₄U₆S₁₇, or Cs₂Pt₄U₆S₁₇. A Whole Powder Pattern Fitting (WPPF) was performed using the Rigaku SmartLab II software to obtain the relative weight percent of the impurity phases (Table 3.2) to correct the sample mass for the impurity when calculating the molar magnetic susceptibility. No magnetic measurements were performed for K₂Pd₄U₆S₁₇ due to the inability to separate the black blocks of the U₀.₉₂Pd₃S₄, which orders magnetically, from the black blocks of K₂Pd₄U₆S₁₇.¹⁷⁰

**Table 3.2** Results of the WPPF showing the relative weight percent of each phase in the product powders.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Target Product</th>
<th>US₂</th>
<th>PtS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K₂Pt₄U₆S₁₇</td>
<td>96.61(19)%</td>
<td>2.25(17)%</td>
<td>1.14(10)%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rb₂Pt₄U₆S₁₇</td>
<td>92.8(3)%</td>
<td>4.2(3)%</td>
<td>2.98(17)%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cs₂Pt₄U₆S₁₇</td>
<td>96.82(9)%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>3.18(9)%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.12 contains a plot of the magnetic susceptibility data for compounds A₂Pt₄U₆S₁₇ (A = K, Rb, Cs). Paramagnetic behavior is observed at elevated temperatures, similar to what was reported for the isostructural analogue Rb₂Pd₄U₆S₁₇.¹⁶⁶
Figure 3.12 (a) Temperature dependent magnetic susceptibility $\chi(T)$ collected in an applied magnetic field $H = 5000$ Oe for the compounds $A_2Pt_4U_6S_{17}$ ($A = K, \text{Rb, Cs}$). (b) $(\chi - \chi_0)^{-1}$ vs $T$, where the linear behavior that is seen for $T > 150$ K was fitted using a modified Curie-Weiss function as described in the text. (c) Low temperature zoom of $\chi(T)$ emphasizing the antiferromagnetic ordering at $T_N = 9.1$ K for $K_2Pt_4U_6S_{17}$ and the absence of bulk ordering for $\text{Rb}_2Pt_4U_6S_{17}$ and $\text{Cs}_2Pt_4U_6S_{17}$. A plot showing the overlap of the zero field-cooled and field-cooled data can be seen in Figure 3.13.

The 150 K – 300 K data were fitted using a modified Curie-Weiss expression $\chi = \chi_0 + C/(T - \theta)$, where $\chi_0$ is a temperature independent term, $C$ is the Curie constant, and $\theta$ is the Curie-Weiss temperature. The results of the fits are listed in Table 3.3, where the negative $q$ values indicate the presence of antiferromagnetic correlations between the uranium ions. The origin of the $\chi_0$ term remains to be identified, but we point out that magnetic data for even single crystal specimens of $\text{Rb}_2\text{Pd}_4U_6S_{17}$ result in similar $\chi_0$ terms whose absolute value is reduced from what is seen here.
Table 3.3 A summary of the magnetic properties of A$_2$Pt$_4$U$_6$S$_{17}$ (A = K, Rb, Cs).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>$\chi_0$ (cm$^3$/mol)</th>
<th>$\Theta$ (K)</th>
<th>C (cm$^3$K/mol)</th>
<th>$\mu_{\text{eff}}$/U</th>
<th>$T_N$ (K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K$_2$Pt$_4$U$<em>6$S$</em>{17}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-62</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rb$_2$Pt$_4$U$<em>6$S$</em>{17}$</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>-59</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cs$_2$Pt$_4$U$<em>6$S$</em>{17}$</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>-71</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.13 A plot of the molar susceptibility versus temperature of each compound showing the overlap between the field-cooled and zero field-cooled data.

It is reasonable to suggest that for these samples, the impurity phases may contribute to this term. The effective magnetic moment per uranium was determined and found to range from 2.5 – 2.6 $\mu_B$ for the three phases. These values are reduced from the expected moment of tetravalent uranium of 3.58 $\mu_B$ calculated using full Russell-Saunders coupling for a $^3H_4$ ground state. The published moments of U(IV) range from 1.36 to 3.79.$^{36}$
A reduced moment was also reported for Rb$_2$Pd$_4$U$_6$S$_{17}$, where it was attributed to crystal electric field effects. Since uranium magnetism is known to deviate from Hund’s rules expectations due to (i) strong spin orbit coupling and (ii) the tendency of the U(IV) f-electrons to take on a singlet ground state at low temperatures, moments lower than the expected, 3.58 $\mu_B$, are common. Further work is needed to clarify this question, but broadly speaking this behavior is consistent with what is seen for many other U-based materials in which the gradual transition from a triplet to a singlet ground state for the two f-electrons impacts the measured magnetic moment.\textsuperscript{171}

An antiferromagnetic transition is observed at $T_N = 9.1$ K for K$_2$Pt$_4$U$_6$S$_{17}$, similar to what is seen for Rb$_2$Pd$_4$U$_6$S$_{17}$. In contrast, both Rb$_2$Pt$_4$U$_6$S$_{17}$ and Cs$_2$Pt$_4$U$_6$S$_{17}$ show weak inflections in their c vs T plots over a similar temperature range. Reports in the literature indicate that the presence or absence of long-range magnetic order in U(IV) compounds in which uranium is the only magnetically active ion is a function of the U—U separation within the crystal structure, which affects the magnetic coupling ability of the uranium ions.\textsuperscript{165, 166}

Reports in the literature indicate that the presence or absence of long-range magnetic order in U(IV) compounds in which uranium is the only magnetically active ion is a function of the U—U separation within the crystal structure, which affects the magnetic coupling ability of the uranium ions.\textsuperscript{165, 166} In the compounds reported herein, an increase in the U—U distances occurs with an increase in the size of the alkali cation (K < Rb < Cs), as illustrated in Figure 3.14, which is expected to reduce the ability of the uranium ions to couple magnetically. It is therefore not surprising that only the potassium containing material, K$_2$Pt$_4$U$_6$S$_{17}$, exhibits long range magnetic order.
Figure 3.14. A plot of the (black) U(1)—U(1) and the (red) U(1)—U(2) interatomic distances. The U(2)—U(2) distances were excluded as they are too large (> 7 Å) to have magnetic coupling between them. There is an increase in the U—U distances with the increase in alkali cation incorporated into the \( A_2Pt_4U_6S_{17} \) (\( A = K, \text{ Rb, Cs} \)) structure.

Conclusions. A series of \( A_2M_4U_6S_{17} \) (\( A = \text{Alkali metal}, M = \text{Pd or Pt} \)) compounds, specifically \( K_2Pd_4U_6S_{17} \), \( K_2Pt_4U_6S_{17} \), \( \text{Rb}_2Pt_4U_6S_{17} \), and \( \text{Cs}_2Pt_4U_6S_{17} \), were synthesized using the combined BCM and molten flux crystal growth methods with the Rb- and Cs-containing analogues taking advantage of the \( \text{in-situ} \) alkali polysulfide flux formation from the alkali carbonates. The successful synthesis of single crystals of the title compounds allowed for their structure determination. Magnetic measurements were performed on samples of \( K_2Pt_4U_6S_{17} \), \( \text{Rb}_2Pt_4U_6S_{17} \), and \( \text{Cs}_2Pt_4U_6S_{17} \), and antiferromagnetic order is observed at \( T_N = 9.1 \text{ K} \) for \( K_2Pt_4U_6S_{17} \). In contrast, while both \( \text{Rb}_2Pt_4U_6S_{17} \) and \( \text{Cs}_2Pt_4U_6S_{17} \) show weak inflections in their \( \chi \) vs T data over similar temperature ranges, they do not
exhibit a magnetic transition. The absence of long-range magnetic order in the Rb- and Cs-analogues is attributed to the increased U—U interatomic distances as a function of the increased size of the alkali cations. Uranium moments of 2.5, 2.6, and 2.6 \( \mu_B \) were calculated for \( \text{K}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \), \( \text{Rb}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \), and \( \text{Cs}_2\text{Pt}_4\text{U}_6\text{S}_{17} \), respectively. The BCM method enables ease of access to actinide chalcogenide phases and its use is expected to result in further successful syntheses of actinide chalcogenide and other chalcogenide phases.
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CHAPTER 4

LANTHANIDE THIOBORATES, AN EMERGING CLASS OF NONLINEAR OPTICAL MATERIALS, EFFICIENTLY SYNTHESIZED USING THE BORON-CHALCOGEN MIXTURE METHOD\(^1\)

**Abstract:** The Boron–Chalcogen Mixture method was used to obtain single crystals of the previously extremely difficult to synthesize lanthanide orthothioborates to investigate their structures and their structurally connected optical behavior, such as second harmonic generation. Using a combined halide and polychalcogenide flux, the BCM method yielded single crystals of LnBS$_3$ (Ln = La, Ce, Pr, Nd), which are iso-structural and crystallize in the non-centrosymmetric space group, $Pna2_1$. Second harmonic generation measurements confirmed the expectation that LaBS$_3$ would exhibit a strong SHG response, measured at 1.5 x KDP.

**Thioborates.** Thioborates are an emerging class of nonlinear optical (NLO) materials that combine the attractive NLO abilities of chalcogenides and borates, resulting in materials exhibiting a combination of highly sought-after NLO properties, specifically, the high laser damage threshold and large optical nonlinearity of borates and the wide optical and IR transmission ranges of sulfides.$^{29,172,173}$ The significant difficulties of their synthesis, such as difficult starting reagents and the need for high reaction temperatures and pressures, has impeded the synthesis of thioborate materials. In fact, very few have been made, despite their predicted attractive NLO behavior. Furthermore, the lack of single crystal products obtained from current thioborate synthesis reactions has made structural characterization difficult and impeded the use of this class of materials for NLO applications.

The family of lanthanide orthothioborates, LnBS$_3$ (Ln = Lanthanide), are of special interest due to the coupling of ‘laser active’ lanthanide ions with the orthothioborate unit, [BS$_3$]$^2^-$, which is known to induce NLO behavior.$^{174,175}$ The first syntheses of lanthanide orthothioborates by Hunger et al. utilized high temperatures (800–1050 ºC) and pressures...
(3 GPa) and yielded polycrystalline powders whose structure determinations were accomplished via highly restrained Rietveld refinements.\textsuperscript{176} The authors subsequently found that heating a pellet with nominal composition PrB$_5$S$_9$ contained in a BN crucible sealed inside a tantalum ampule under argon gas for over 30 days produced single crystals of PrBS$_3$ and they determined the first crystal structure of a lanthanide orthothioborate.\textsuperscript{177} Unfortunately, no characterization of the physical properties of PrBS$_3$ was reported.

Synthesizing new materials that exhibit a desired property can be accomplished by numerous routes, most of them being based on existing, successful approaches. Departing from those approaches can sometimes be extremely rewarding if one can envision a different path that is more targeted or simpler. We chose to adapt the recently reported Boron–Chalcogen Mixture (BCM) method as a new low temperature reaction route that successfully leads to single crystals of lanthanide orthothioborates, allowing us to investigate their structures and their structurally connected optical behavior, specifically, second harmonic generation.

To prepare and study lanthanide orthothioborates, LnBS$_3$, we applied a combination of the BCM and molten flux growth methods to their synthesis, as these methods are easy to use, typically yield single crystals, and are fast. We recently reported the BCM method as a facile approach for the synthesis of actinide chalcogenides from their oxides by incorporating a mixture of boron and the desired chalcogen into the reagent mixture.\textsuperscript{43} The large difference in formation energy of B$_2$O$_3$ (\textit{i.e.} $\Delta_f G^\circ$ (vitreous-B$_2$O$_3$) = -1182.5 kJ mol$^{-1}$) over the boron chalcogenide (\textit{e.g.} $\Delta_f G^\circ$ (vitreous-B$_2$S$_3$) = -247.6 kJ mol$^{-1}$) favors the formation of B$_2$O$_3$ allowing elemental boron to act as an ‘oxygen sponge’ when heated, leaving the chalcogen to react with the other reagents.\textsuperscript{131} This method was
previously successful for the synthesis of lanthanide and transition metal sulfides from their oxides and was therefore chosen as a potentially convenient path to lanthanide thioborate materials.\textsuperscript{129, 178, 179} By utilizing the BCM method coupled with molten flux crystal growth, plentiful single crystals of lanthanide orthothioborates ($\text{Ln} = \text{La, Ce, Pr, Nd}$), Figure 4.1, were grown at a relatively low reaction temperature of 550 °C, with a reaction time of under 3 days and, importantly, using the lanthanide oxides as starting reagents. The single crystalline nature of the products allowed us to determine their structures and to investigate the NLO behavior of a phase pure sample of $\text{LaBS}_3$.

\textbf{Figure 4.1:} An image of single crystals of (left to right) $\text{LaBS}_3$, $\text{CeBS}_3$, $\text{PrBS}_3$, and $\text{NdBS}_3$.

To synthesize the lanthanide orthothioborates, the lanthanide oxide ($\text{Ln}_2\text{O}_3$ for $\text{Ln} = \text{La, Pr, Nd or CeO}_2$), boron, and sulfur were loaded into a carbon crucible (0.5 in OD x 0.25 in ID x 2 in L) in a 1:20:30 molar ratio. In a nitrogen filled glovebag, 0.05 grams of $\text{K}_2\text{S}$ and then 0.25 grams of a NaI–CsI eutectic flux were layered on top of this mixture
inside the carbon crucible which was subsequently placed into a carbon-coated fused silica tube. The fused silica tube was evacuated, sealed, and placed in a furnace set to step to 400 °C and then ramp to 550 °C in 2 hours where it dwelled for 48 hours. The furnace then slow-cooled to 350 °C in 20 hours and was then shut off to return to room temperature. To isolate the single crystals, the flux was dissolved in methanol, aided by sonication, and the crystals isolated via vacuum filtration.

The four compositions thus obtained, LnBS₃ (Ln = La, Ce, Pr, Nd), all crystallize in the non-centrosymmetric space group *Pna*₂₁ and are isostructural. The crystal structures, Table 4.1, are consistent with the one previously published for PrBS₃.¹⁷⁷

Table 4.1 Crystallographic data for lanthanide orthothioborates, LnBS₃.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>LaBS₃</th>
<th>CeBS₃</th>
<th>PrBS₃</th>
<th>NdBS₃</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Formula weight</td>
<td>245.90</td>
<td>247.11</td>
<td>247.90</td>
<td>251.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space group, Z</td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Pna</em>₂₁, 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a, Å</td>
<td>7.6766(2)</td>
<td>7.6059(2)</td>
<td>7.5432(2)</td>
<td>7.4818(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b, Å</td>
<td>6.0445(1)</td>
<td>6.0181(1)</td>
<td>6.0072(1)</td>
<td>6.0037(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c, Å</td>
<td>8.9940(2)</td>
<td>8.9311(2)</td>
<td>8.8897(2)</td>
<td>8.8530(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V, Å³</td>
<td>417.33(1)</td>
<td>408.80(1)</td>
<td>402.82(1)</td>
<td>397.66(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R₁ (I &gt;2σ(I))</td>
<td>0.0076</td>
<td>0.0079</td>
<td>0.0094</td>
<td>0.0080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wR₂ (all data)</td>
<td>0.0177</td>
<td>0.0174</td>
<td>0.0204</td>
<td>0.0178</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The flux approach used in our synthesis, which relies on alkali halide eutectics, is known to work well for the crystallization of a multitude of chalcogenide phases.⁵⁸, ¹³⁹, ¹⁸⁰-¹⁸³ However, to accomplish the synthesis of lanthanide orthothioborate phases, LnBS₃, it was found to be essential to supplement the low temperature halide melt with a polychalcogenide flux, another low temperature melt, that is known to be stable at lower reaction temperatures. The combination of the alkali halide eutectic flux with the potassium polychalcogenide flux afforded high quality single crystals of the target compounds.
suitable for X-ray diffraction studies. These crystals represent the first single crystal growth of CeBS$_3$ and NdBS$_3$ that allows for the refinement of their crystal structures, and the single crystal structure of LaBS$_3$ is reported herein for the first time.

The structure of the lanthanide orthothioborates, LnBS$_3$ (Ln = lanthanide), is shown in Figure 4.2 and is comprised of two building units: 9-coordinate, LnS$_9$, lanthanide sulfide distorted tricapped trigonal prisms and trigonal planar, [BS$_3$]$^3^-$, orthothioborate units.

**Figure 4.2:** A schematic of the LnBS$_3$ structure showing the (A) LnS$_9$ and (B) BS$_3$ building blocks as well as an (C) illustration of the corrugated kagome nets, (D) how they stack within the structure, and (E) an image of the overall crystal structure.

The LnBS$_3$ 3-dimensional crystal structure is composed of corrugated sheets consisting of distorted kagome nets formed by the sulfur atoms. The sheets are stacked parallel to the b–c plane along the a-axis. In each kagome-net layer, every other sulfur triangle is occupied by a boron cation forming the BS$_3$ unit and the distorted hexagonal holes in the kagome lattice are filled with lanthanide cations. An alternation of the orientation of the orthothioborate unit between layers results in an ABAB stacking. Each LnS$_9$ polyhedron
is surrounded by 6 orthothioborate units, 3 edge-sharing and 3 corner-sharing, and 12 neighboring LnS₉ polyhedra; 8 corner sharing, 2 face-sharing, and 2 edge sharing. The B—S distances range from 1.7981(26) to 1.8243(21) Å and the Ln—S distances range from 2.8579(5) to 3.3182(4) Å. The boron located in the middle of the BS₃ unit is very slightly out of the plane created by the triangle of sulfur atoms the magnitude of which slightly varies for the different lanthanide element; 0.0747, 0.0739, 0.0782, 0.0786 Å from the plane for Ln = La, Ce, Pr, and Nd, respectively.

The title compounds all crystallize in the non-centrosymmetric space group Pna₂₁ and contain the [BS₃]³⁻ unit, which literature suggests can lead to especially good SHG materials. To test for SHG, as well as test the predictions, SHG measurements were performed on ground crystals of LaBS₃. The lanthanum member was chosen for SHG testing as it does not exhibit any f–f transitions that cause coloration. The SHG measurements revealed that LaBS₃ is indeed SHG active with an SHG intensity 1.5 times that of the standard reference sample of potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP), Figure 4.3, though non-phase-matchable, Figure 4.4, when irradiated with 1064 nm light. It is worth mentioning, though, that a revisitation of LaBS₃ by Han et al. showed this compound to be type-1 phase matchable when irradiated with a 2.05 μm laser.¹⁸⁴ LaBS₃ has a calculated band gap of 2.9 eV, Figure 4.5. Fluorescence spectra were obtained at an excitation wavelength of 375 nm on single crystals of all title compounds, Figures 4.6-4.8. No fluorescence from LaBS₃ was observed, as expected, due to lanthanum’s 4f⁰ electron configuration.

High temperature solid state chemistry generally leads to the formation of the thermodynamic phases that have high temperature stability. Hydrothermal and flux routes
operate at lower temperatures and, while able to crystallize thermodynamic phases, can also lead to kinetic/metastable phases that would not survive very high temperatures, decomposing into binaries and ternaries. What is without a doubt true, however, is that

\textbf{Figure 4.3:} Powder SHG data of a sample of LaBS\textsubscript{3} compared to a standard sample of KDP with a particle size between 90-125 µm.
Figure 4.4: Powder SHG phase-matching experiment on LaBS$_3$ compared to a standard α-SiO$_2$ with particle size ranges of <20, 20-45, 45-63, 63-75, 75-90, 90-125, and 125-150 µm. The lines are not fits to data, but to guide the eye.
Figure 4.5 The Tauc plot created from the absorbance data for LaBS$_3$. A band gap of 2.9 eV was calculated which corresponds well to the yellow color of the LaBS$_3$ crystals.
Figure 4.6 Fluorescence data obtained on a single crystal of CeBS$_3$ using an excitation wavelength of 375 nm. A single broad peak which covered much of the visible range measured was observed for CeBS$_3$, a phenomenon observed in other cerium compounds.\textsuperscript{28, 85-87}
Figure 4.7 Fluorescence data obtained on a single crystal of PrBS$_3$. The expected $^3$P$_0 \rightarrow ^3$H$_4$, $^3$P$_0 \rightarrow ^3$H$_5$, $^1$D$_2 \rightarrow ^3$H$_4$, $^3$P$_0 \rightarrow ^3$H$_6$ f-f transitions were observed.$^{28,84}$
**Figure 4.8** Fluorescence data obtained on a single crystal of NdBS$_3$. The characteristic $^4F_{5/2} \rightarrow ^4I_{9/2}$ and $^4F_{3/2} \rightarrow ^4I_{11/2}$ f-f transitions were resolved.$^{185}$

while thermodynamic phases might be thermally more stable, they are finite in number, especially when contrasted with kinetic/metastable phases that comprise a vast frontier. While plentiful, kinetic phases are synthetically challenging to obtain, especially relative to thermodynamic phases.$^4$ The molten flux growth method has proven to be a successful approach for the creation of single crystals of kinetic phases, including a variety of chalcogenides.$^3, 122, 145$ The critical component is the low melting flux, usually an alkali halide salt, that acts as the solvent at elevated temperatures in which the reagents dissolve. The addition of the ‘liquid component’ aids in the diffusion of reagents, greatly reducing reaction times, and the extensive choice of alkali halide melting points offers a large range
of reaction temperatures that can be utilized. For the synthesis of chalcogenides compounds in particular, low melting polychalcogenide fluxes have been employed that have been the key to the discovery and crystal growth of numerous chalcogenide phases.\textsuperscript{2, 134, 165, 166, 186, 187} At the low temperatures afforded by polychalcogenide fluxes, the incorporation of chalcometallate molecular building blocks (i.e. [SiS\textsubscript{4}]\textsuperscript{4-}, [VS\textsubscript{4}]\textsuperscript{3-}, etc.) into the resulting compounds becomes increasingly possible which greatly influences their structures and resulting properties.\textsuperscript{4}

For the growth of the lanthanide orthothioborates reported herein, a NaI–CsI eutectic flux was employed to access a reaction temperature of 550 °C, speed up the reaction time, and to aid in single crystal growth. The addition of the K\textsubscript{2}S polychalcogenide flux was to potentially help increase the possibility of molecular building block incorporation into the final reaction product. Finally, the BCM method was applied to these reactions allowing for the use of the lanthanide oxides as starting reagents greatly assisting in the ease of reaction setup. The combination of these three components resulted in a new unprecedented low temperature synthetic route used herein to obtain single crystals of lanthanide orthothioborates, LnBS\textsubscript{3}, in only 3 days, which contain the orthothioborate, [BS\textsubscript{3}]\textsuperscript{3-}, molecular unit that is known to induce NLO behaviors, a phenomenon validated by the strong SHG activity of LaBS\textsubscript{3}. The successful low temperature approach to these compounds, which were previously thought to only form during high temperature and pressure synthetic routes, opens an entirely new energy landscape, potentially leading to the discovery of many new kinetic thioborate materials with promising optical properties. As a further demonstration to validate this low temperature approach, we used the same procedure used to prepare LnBS\textsubscript{3} to obtain single crystals of BaB\textsubscript{2}S\textsubscript{4}, one of the best SHG
materials known to date.\textsuperscript{34} This reaction resulted in a phase pure sample of BaB\textsubscript{2}S\textsubscript{4} with crystals up to a millimeter in size; the powder X-ray diffraction pattern and crystal images can be found in Figures 4.9 and 4.10. We are in the process of extending this synthetic approach to other thioborate compositions to investigate their physical properties. This synthetic method coupled with the ease of access to chalcogenide materials afforded by the BCM method and the single crystal growth abilities of the molten flux growth technique will undoubtably boost research in the field of NLO active thioborates.

![Powder X-ray Diffraction Pattern of phase pure BaB\textsubscript{2}S\textsubscript{4} (black lines) and the overlayed CIF (red lines) synthesized using our low temperature route.](image)

\textbf{Figure 4.9} Powder X-ray Diffraction Pattern of phase pure BaB\textsubscript{2}S\textsubscript{4} (black lines) and the overlayed CIF (red lines) synthesized using our low temperature route.
Figure 4.10 Image of the BaB$_2$S$_4$ crystals obtained using our low temperature synthetic route.
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CHAPTER 5

SYNTHESIS OF URANIUM MIXED ANION COMPOUNDS USING THE BORON-CHALCOGEN MIXTURE METHOD: \( \text{Ba}_6\text{Co}_6\text{U}_{0.91}\text{S}_{13.5}\text{O}_{0.5} \) and \( \text{Ba}_{5.47}\text{K}_{0.53}\text{Zn}_6\text{US}_{13.5}\text{O}_{0.5} \).\(^1\)

Abstract: Mixed anion compounds have exhibited interesting structures and properties that differ from compounds only incorporating a single anion in their composition. Unfortunately, difficulties in the synthetic methods used to obtain these materials has slowed the evolution of this field, prompting investigations into alternate synthetic pathways to these materials. Our recently establish Boron-Chalcogen Mixture (BCM) method, which was originally developed for the synthesis of pure actinide chalcogenides from oxides, has been adapted to achieve the partial oxide to sulfide conversion of $\text{Ba}_2\text{MUO}_6$ ($M = \text{Co, Zn}$) which resulted in two new uranium (IV/V) oxysulfide compounds, $\text{Ba}_6\text{Co}_6\text{U}_{0.91}\text{S}_{13.5}\text{O}_{0.5}$ and $\text{Ba}_5.47\text{K}_{0.53}\text{Zn}_6\text{US}_{13.5}\text{O}_{0.5}$ These compounds crystallize in the tetragonal crystal system adopting the space group $I4/mcm$. Their syntheses, crystal structures, and trends observed in the pursuit of these new mixed anion compounds are reported.

Introduction: Mixed anion compounds are usually considered to be solid state materials that contain more than one anionic species within a single structure and include oxychalcogenides$^{181, 188-192}$, oxyhalides$^{193-198}$, and oxynitrides$^{199-204}$. The presence of multiple anionic species having differing anionic radii, polarizability, electronegativity, and charge, can lead to the formation of compounds with novel structures, crystallographic symmetries, and physical properties.$^{205}$ Some of these properties are compositionally/structurally induced in mixed anion materials, for example the removal of a center of symmetry to induce NLO or ferroelectric behavior, thus making them a new research frontier that can lead to both theoretical and technological advancements.$^{206-209}$ The majority of reported inorganic materials are metal oxides, which are traditionally synthesized via high temperature reactions in air, e.g., exposed to atmospheric oxygen.
When carrying out the synthesis of mixed-anion materials this exposure to oxygen represents a major obstacle, as the oxygen, by virtue of being present in large excess, will tend to overpower the non-oxide anions, resulting in oxides rather than mixed anion compositions. For these reasons, the targeted synthesis of mixed-anion compounds requires careful synthetic control and, usually, controlled atmospheric environments. A variety of synthetic methods have been used to obtain mixed-anion materials, such as solvothermal synthesis or high-pressure reactions, however, the infancy of this field of materials still gives promise to the development of alternate paths to new and existing mixed-anion compounds.

Recently our group developed the Boron-Chalcogen Mixture (BCM) method as a facile oxide to chalcogenide conversion route for actinides, which enables the synthesis of oxygen-free chalcogenide materials, even when starting with oxide reagents. This work builds upon the method reported by Wu et al. who utilized it for the synthesis of various transition metal and rare earth chalcogenides. The successful conversion from an oxide to a chalcogenide is driven by the greater formation energy of boron oxide, (i.e. $\Delta G$ (vitreous-B$_2$O$_3$) = -1182.5 Kj/mol) over the boron chalcogenides (e.g. $\Delta G$ (vitreous-B$_2$S$_3$) = -247.6 Kj/mol), which causes boron to act as an ‘oxygen sponge’, forming highly stable B$_2$O$_3$, and leaving the metal to coordinate with the added chalcogen. This method has worked well for the synthesis of many actinide chalcogenides allowing for their magnetic properties, often for the first time, to be explored. While the BCM method was originally developed for full oxide to chalcogenide conversion, the potential of this method to enable partial rather than full oxide to chalcogenide conversion, makes it of great interest as a novel synthetic route to mixed anion compounds.
The synthesis of the ternary lanthanide oxysulfides, \( \text{Ln}_2\text{O}_2\text{S} \) (\( \text{Ln} = \text{La} \) and \( \text{Nd} \)), was reported in the literature as having been accomplished by using a boron-sulfur method\(^{129}\), while actinide oxysulfides have been reported synthesized (1) via solid state reactions of intimately mixed oxide and sulfide reagents, (2) via reactions using actinide oxysulfides as a reagent, and (3) by the use of \( \text{H}_2\text{S} \) and \( \text{CS}_2 \) as sulfurizing agents.\(^{211-215}\) Uranium oxysulfides, such as \( \text{USO} \), have also been identified as side products due to the presence of impure starting reagents or due to reactions with the wall of fused silica reaction vessels.\(^2, 216\) For example, while targeting 2H-perovskite related actinide chalcogenides, Mesbah et al. isolated actinide oxysulfide side products with the formula \( \text{Ba}_6\text{M}_2\text{US}_{12.5}\text{O}_{0.5} \).\(^{122}\) The oxygen inclusion within these compositions arose from the etching of the fused silica tube used as the reaction vessel. In fact, all of the known compounds belonging to the \( \text{Ba}_6\text{M}_2\text{US}_{12.5}\text{O}_{0.5} \) family of compounds, including \( \text{M} = \text{Ti}, \text{Si/Fe}, \text{V}, \) and \( \text{Fe} \), were reported to be serendipitously synthesized with the oxygen content attributed to etching of the fused silica tube.\(^{217, 218}\) To test the BCM method’s ability to create uranium oxysulfide compounds, we chose to target similar compounds containing other first row transition metals, resulting in two new uranium (IV/V) oxysulfide compounds, namely \( \text{Ba}_6\text{Co}_6\text{U}_{0.91}\text{S}_{13.5}\text{O}_{0.5} \) and \( \text{Ba}_{5.47}\text{K}_{0.53}\text{Zn}_6\text{US}_{13.5}\text{O}_{0.5} \), whose synthesis and crystal structures are reported herein. Attempts at synthesizing a nickel containing uranium oxysulfide were unsuccessful and are discussed herein.

**Experimental Section:**

**Reagents.** \( \text{BaCO}_3 \) (Alfa Aesar, 99.95%), \( \text{KI} \) (VWR, ACS grade), \( \text{NiO} \) (Alfa Aesar, 99%), \( \text{ZnO} \) (Aldrich Chemical Company, 99.9%), \( \text{CoO} \) (BeanTown Chemicals, 99.995%), \( \text{U}_3\text{O}_8 \) (International Bio-Analytical Industries, Inc., 99.99%), elemental boron (BTC, ~100-
mesh 99.9%), and elemental sulfur (sublimed, Fischer Chemicals) were used as received. KI was stored in an oven set to 260 °C. K2S was synthesized as described in the literature and stored in a nitrogen glovebag.167

Caution! Although the uranium precursor used in these syntheses contains depleted uranium, observing proper procedures for handling radioactive materials is required. All handling of radioactive materials was performed in laboratories specially designated for the study of radioactive uranium materials.

Synthesis of Ba2MUO6 (M = Co, Ni, Zn) Precursors. Ba2MUO6 (M =Co, Ni, Zn) was prepared by adding BaCO3, MO, and U3O8 in a 2:1:0.33 molar ratio to a pestle and mortar. Due to the hygroscopic nature of BaCO3, the pestle and mortar were used in a nitrogen filled glovebag where the reaction mixture was ground for 20 minutes. The ground mixture was loaded into a 0.25-inch pellet dye and pressed into a pellet. The pellet was placed into an alumina crucible which was covered with an alumina cap and placed into a programmable furnace set to ramp to 1000 °C in 2 hours and dwell at this temperature for 24 hours, after which the furnace was shut off and allowed to return to room temperature. The product was ground in a pestle and mortar in air for 10 minutes, pelletized, and loaded back into the same capped alumina crucible and heated a second time using the same temperature profile. The powder X-ray diffraction patterns of the obtained products are shown in Figures 5.1-5.3.
Figure 5.1 The diffraction pattern (black) of the reaction targeting Ba$_2$CoUO$_6$ with the overlayed Crystallographic Information Files (CIF) for (red) Ba$_2$CoUO$_6$, and (green) BaCoO$_2$. 
Figure 5.2 The diffraction pattern (black) of the reaction targeting $\text{Ba}_2\text{NiUO}_6$ with the overlayed CIFs for (red) $\text{Ba}_2\text{NiUO}_6$, (blue) $\text{BaUO}_3$, and (green) NiO.
Figure 5.3 The diffraction pattern (black) of the reaction targeting Ba$_2$ZnUO$_6$ with the overlayed CIFs for (red) Ba$_2$ZnUO$_6$, (blue) BaUO$_3$, (green) ZnO, and (pink) Ba$_3$UO$_6$.

Synthesis of Ba$_6$Co$_6$U$_{0.91}$S$_{13.5}$O$_{0.5}$ and Ba$_{5.47}$K$_{0.53}$Zn$_6$US$_{13.5}$O$_{0.5}$.

Ba$_6$Co$_6$U$_{0.91}$S$_{13.5}$O$_{0.5}$ and Ba$_{5.47}$K$_{0.53}$Zn$_6$US$_{13.5}$O$_{0.5}$ were synthesized by loading a carbon crucible (9.525 mm o.d. × 6.35 mm i.d. × 50.8 mm length) with sulfur, boron, Ba$_2$M$_6$O$_6$, KI, and K$_2$S, in that order. Single crystals of Ba$_6$Co$_6$U$_{0.91}$S$_{13.5}$O$_{0.5}$ and Ba$_{5.47}$K$_{0.53}$Zn$_6$US$_{13.5}$O$_{0.5}$ were obtained using a Ba$_2$M$_6$O$_6$:B:S molar ration of 1:4:6 and 1:8:12, respectively. 0.250 grams of KI and 0.030 grams of K$_2$S were used as the eutectic flux in all reactions. The sulfur, boron, and Ba$_2$M$_6$O$_6$ reagents were loaded into the carbon crucible in air while the KI and K$_2$S were handled and added inside a nitrogen filled
glovebag. The carbon crucibles were capped with a carbon cap and loaded into a fused silica tube (12 mm o.d. × 10 mm i.d. × 200 mm length) which was evacuated on a vacuum line and sealed using a methane-oxygen torch. The sealed fused silica tubes were placed into a programmable furnace set to ramp to 800 ºC in 10 hours, dwell at this temperature for 12 hours, and cool to 600 ºC in 20 hours, after which the furnace was shut off and allowed to return to room temperature. The carbon crucibles were removed from the fused silica tubes, uncapped, and placed into a beaker filled with ~60 mL of MeOH. The beaker was sonicated for about 20 minutes and then the MeOH was decanted into a separate beaker. The products inside the carbon crucible were scrapped out with a spatula into the first beaker which was refilled with another ~60 mL aliquot of MeOH. After another 20-minute sonication, the MeOH was decanted off and the product was isolated by vacuum filtration and washed with acetone.

**Single Crystal X-ray Diffraction (SXRD).** X-ray intensity data from black needles of the title compounds were collected at 301(2) K using a Bruker D8 QUEST diffractometer equipped with a PHOTON-II area detector and an Incoatec microfocus source (Mo Kα radiation, λ = 0.71073 Å). The raw area detector data frames were reduced and corrected for absorption effects using the SAINT+ and SADABS program. Final unit cell parameters were determined by least-squares refinement of large sets of reflections taken from each data set. An initial structural model was obtained with SHELXT. Subsequent difference Fourier calculations and full-matrix least-squares refinement against $F^2$ were performed with SHELXL-2018 using ShelXle. The crystallographic parameters of $\text{Ba}_6\text{Co}_6\text{U}_{0.91}\text{S}_{13.5}\text{O}_{0.5}$ and $\text{Ba}_{5.47}\text{K}_{0.53}\text{Zn}_6\text{US}_{13.5}\text{O}_{0.5}$ are summarized in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Crystallographic data for Ba₆Co₆U₀.9126(28)S₁₃.₅O₀.₅ and Ba₅.₄7₀(20)K₀.₅3₀(20)Zn₆US₁₃.₅O₀.₅.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical formula</th>
<th>Ba₆Co₆U₀.9126(28)S₁₃.₅O₀.₅</th>
<th>Ba₅.₄7₀(20)K₀.₅3₀(20)Zn₆US₁₃.₅O₀.₅</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Formula weight</td>
<td>1835.65</td>
<td>1843.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal system</td>
<td>Tetragonal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space group, Z</td>
<td>I₄/mcm, 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a, Å</td>
<td>16.4249(3)</td>
<td>16.5171(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c, Å</td>
<td>9.6289(3)</td>
<td>9.7813(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V, Å³</td>
<td>2597.66(12)</td>
<td>2668.48(14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density, g/cm³</td>
<td>4.694</td>
<td>4.588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiation (λ, Å)</td>
<td>Mo Kα (0.71073 Å)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ, mm⁻¹</td>
<td>19.392</td>
<td>20.387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T, K</td>
<td>301(2)</td>
<td>301(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal dim., mm³</td>
<td>0.100x0.010x0.010</td>
<td>0.080x0.020x0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2θ range, deg.</td>
<td>2.480 - 31.524</td>
<td>2.466 - 30.520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflections collected</td>
<td>29427</td>
<td>24092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data/parameters/restraints</td>
<td>1195/46/0</td>
<td>1126/48/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δρmax (e Å⁻³)</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δρmin (e Å⁻³)</td>
<td>-2.28</td>
<td>-1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rint</td>
<td>0.0437</td>
<td>0.0500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodness of fit</td>
<td>1.177</td>
<td>1.208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R₁(I &gt; 2σ(I))</td>
<td>0.0271</td>
<td>0.0262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wR₂ (all data)</td>
<td>0.0495</td>
<td>0.0411</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Powder X-ray Diffraction (PXRD).** PXRD data were collected on ground samples of the products. Data were collected using a Bruker D2 PHASER diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation over a 2θ range of 5–65° with a step size of 0.02°.

**Energy-Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS).** EDS was performed on single crystals of $\text{Ba}_6\text{Co}_6\text{U}_{0.91}\text{S}_{13.5}\text{O}_{0.5}$ and $\text{Ba}_{5.47}\text{K}_{0.53}\text{Zn}_6\text{US}_{13.5}\text{O}_{0.5}$ using a Tescan Vega-3 scanning electron microscope equipped with a Thermo EDS attachment. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was operated in a low-vacuum mode. Crystals were mounted on a SEM stub with carbon tape and analyzed using a 20 kV accelerating voltage and a 120 s accumulation time. The results of EDS confirmed the presence of elements found by SXRD.

**Discussion:**

**Synthesis.** When developing the BCM method, the full oxygen to sulfur replacement of $\text{UCoO}_4$, which was synthesized by the combination of $\text{U}_3\text{O}_8$ and cobalt oxalate, was successfully achieved, resulting in a pure phase of the $\text{UCoS}_3$ perovskite. To target higher order oxysulfides, we therefore chose to first synthesize the quaternary barium transition metal uranium oxides, $\text{Ba}_2M\text{UO}_6$, and systematically add increasing amounts of boron and sulfur to promote the partial substitution of sulfur for oxygen in $\text{Ba}_2M\text{UO}_6$. To structurally characterize the products, we combined the BCM method with the molten flux crystal growth approach to obtain single crystals for facile structure determination.

Once the quaternary $\text{Ba}_2M\text{UO}_6$ ($M = \text{Co}, \text{Ni}, \text{Zn}$) compositions were synthesized via traditional solid-state syntheses, the obtained polycrystalline powders were used in multiple reactions with increasing amounts of boron and sulfur, but identical amounts of $\text{K}_2\text{S}$ and $\text{KCl}$, which were used as a eutectic flux in these reactions. Table 5.2 summarizes
the molar ratios of $\text{Ba}_2\text{MUO}_6 : B : S$ ($M = \text{Co and Zn}$) used and the products obtained for each reaction. The table for the $M = \text{Ni}$ reactions can be found in the supporting information, Table 5.3. Figures 5.4-5.16 contain the powder diffraction patterns for each reaction performed.

**Table 5.2** A summary of the molar ratios used for the reactions targeting $\text{Ba}_6\text{Co}_6\text{U}_{0.91}\text{S}_{13.5}\text{O}_{0.5}$ and $\text{Ba}_{5.47}\text{K}_{0.53}\text{Zn}_6\text{US}_{13.5}\text{O}_{0.5}$. 0.030 g of $\text{K}_2\text{S}$ and 0.250 grams of $\text{KI}$ were used as the flux in each reaction. SiO$_2$ in the products was a result of glass micro fragments that were created during the opening of the fused silica tube. (Un/I = Unindexed peaks)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>$\text{Ba}_2\text{CoUO}_6$</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>Products</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Co-A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$\text{UO}_2$, $\text{Ba}_2\text{CoS}<em>3$, $\text{Ba}<em>6\text{Co}</em>{25}\text{S}</em>{27}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$\text{UO}_2$, $\text{Ba}_2\text{CoS}_3$, $\text{BaB}_2\text{O}_4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-C</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$\text{UO}_2$, $\text{Ba}<em>2\text{CoS}<em>3$, $\text{Ba}<em>6\text{Co}</em>{0.91}\text{S}</em>{13.5}\text{O}</em>{0.5}$, $\text{SiO}_2$, Un/I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>$\text{USO}$, $\text{Ba}_3\text{CoUS}_6$, $\text{K}_0.8\text{Ba}_3.2\text{US}_6$, $\text{SiO}_2$ Un/I</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>$\text{Ba}_2\text{ZnUO}_6$</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>Products</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zn-A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$\text{Ba}_2\text{ZnS}_3$, $\text{UO}_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn-B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>$\text{Ba}_2\text{ZnS}_3$, $\text{UO}_2$, $\text{ZnS}$, $\text{USO}$, $\text{BaB}_2\text{O}_4$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn-C</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$\text{Ba}_2\text{ZnS}_3$, $\text{UO}_2$, $\text{ZnS}$, $\text{USO}$, $\text{BaB}_2\text{O}_4$, $\text{SiO}_2$ Un/I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn-D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>$\text{UO}<em>2$, $\text{USO}$, $\text{Ba}</em>{5.47}\text{K}<em>{0.53}\text{Zn}<em>6\text{US}</em>{13.5}\text{O}</em>{0.5}$, $\text{BaB}_2\text{O}_4$, $\text{SiO}_2$ Un/I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn-E</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>$\text{USO}$, $\text{BaUS}<em>3$, $\text{Ba}</em>{5.47}\text{K}<em>{0.53}\text{Zn}<em>6\text{US}</em>{13.5}\text{O}</em>{0.5}$, $\text{ZnS}_n$ Un/I, amorphous material</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.3 A summary of the molar ratios used for each reaction. 0.030 g of K$_2$S and 0.250 grams of KI were used as the flux in each reaction. SiO$_2$ in the products was a result of glass micro fragments from breaking the fused silica tube container. (Un/I = Unindexed peaks)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>Ba$_2$NiUO$_6$</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>Products</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ni-A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>UO$<em>2$, BaS, Ba$</em>{6}$Ni$<em>{25}$S$</em>{27}$, KI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni-B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>UO$<em>2$, BaS, Ba$</em>{6}$Ni$<em>{25}$S$</em>{27}$, KI, Un/I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni-C</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>UO$_2$, BaS, BaNiS$_2$, SiO$_2$, BaB$_2$O$_4$, Graphite, Un/I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni-D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>USO, Ba$_3$NiUS$_6$, NiS, Ni$_3$S$_2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5.4 PXRD pattern of reaction Zn-A. The 100% peak for UO$_2$ had an indexable K$_\beta$ peak which is labeled.
**Figure 5.5** PXRD pattern of reaction Zn-B.
Figure 5.6 PXRD pattern of reaction Zn-C.
Figure 5.7 PXRD pattern of reaction Zn-D.
Figure 5.8 PXRD pattern of reaction Zn-E.
Figure 5.9 PXRD pattern of reaction Co-A.
Figure 5.10 PXRD pattern of reaction Co-B.
Figure 5.11 PXRD pattern of reaction Co-C.
Figure 5.12 PXRD pattern of reaction Co-D.
Figure 5.13 PXRD pattern of reaction Ni-A.
Figure 5.14 PXRD pattern of reaction Ni-B.
**Figure 5.15** PXRD pattern of reaction Ni-C.
Figure 5.16 PXRD pattern of reaction Ni-D.

For reactions incorporating a 0:0 or 2:3 molar ratio of boron:sulfur, the main products were ternary barium transition metal sulfides and UO$_2$. For $M = Zn$ and Co, single crystals of Ba$_2$MS$_3$ ($M = Co, Zn$) were formed and the presence of a minor amount of Ba$_6$Co$_{25}$S$_{27}$ could also be identified in the PXRD pattern of the cobalt reaction, Figure 5.17 a. The only ternary phase formed in the nickel containing reactions was Ba$_6$Ni$_{25}$S$_{27}$. A major difference between the structures of Ba$_2$MS$_3$ and Ba$_6$M$_{25}$S$_{27}$ are the metal polyhedra, tetrahedra and octahedra, that are present, respectively, in Ba$_2$MS$_3$ and Ba$_6$M$_{25}$S$_{27}$. Ni(II) does not commonly take on a tetrahedral geometry, which is a likely reason why the nickel
analogue of Ba$_2$MS$_3$ was never formed.$^{219}$ Notably, the formation of single crystals of Ba$_2$CoS$_3$ in our reactions represents the first single crystal growth of this compound.

In the reactions targeting cobalt containing compounds, the 1:4:6 ratio of Ba$_2$MUO$_6$:B:S resulted in the formation of single crystals of Ba$_6$Co$_6$U$_{0.91}$S$_{13.5}$O$_{0.5}$ along with USO and some minor impurities, Figure 5.17 b. The use of additional boron and sulfur resulted in the full sulfur for oxygen replacement in Ba$_2$CoUO$_6$, forming a new 2H perovskite related structure, Ba$_3$CoUS$_6$, the crystal structure and properties of which will be published elsewhere, Figure 5.17 c. The zinc containing reactions required a higher ratio of boron and sulfur to form Ba$_{5.47}$K$_{0.53}$Zn$_6$US$_{13.5}$O$_{0.5}$ but did not form an analogous 2H perovskite related structure. A reaction in which the boron:sulfur ratio was increased to 12:15 resulted in the formation of USO, BaUS$_3$, ZnS, and Ba$_{5.47}$K$_{0.53}$Zn$_6$US$_{13.5}$O$_{0.5}$. The evolution of pure sulfides in this reaction product, but the lack of a 2H perovskite related structure, suggests that the analogous zinc containing 2H perovskite related structure is most likely not stable and/or is not as stable as the oxysulfide which causes Ba$_{5.47}$K$_{0.53}$Zn$_6$US$_{13.5}$O$_{0.5}$ to persist in the reaction products even with an increasing amount of sulfur and boron. Furthermore, in reactions involving nickel, no quaternary oxysulfide could be identified in any of the reaction products, but rather a new nickel 2H perovskite related structure, Ba$_3$NiUS$_6$, dominated the reaction products. Just as in the case of the ternary barium transition metal sulfides, the transition metal polyhedra in the oxysulfide compositions are tetrahedra while those in the 2H perovskite related structures are octahedra. Therefore, the formation of the oxysulfides in the $M = $ Co and Zn reactions, and the lack thereof in the $M = $ Ni reaction, corroborates the previous observations of the metal coordination preference of the different transition metals.
Figure 5.17 Diffraction patterns (black lines) of (a) reaction Co-A, (b) reaction Co-C, and (c) reaction Co-D, showing with the calculated patterns for the respective major products (colored lines). The PXRDs with all indexable products can be found in the supporting information. The PXRD of Reaction Co-B was identical to that of Co-A but without the inclusion of any Ba$_6$Co$_{25}$S$_{27}$ in the diffraction pattern.
Also, the formation of the $\text{Ba}_6\text{M}_{25}\text{S}_{27}$ phase is observed in only the cobalt and nickel reactions in which the metals are in an octahedral geometry. This can explain why the 2H perovskite related structures were found in the nickel and cobalt reactions but not in those involving zinc.

Reactions targeting $\text{Ba}_{5.47}\text{K}_{0.53}\text{Zn}_6\text{US}_{13.5}\text{O}_{0.5}$ without the use of $\text{K}_2\text{S}$, but with KCl, did not result in the oxysulfide product but rather just in USO, BaS, and ZnS. It is known that $\text{K}_2\text{S}$ can be used as a reactive flux\textsuperscript{220} and is most likely the reason why $\text{Ba}_{5.47}\text{K}_{0.53}\text{Zn}_6\text{US}_{13.5}\text{O}_{0.5}$, which has the split barium/potassium site in the structure, would not form without a $\text{K}_2\text{S}$ addition. In contrast, $\text{Ba}_6\text{Co}_6\text{U}_{0.91}\text{S}_{13.5}\text{O}_{0.5}$ was originally identified in a reaction targeting the 2H perovskite related structure, a reaction that only involved CsCl as the flux, suggesting that $\text{K}_2\text{S}$ in this reaction acted only as a component of the flux.

**Crystal Structure Description.** $\text{Ba}_6\text{Co}_6\text{U}_{0.91}\text{S}_{13.5}\text{O}_{0.5}$ and $\text{Ba}_{5.47}\text{K}_{0.53}\text{Zn}_6\text{US}_{13.5}\text{O}_{0.5}$ are isostructural and crystallize in the tetragonal crystal system adopting the space group $I4/mcm$. Their crystal structure is shown in Figure 2.
The structures of $\text{Ba}_6\text{Co}_{6.91}\text{U}_{0.91}\text{S}_{13.5}\text{O}_{0.5}$ and $\text{Ba}_{5.47}\text{K}_{0.53}\text{Zn}_6\text{US}_{13.5}\text{O}_{0.5}$ are composed of two crystallographically unique $\text{MS}_4$ tetrahedra ($\text{M} = \text{Co, Zn}$) and one crystallographically unique uranium $\text{US}_5\text{O}$ octahedron, Figure 3a-c. The $\text{M}(1)\text{S}_4$ tetrahedra edge share through the $\text{S}(2)$ atoms to create $\text{M}(1)_2\text{S}_6$ dimers, Figure 3d. Each dimer corner shares through two $\text{S}(4)$ atoms with another dimer to create a $\text{M}(1)_4\text{S}_{10}$ tetramer. These two dimers are further connected through the $\text{M}(2)\text{S}_4$ tetrahedra that corner share with the $\text{S}(3)$ atoms of the two dimers, Figure 3e. This combination of tetrahedra creates the main building block. The building blocks are connected above and below both through the $\text{S}(2)$ atoms between the $\text{M}(2)\text{S}_4$ tetrahedra and $\text{M}(1)_2\text{S}_6$ dimers, with each building block being rotated 90°. The building blocks are then further connected through the corner sharing of two tetramers through the $\text{S}(4)$ atom.

**Figure 5.18** Two representations of the $\text{Ba}_{5.47}\text{K}_{0.53}\text{Zn}_6\text{US}_{13.5}\text{O}_{0.5}$ structure. Left: looking down from the top with the unit cell shown; right: tilted structure emphasizing the barium cations surrounding the infinite chains of polyhedra.
The stacking of these building blocks creates infinite columns of transition metal tetrahedra that run down the c-axis at $\frac{1}{2}a$ and $\frac{1}{2}b$ of the unit cell, Figure 3f. The US$_5$O octahedra trans corner share through the split S/O atoms, Figure 3g, forming infinite chains down the c-axis on the corners and in the center of the unit cell, Figure 2.

The uranium in the center of the octahedron is disordered across a mirror plane created by the four equatorial S(1) atoms, Figure 4. The splitting is due to the U-O bond lengths being shorter than the U-S bond lengths, which pulls the uranium closer to the oxygen and thus out of the center of the octahedron, a phenomenon previously observed in the Ba$_7$M$_2$US$_{12}$O$_{0.5}$ family of compounds. For Ba$_6$Co$_6$U$_{0.91}$S$_{13.5}$O$_{0.5}$, the split uranium position in the center of the octahedra was restrained to sum to 1, which resulted in an elongated displacement ellipsoid and a large residual electron density hole on the site.

**Figure 5.19** An image showing the (a) US$_5$O octahedron, (b) M(2)S$_4$, and (c) M(1)S$_4$ structural building blocks ($M$ = Co, Zn), (d) the M(1)$_2$S$_6$ dimer, (e) the transition metal tetrahedra building block, (f) the stacking of these building blocks, and (g) the stacking of the US$_5$O infinite chains.
Through exhaustive refinements of the uranium site occupation factor, it was determined that a site occupation of 0.4561(1) for uranium represented the best model of this structure with the most plausible interpretation of this phenomenon being a small vacancy on the site as the other possible atomic impurities on the site (Ba, Co, K from the flux) would result in unreasonable interatomic distances to the surrounding sulfur and oxygen atoms. In Ba$_{5.47}$K$_{0.53}$Zn$_6$US$_{13.5}$O$_{0.5}$, on the other hand, the uranium site occupancies refined to 0.501(2), suggesting full occupancy of the octahedra. All transition metal sites in both compounds showed no deviation from full occupancy. The barium cations in Ba$_6$Co$_6$U$_{0.91}$S$_{13.5}$O$_{0.5}$ are ordered and exist in the spaces between the infinite chains of uranium octahedra and tetrahedra. The barium cations in Ba$_{5.47}$K$_{0.53}$Zn$_6$US$_{13.5}$O$_{0.5}$ are in the same locations as in the cobalt case, but are split Ba/K sites with occupancies of 0.961(3)/0.039(3) for Ba(1)/K(1) and 0.813(4)/0.187(4) for Ba(2)/K(2).

In Ba$_6$Co$_6$U$_{0.91}$S$_{13.5}$O$_{0.5}$, the U-S distances range from 2.6474(6) Å to 2.7002(15) Å, the U-O distance is 2.1670(6) Å, and the Co-S distances range from 2.2486(8) Å to
In Ba$_{5.47}$K$_{0.53}$Zn$_6$US$_{13.5}$O$_{0.5}$, the U-S distances range from 2.6519(14) Å to 2.6922(6) Å, the U-O distance is 2.1985(6) Å, and the Zn-S distances range from 2.3006(6) Å to 2.3828(15) Å. The U-S distances are typical for uranium in an octahedral, sulfide, coordination such as those in Ba$_2$Cu$_2$US$_5$ of 2.673(2) Å to 2.770(1) Å$^{221}$, BaUS$_3$ of 2.668(1) Å to 2.696(1) Å$^{121}$, and Li$_2$US$_3$ of 2.603 Å to 2.677 Å$^{222}$. The uranium-ligand distances in the US$_5$O octahedra reported here are similar to those found in Ba$_7$UTi$_2$S$_{12.5}$O$_{0.5}$ of 2.648(1) Å to 2.667(2) Å and Ba$_7$USi$_{1.7}$Fe$_{0.3}$S$_{12.5}$O$_{0.5}$ of 2.604(1) Å to 2.690(1) Å$^{218}$. The U-O distances present in the title compounds can be compared to those in UP$_4$O$_{12}$ of 2.136 Å$^{223}$ and V$_2$UO$_6$ of 2.166 Å$^{224}$ The Co-S bonds in the MS$_4$ tetrahedra are similar to those of 2.282 Å in BaCoLa$_2$S$_5$$^{225}$, and the Zn-S bonds are similar to those of 2.328 Å to 2.451 Å in Ba$_2$ZnS$_3$. The $M(1)$S$_6$ dimers have $M$-$M$ distances of 2.8620(16) Å for $M$ = Co and 2.9537(13) Å for $M$ = Zn. It is unlikely that bonding interactions are occurring between the metals especially due to Zn$^{2+}$ being d$^{10}$ in a tetrahedral environment, which lacks the available orbitals or electrons for bonding interactions. This suggests that the analogous cobalt containing dimers likely also do not have Co-Co bonding interactions.

While compositionally unique, Ba$_6$Co$_6$U$_{0.91}$S$_{13.5}$O$_{0.5}$ and Ba$_{5.47}$K$_{0.53}$Zn$_6$US$_{13.5}$O$_{0.5}$ share similar structures with the Ba$_7$M$_2$US$_{12.5}$O$_{0.5}$ family of compounds. Figure 5 shows a comparison of the two structures, which both contain uranium in US$_5$O trans corner sharing octahedra, and transition metal, MS$_4$, tetrahedra. The major difference between the two structures lies in the connectivity of the MS$_4$ tetrahedra. In the Ba$_7$M$_2$US$_{12.5}$O$_{0.5}$ structure, the MS$_4$ tetrahedra are isolated and are separated from each other by barium cations. In Ba$_6$Co$_6$U$_{0.91}$S$_{13.5}$O$_{0.5}$ and Ba$_{5.47}$K$_{0.53}$Zn$_6$US$_{13.5}$O$_{0.5}$ the similar MS$_4$ tetrahedra are connected through the M$_4$S$_{10}$ tetramers and the barium is no longer present within the chain. The loss
of the bariums and gain of the transition metal tetramers within the unit cell, leads to the difference in composition, \( \text{Ba}_7M_2\text{US}_{12.5}\text{O}_{0.5} \) vs. \( \text{Ba}_6\text{Co}_6\text{U}_{0.91}\text{S}_{13.5}\text{O}_{0.5} \).

**Oxidation States.** In both oxysulfide compounds reported herein, the structures do not contain any \( S—S \) or \( O—O \) bonds. Assuming that uranium is in its +4 oxidation state, as it is found in a majority of uranium chalcogenides\(^2\), and that the transition metals are in their +2 oxidation states, the compositional formulas will not charge balance resulting in a residual negative charge. For \( \text{Ba}_{5.47}\text{K}_{0.53}\text{Zn}_6\text{US}_{13.5}\text{O}_{0.5} \), an oxidation state assignment of +2/Ba, +1/K, +2/Zn, +4/U, -2/S, and -2/O leaves a -0.53 charge unaccounted for. The same situation is true for \( \text{Ba}_6\text{Co}_6\text{U}_{0.91}\text{S}_{13.5}\text{O}_{0.5} \) for which an oxidation state assignment of +2/Ba, +2/Co, +4/U, -2/S, and -2/O results in -0.36 of unaccounted charge. In \( \text{Ba}_{5.47}\text{K}_{0.53}\text{Zn}_6\text{US}_{13.5}\text{O}_{0.5} \), this left-over charge can only be accounted for by uranium which

![Figure 5.21 A comparison of the \( \text{Ba}_7M_2\text{US}_{12.5}\text{O}_{0.5} \) structure with that of the compounds reported herein.](image)
is the only ion in this structure with multiple accessible oxidation states, as barium and zinc only have a +2 oxidation state. In the case of Ba$_6$Co$_6$U$_{0.91}$S$_{13.5}$O$_{0.5}$ though, cobalt does have an accessible +3 oxidation state, but this oxidation state is not common in chalcogenide materials due to the softer Lewis basicity of the chalcogens which many times prefers lower oxidation states.$^{227-231}$ Furthermore, cobalt (III) is not commonly found in a tetrahedral geometry such as in barium cobalt sulfide, Ba$_2$CoS$_3$,$^{232}$ as well as in cobalt oxides, such as ZnCo$_2$O$_4$ and Co$_3$O$_4$, which contain cobalt (II) in a tetrahedral geometry and cobalt (III) in an octahedral geometry.$^{233}$ Other compounds, such as Ba$_5$Bi$_2$Co$_2$S$_{10}$,$^{234}$ that incorporate cobalt tetrahedra with very similar structural connectivity also assign cobalt a +2 oxidation state, giving us confidence in the assignment of cobalt (II) in Ba$_6$Co$_6$U$_{0.91}$S$_{13.5}$O$_{0.5}$.

Calculating the expected uranium oxidation states based on the chemical compositions and utilizing the above oxidation state assignment for all elements excluding uranium results in a uranium oxidation state of +4.5 for Ba$_{5.47}$K$_{0.53}$Zn$_6$US$_{13.5}$O$_{0.5}$ and +4.4 for Ba$_6$Co$_6$U$_{0.91}$S$_{13.5}$O$_{0.5}$ suggesting mixed valent uranium (IV/V). Bond valence sum calculations (BVS) were performed on the uranium octahedra for each compound, Table 5.4, which resulted in a calculated oxidation state of +4.5 for Ba$_6$Co$_6$U$_{0.91}$S$_{13.5}$O$_{0.5}$ and +4.3 Ba$_6$Co$_6$U$_{0.91}$S$_{13.5}$O$_{0.5}$ further supporting the stabilization of uranium (IV/V) in these compounds. The occurrence of mixed valent uranium (IV/V) is also observed in Ba$_7$USi$_{1.7}$Fe$_{0.3}$S$_{12.5}$O$_{0.5}$.$^{218}$
Table 5.4 Bond Valence Sums (BVS) were performed on the title compounds. The U—S distances are tabulated below along with the calculated uranium oxidation state. The \( R_0 \) value for the U—S distances used in the calculations is 2.550 Å with a B-value of 0.37. The \( R_0 \) value for the U—O distances used in the calculations is 2.112 Å with a B-value of 0.37. The calculated uranium oxidation states suggest mixed valent U (IV/V) is present within these compounds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>U—S bond distance, Å</th>
<th>U—O bond distance, Å</th>
<th>Calculated U oxidation states</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Ba}<em>{5.47}\text{K}</em>{0.53}\text{Zn}<em>6\text{US}</em>{13.50}\text{O}_{0.50} )</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>2.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Ba}<em>6\text{Co}</em>{6}\text{U}<em>{0.91}\text{S}</em>{13.50}\text{O}_{0.50} )</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>2.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions: The crystal growth of two new uranium (IV/V) compounds, \( \text{Ba}_{5.47}\text{K}_{0.53}\text{Zn}_6\text{US}_{13.50}\text{O}_{0.5} \) and \( \text{Ba}_6\text{Co}_{6}\text{U}_{0.91}\text{S}_{13.50}\text{O}_{0.50} \), demonstrates that the BCM method can indeed be used to target uranium mixed anion compounds. Furthermore, the combination of the BCM method with the molten flux crystal growth approach resulted in single crystals that enable the facile structural characterization of the products by SXRD. Trends in the metal coordination preferences and concomitant compositions and structures were observed while targeting new oxysulfide compositions. These observations can be used when targeting additional compositions or explaining the outcomes of reactions with different metal incorporations. Although only two examples of uranium oxysulfides are reported herein, it is nonetheless clear that the BCM method can readily be used for the synthesis of additional transition and actinide metal oxysulfide compounds.
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APPENDIX A

SYNTHESIS, CHARACTERIZATION, AND MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
OF SOME 2H-PEROVSKITE RELATED URANIUM SULFIDES:

\[ \text{Ba}_3M\text{US}_6 \ (M = \text{Mn, Fe, Co, Ni}) \text{ and } \text{Ba}_3\text{Co}_{0.858(5)}\text{Mg}_{0.142(5)}\text{US}_6 \]
Abstract: The 2H-perovskite related uranium chalcogenide family of compounds was revisited using the recently developed Boron-Chalcogen Mixture (BCM) method for actinides to aid in their syntheses and obtain first time magnetic measurements. Two known 2H-perovskite related structures, Ba$_3$MnUS$_6$ and Ba$_3$FeUS$_6$ were resynthesized using the BCM method and exhibited antiferromagnetic transitions at $T_N = \sim 7.65$ K and 10.85 K, respectively. Combining the BCM method with the molten flux crystal growth technique resulted in single crystals of three new compositions, Ba$_3$NiUS$_6$, Ba$_3$CoUS$_6$, and Ba$_3$Co$_{0.858(5)}$Mg$_{0.142(5)}$S$_6$, the synthesis and characterization of which is reported herein. Magnetic measurements on Ba$_3$NiUS$_6$ shows a complex susceptibility plot with a weak, glassy, antiferromagnetic transition at about 65 K followed by an antiferromagnetic transition at $T_N = \sim 18.45$ K.

Introduction. The ABO$_3$ perovskites are an extensively studied group of materials due to their interesting physical properties, including superconductivity, ionic conductivity, thermoelectricity, and complex magnetic phenomena. The ABO$_3$ perovskite structure, where A and B are differently sized cations, is composed of a cubic arrangement of corner-sharing BO$_6$ octahedra with the A cation located in the middle of the cube coordinated by 12 oxygen atoms. Changing the size of the A or B cations will induce a change in the symmetry of the overall perovskite structure, resulting in many polymorphs of the ABO$_3$ structure. For example, beginning with the ideal cubic SrTiO$_3$ perovskite, the replacement of strontium with a smaller cation, such as calcium, will cause tilting of the BO$_6$ octahedra resulting in orthorhombic CaTiO$_3$. Substituting a larger cation for strontium, such as barium, will cause the BO$_6$ octahedra to switch from corner-sharing to face-sharing resulting in infinite chains of face sharing BO$_6$ octahedra with barium.
cations located between the chains. This modification crystallizes in the hexagonal crystal system and results in a class of compounds called the 2H-perovskites. Randall and Kratz discovered a variant of the 2H-perovskite structure when they synthesized Sr₄PtO₆, which included trigonal prismatic coordination environments in the infinite chains, resulting in a new class, the so called 2H-perovskite related oxides. These 2H-perovskite related compounds showed great flexibility to accommodate a diverse group of elements within the structure including transition metals, rare earths, platinum group metals, and actinides.

As we are interested in the magnetic behavior of uranium’s 5f electrons, we chose to explore the magnetic properties of uranium containing 2H-perovskite related compounds. Due to the propensity of uranium to take on its diamagnetic 6+ oxidation state in oxide environments, we chose to target 2H-perovskite related uranium sulfides, as the lower Lewis basicity of sulfur (as compared to oxygen) stabilizes the uranium 4+ oxidation state in a majority of uranium sulfide materials. Mesbah et al. has discovered many 2H-perovskite related uranium sulfides and selenides and reported on their synthesis and characterization. The magnetic behavior of the reported compounds, however, could not be determined due to side products and UOQ (Q = S, Se) impurities that could not be separated from the reaction products, which complicates magnetic measurements. Our group recently developed the Boron Chalcogen Mixture (BCM) method for actinides, and has used this method to obtain a multitude of actinide containing chalcogenides. The success of this method prompted us to expand this method towards the system of 2H-perovskite related uranium sulfides to resynthesize some known compounds, to explore their magnetic behaviors, as well as to synthesize new compositions.
to add to the limited number of existing compounds. Herein we report on the synthesis and magnetic behavior of two known 2H-perovskite related uranium chalcogenides with the formula $\text{Ba}_3M\text{US}_6$ ($M = \text{Mn, Fe}$), as well as the synthesis and characterization of three new additions to the family, $\text{Ba}_3\text{NiUS}_6$, $\text{Ba}_3\text{CoUS}_6$, and $\text{Ba}_3\text{Co}_{0.858(5)}\text{Mg}_{0.142(5)}\text{US}_6$, along with the magnetic behavior of $\text{Ba}_3\text{NiUS}_6$.

**Single Crystal X-ray Diffraction (SXRD).** X-ray intensity data from black block crystals of $\text{Ba}_3\text{Co}_{0.858(5)}\text{Mg}_{0.142(5)}\text{US}_6$, $\text{Ba}_3\text{CoUS}_6$, and $\text{Ba}_3\text{NiUS}_6$ were collected at 298(2) K, using a Bruker D8 QUEST diffractometer equipped with a PHOTON-II area detector and an Incoatec microfocus source (Mo K$\alpha$ radiation, $\lambda = 0.71073$ Å). The raw area detector data frames were reduced and corrected for absorption effects using the SAINT+ and SADABS programs.$^{78, 79}$ Final unit cell parameters were determined by least-squares refinement of large sets of reflections taken from each data set. An initial structural model was obtained with SHELXT.$^{80}$ Subsequent difference Fourier calculations and full-matrix least-squares refinement against $F^2$ were performed with SHELXL-2018 using ShelXle.$^{81, 82}$ The crystallographic parameters of $\text{Ba}_3\text{Co}_{0.858(5)}\text{Mg}_{0.142(5)}\text{US}_6$, $\text{Ba}_3\text{CoUS}_6$, and $\text{Ba}_3\text{NiUS}_6$ are summarized in Table A.1.

**Powder X-ray Diffraction (PXRD).** PXRD data were collected on ground samples of the products. Data were collected using a Bruker D2 PHASER diffractometer using Cu K$\alpha$ radiation over a 2$\theta$ range of 5−65$^\circ$ with a step size of 0.02$^\circ$. Weight fractions for each phase in the product powders were calculated using a Whole Powder Pattern Fit (WPPF) preformed using the Rigaku SmartLab II software.$^{168}$ The PXRD patterns for the products obtained in reactions targeting $\text{Ba}_3\text{MnUS}_6$, $\text{Ba}_3\text{FeUS}_6$, and $\text{Ba}_3\text{NiUS}_6$ used for
magnetic measurements can be seen in Figures A.1-A.3. Results of the WPPF can be found in Figures A.4-A.6.

**Energy-Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS).** EDS was performed on single crystals of Ba$_3$MUS$_6$ ($M =$ Co, Co/Mg, Ni) using a Tescan Vega-3 scanning electron microscope equipped with a Thermo EDS attachment. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was operated in a low-vacuum mode. Crystals were mounted on a SEM stub with carbon tape and analyzed using a 20 kV accelerating voltage and a 120 s accumulation time. The EDS spectra for the crystals are shown in Figures A.7–A.9.
Table A.1 Crystallographic parameters for $\text{Ba}_3\text{Co}_{0.858(5)}\text{Mg}_{0.142(5)}\text{US}_6$, $\text{Ba}_3\text{CoUS}_6$, and $\text{Ba}_3\text{NiUS}_6$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chemical formula</th>
<th>$\text{Ba}<em>3\text{Co}</em>{0.858(5)}\text{Mg}_{0.142(5)}\text{US}_6$</th>
<th>$\text{Ba}_3\text{CoUS}_6$</th>
<th>$\text{Ba}_3\text{NiUS}_6$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Formula weight</td>
<td>896.44</td>
<td>901.34</td>
<td>901.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal system</td>
<td>Trigonal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space group, $Z$</td>
<td>$R$-3c, 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a$, Å</td>
<td>12.0407(1)</td>
<td>12.0415(2)</td>
<td>12.0002(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c$, Å</td>
<td>13.4895(3)</td>
<td>13.4266(3)</td>
<td>13.4221(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha, \beta, \gamma$</td>
<td>90, 90, 120</td>
<td>90, 90, 120</td>
<td>90, 90, 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V$, Å$^3$</td>
<td>1693.67(7)</td>
<td>1686.00(7)</td>
<td>1673.89(9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_{\text{calc}}$, g/cm$^3$</td>
<td>5.273</td>
<td>5.326</td>
<td>5.364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiation ($\lambda$, Å)</td>
<td>Mo Kα (0.71073 Å)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$, mm$^{-1}$</td>
<td>26.891</td>
<td>27.207</td>
<td>27.605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$, K</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal dim., mm$^3$</td>
<td>0.03—0.03—0.03</td>
<td>0.02—0.02—0.01</td>
<td>0.05—0.04—0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2$\theta$ range, deg.</td>
<td>3.384—36.352</td>
<td>3.384—36.343</td>
<td>3.395—36.344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflections collected</td>
<td>22369</td>
<td>61530</td>
<td>53411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data/parameters/restraints</td>
<td>920/21/0</td>
<td>916/20/0</td>
<td>904/20/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{int}$</td>
<td>0.0415</td>
<td>0.0389</td>
<td>0.0323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodness of fit</td>
<td>1.164</td>
<td>1.216</td>
<td>1.233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_1$($I &gt; 2\sigma(I)$)</td>
<td>0.0087</td>
<td>0.0114</td>
<td>0.0108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$wR_2$ (all data)</td>
<td>0.0194</td>
<td>0.0308</td>
<td>0.0256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure A.1 The PXRD pattern of the powder product in the reaction targeting \( \text{Ba}_3\text{MnUS}_6 \) with the overlayed CIFs of \( \text{Ba}_3\text{MnUS}_6 \) (red lines) and UOS (blue lines).
Figure A.2 The PXRD pattern of the powder product in the reaction targeting $\text{Ba}_3\text{FeUS}_6$ with the overlayed CIFs of $\text{Ba}_3\text{FeUS}_6$ (red lines) and UOS (blue lines).
Figure A.3 The PXRD pattern of the powder product in the reaction targeting $\text{Ba}_3\text{NiUS}_6$ with the overlayed CIFs of $\text{Ba}_3\text{NiUS}_6$ (red lines) and UOS (blue lines).
Figure A.4 Results of the WPPF on the product powder of the reaction targeting Ba₃MnUS₆.
Figure A.5 Results of the WPPF on the product powder of the reaction targeting Ba$_3$FeUS$_6$. 
Figure A.6 Results of the WPPF on the product powder of the reaction targeting Ba₃NiUS₆.
Figure A.7 EDS spectrum of Ba$_3$CoUS$_6$.

Figure A.8 EDS spectrum of Ba$_3$Co$_{0.858(5)}$Mg$_{0.142(5)}$US$_6$.

Figure A.9 EDS spectrum of Ba$_3$NiUS$_6$.

**Magnetic Susceptibility Measurements.** Magnetic property measurements for Ba$_3$MUS$_6$ ($M =$ Mn, Fe, Ni) were performed using a Quantum Design magnetic property measurement system (QD MPMS 3 SQUID Magnetometer). The magnetic susceptibility was measured under zero-field-cooled (zfc) and field-cooled (fc) conditions from 2 to 300 K in an applied magnetic field of 0.1 T. Magnetization as a function of applied field was measured from −5 to 5 T at 2 K. Data were corrected for the sample shape and radial offset effects as described previously.\textsuperscript{256}
Synthesis. U₃O₈ (International Bio-Analytical Industries, Inc., 99.99%), elemental boron (BTC, ~100-mesh, 99.9%), elemental sulfur (sublimed, Fischer Chemicals), BaS (Alfa Aesar, 99.7%), MnS (Alfa Aesar, 99.9%), Fe powder (Alfa Aesar, spherical, 1-3 micron, 98%+), Cobalt (II) oxalate dihydrate (BTC), BaCO₃ (Alfa Aesar, 99.95%), CoO (BeanTown Chemicals, 99.995%) and CsCl (VWR, ultra pure) were used as received. CsCl was stored in an oven set to 260 ºC. K₂S was synthesized as described in the literature and stored in a nitrogen glovebag.¹⁶⁷

Ba₃MnUS₆. Ba₃MnUS₆ was synthesized by combining BaS, MnS, and US₂ in a 3:0.9:1 molar ratio into a mortar and pestle inside a nitrogen filled glove bag. The mixture was ground for 20 minutes, pressed into a pellet, and then loaded into a carbon-coated fused silica tube (12 mm o.d. x 10 mm i.d. x 200 mm length) which was evacuated and sealed using a methane-oxygen torch. The sealed fused silica tube was placed in a furnace set to step to 950 ºC and dwell at this temperature for 48 hrs. The furnace was then shut off and allowed to return to room temperature. The resulting product powder was approximately 98.69(9)% Ba₃MnUS₆ and 1.31(9)% UOS by weight.

Ba₃FeUS₆. Ba₃FeUS₆ was synthesized by first creating the starting UFeS₃ reagent using the BCM method. U₃O₈, Fe metal, B, and S were loaded into a mortar and pestle in a 1:3.2:8:12 molar ratio, respectively. The mixture was ground for 20 minutes and subsequently placed inside a carbon crucible (9.53 mm o.d. x 6.35 mm i.d. x 50.80 mm length) which was loaded into a fused silica tube. The fused silica tube was evacuated and sealed using a methane-oxygen torch and placed into a furnace set to step to 700 ºC where it dwelled for 24 hours. The furnace was then shut down and allowed to return to room temperature. The product was pure UFeS₃ as determined by PXRD. The UFeS₃ was then
added to a mortar and pestle along with BaS in a UFeS$_3$:BaS molar ratio of 1:3, respectively, in a nitrogen filled glovebag. This mixture was ground for 10 minutes, pelletized, and placed into a carbon-coated fused silica tube. The fused silica tube was evacuated and sealed and placed into a programmable furnace set to step to 900 ºC and dwell at this temperature for 12 hours. The furnace was subsequently turned off and allowed to return to room temperature. The resulting product powder was approximately 99.24(6)% Ba$_3$FeUS$_6$ and 0.76(6)% UOS by weight.

$\text{Ba}_3\text{NiUS}_6$. $\text{Ba}_3\text{NiUS}_6$ was synthesized by first creating the starting UNiS$_3$ reagent as described in the literature.$^{43}$ UNiS$_3$ and BaS were then loaded into a mortar and pestle in a 1:3 molar ratio, respectively, which was ground for 20 minutes in a nitrogen filled glove bag. The ground mixture was then pressed into a pellet and loaded into a carbon-coated fused silica tube which was then evacuated and sealed using a methane-oxygen torch. This sealed tube was placed into a furnace set to step to 900 ºC where it dwelled for 12 hours. The furnace was then shut down and allowed to return to room temperature. The resulting product powder was approximately 98.07(15)% $\text{Ba}_3\text{NiUS}_6$ and 1.93(15)% UOS by weight.

To grow single crystals, the same reagents and ratios (1 UNiS$_3$: 3 BaS) were used along with the addition of 0.50 g of CsCl as a flux. All reagents were loaded into a carbon crucible which was placed in a carbon-coated fused silica tube. The fused silica tube was evacuated and sealed and placed into a furnace set to step to 900 ºC, dwell for 48 hours, and then slow cool to 550 ºC in 30 hours. After, the furnace was shut off and allowed to return to room temperature. The carbon coated tube was then removed from the fused silica tube and placed into a beaker of ~ 60 mL of methanol and sonicated for about 20 minutes.
The products were then scraped out of the carbon crucible into the beaker using a spatula. The methanol was decanted off and ~ 60 mL of fresh methanol was added. After another 20-minute sonication the methanol was decanted off and the products were vacuum filtered and washed with acetone. The resulting products were black block crystals of Ba₃NiUS₆, clear crystals of Ba₂B₅O₉Cl, and polycrystalline UOS.

**Ba₃CoUS₆.** Ba₃CoUS₆ crystals were created by loading sulfur, boron, Ba₂CoUO₆, KI and K₂S, in that order, into a carbon crucible. A 12:8:1 molar ratio of S:B:Ba₂CoUO₆ was used as well as 0.030 g of K₂S and 0.250 g of KI. The sulfur, boron, and Ba₂CoUO₆ reagents were loaded into the carbon crucible in air while the KI and K₂S were handled inside a nitrogen filled glovebag. The carbon crucible was then capped with a carbon cap and placed inside a fused silica tube which was evacuated and sealed. The sealed fused silica tube was then placed into a programmable furnace set to ramp to 800 °C in 10 hours, dwell at this temperature for 12 hours, then cool to 600 °C in 20 hours. The furnace was then shut down and allowed to return to room temperature. The products were isolated using the same procedure used for Ba₃NiUS₆. The indexable products in the PXRD pattern were Ba₃CoUS₆, UOS, K₀.₈Ba₃₂US₆, and SiO₂ (from the breaking of the fused silica tube).

**Ba₃Co₀.₈₅₈(₅)Mg₀.₁₄₂(₅)US₆.** Ba₃Co₀.₈₅₈(₅)Mg₀.₁₄₂(₅)US₆ was synthesized by accident due to the use of boron powder with a large impurity of magnesium. First UCoS₃ was synthesized by combining U₃O₈, CoC₂O₄ x H₂O, B (BTC, ~ 325 mesh, 99%), and sulfur in a 1:3:45.5:73.5 molar ratio respectively. This mixture was intimately ground and pelletized and placed into a carbon-coated fused silica tube. The fused silica was heated in a programmable furnace to 1100 °C in 10 hours, where it dwelled for 3 hours, and the furnace was subsequently turned off and allowed to return to room temperature. The
products of this reaction were UCoS₃, CoU₈S₁₇, and MgS. The product powder was then loaded into a carbon crucible along with 3 molar equivalents of BaS and 0.34 grams of CsCl. The carbon crucible was loaded into a fused silica tube which was evacuated and sealed and placed into a programmable furnace set to ramp to 900 °C in 5 hours, dwell at this temperature for 20 hours, then cool to 550 °C in 20 hours. The furnace was subsequently turned off and allowed to return to room temperature. The products were isolated using the same procedure as described for Ba₃NiUS₆, and the resulting products were Ba₃Co₀.₈₅₈(₅)Mg₀.₁₄₂(₅)US₆, USO, CoS, Co₃S₄, and BaCoS₂.

**Crystal Structure Description.** Ba₃CoUS₆, Ba₃Co₀.₈₅₈(₅)Mg₀.₁₄₂(₅)US₆, and Ba₃NiUS₆ join the A₃n₃m⁻A⁺ₙB₃m+nQ₉m+6n (m = 0, n =1) family of 2H-perovskite related structures. All three compounds are isostructural crystallizing in the trigonal crystal system and adopting the space group $R-3m$. The structure is composed of uranium, US₆, trigonal prisms and metal, MS₆ ($M = Co, Co/Mg, Ni/U$), octahedra that face-share to each other, thus forming infinite chains down the c-axis; these chains are separated from each other by chains of barium cations. See Figure A.10 for the representative structure of Ba₃CoUS₆. In Ba₃CoUS₆, the Co—S distance is 2.5478(₅) Å and the U—S distances are 2.7052(₅) Å to 2.7053(₅) Å. The structure of Ba₃Co₀.₈₅₈(₅)Mg₀.₁₄₂(₅)US₆ is very similar to that of Ba₃CoUS₆, although during the structure refinement it was found that, when freely refined, the cobalt site preferred to be underoccupied while the Ba and U sites preferred full occupation. A mix site of Co and Mg was modeled after Mg was discovered in the EDS spectrum. Modeling a Co/Mg mixed site resulted in a combined occupancy of 1, when freely refining, with a site mixing of 85.₈(₅)% Co / 14.₂(₅)% Mg. The U—S distances in Ba₃Co₀.₈₅₈(₅)Mg₀.₁₄₂(₅)US₆ are 2.715₄(₃) Å to 2.71₅₅(₃) Å and the Co/Mg—S distances are
2.5881(3) Å to 2.5582(3) Å. The structure of Ba₃NiUS₆ is very similar to that of its cobalt analogues, however, there exists uranium-nickel anti-site mixing of 94.5(1)% U/ 5.5(1)% Ni on the trigonal prismatic site and 5.5(1)% U/ 94.5(1)% Ni on the octahedral site. In this structure the U/Ni—S distances in the trigonal prisms are 2.7085(5) Å to 2.7086(5) Å and the U/Ni—S distances in the octahedra are 2.5260 (5) Å to 2.5261(5) Å.

**Synthesis.** The synthesis of each member of the Ba₃MUS₆ family of compounds reported herein required individual careful consideration of the synthetic parameters used. The first analogue targeted was Ba₃MnUS₆ whose crystal structure was known and had been synthesized by the combination of the elements with the observed products being Ba₃MnUS₆ and UOS.¹²² We first attempted a one pot reaction using the BCM method combining UO₂, BaS, MnS, B, and S in a 1:3:1:6:9 ratio, respectively. This mixture was intimately ground, pelletized, and then sealed in an evacuated carbon-coated fused silica tube and reacted at 900 ºC for 72 hours. The resulting products were Ba₂SiS₄ and Mn₈S₁₇. The barium thiosilicate is a very stable product and most likely results from a reaction between the silica ampule and the boron sulfides created during the reaction, which are known to be corrosive to the glass.¹³¹ Once the barium was pulled out of the reaction by the formation of the thiosilicate phase, the emergence of Mn₈S₁₇ is unsurprising as the M₈S₁₇ phases are very stable and form at the same temperature used.²⁵⁷ Due to this result, we
chose to utilize the BCM method to obtain pure US$_2$ as a starting reagent and combined this with BaS and MnS in a BaS:US$_2$:MnS molar ratio of 3:1:1. Using this approach resulted in a sample of Ba$_3$MnUS$_6$ with a very minor UOS impurity.

When trying to target other analogues using this same approach, we quickly realized that the commercial reagents we were purchasing were not always what was

Figure A.10 A representative image showing the (A) US$_6$ trigonal prism, (B) MS$_6$ octahedra, (C), the infinite chains of face sharing trigonal prisms and octahedra with chains of barium atoms separating the uranium metal chains, and (D) a better view of the barium atom positions looking down the c-axis.
advertised. For example, a commercially obtained sample of CoS was analyzed using powder X-ray diffraction to reveal the actual composition as Co$_8$S$_9$. The same was true with nickel and iron sulfides, which were either non-stoichiometric or were a mixture of multiple polymorphs. The reactions targeting the Ba$_3$MUS$_6$ family of compounds are very sensitive to the stoichiometry of the reagents and non-stoichiometric commercial reagents were causing side products to form, hindering progress on these materials. We therefore chose to use a different route to these materials that would not require commercial transition metal sulfides to be used. This route involved the use of the BCM method to create uranium transition metal sulfide perovskites, UMS$_3$ ($M = \text{Fe, Co, Ni}$), using elemental or transition metal oxide reagents, which were more reliable. Once obtained, the UMS$_3$ products were combined with a stoichiometric amount of BaS to synthesize Ba$_3$MUS$_6$. This method worked well to synthesize the known Ba$_3$FeUS$_6$, as well as new compositions, Ba$_3$CoUS$_6$, Ba$_3$Co$_{0.858(5)}$Mg$_{0.142(5)}$US$_6$, and Ba$_3$NiUS$_6$. To obtain single crystals for structure determinations, the molten flux growth technique was employed and a CsCl flux was added to the reaction between UMS$_3$ and BaS resulting in single crystals of Ba$_3$MUS$_6$ ($M = \text{Co/Mg, Ni}$) that were used for single crystal X-ray diffraction measurements. The reactions targeting single crystals of Ba$_3$CoUS$_6$ using this route resulted in polycrystalline samples of Ba$_3$CoUS$_6$ irrespective of changes in the synthetic parameters. By first creating Ba$_2$CoUO$_6$ and adding boron and sulfur with a different flux, a KCl/K$_2$S eutectic, single crystal X-ray diffraction quality crystals of Ba$_3$CoUS$_6$ were obtained.

As mentioned previously, the crystals of Ba$_3$Co$_{0.858(5)}$Mg$_{0.142(5)}$US$_6$ were grown by accident due to a large magnesium impurity present in the boron used to create the UCoS$_3$
perovskite in pursuit of Ba$_3$CoUS$_6$. The initial attempts at creating UCoS$_3$, as done previously, resulted in mixed UCoS$_3$, CoU$_8$S$_{17}$, and MgS. We had decided to simply use UCoS$_3$ in a reaction to obtain single crystals of Ba$_3$CoUS$_6$, but discovered the incorporation of Mg using the combination of EDS and SXRD.

**Magnetic Properties.** Magnetic measurements were performed on ground samples of Ba$_3$MnUS$_6$ ($M = $ Mn, Fe, Ni) which all contained small amounts of a UOS impurity. The molar susceptibility versus temperature plots can be seen in Figure A.11. UOS has an antiferromagnetic transition at $T_N = 55$ K which was not observed in any of the susceptibility plots due to the small quantity present. Ba$_3$MnUS$_6$ and Ba$_3$FeUS$_6$ exhibited antiferromagnetic transitions at $T_N = 7.65$ K and 10.85 K with measured room temperature (300 K) susceptibilities of 7.33 $\mu_B$ and 5.43 $\mu_B$, respectively. Ba$_3$NiUS$_6$ exhibited a more complicated magnetic susceptibility with a weak antiferromagnetic inflection near 65 K followed by an increase in the susceptibility. There is a second antiferromagnetic transition at $T_N = 18.45$ K. The magnetic susceptibility of Ba$_3$NiUS$_6$ is similar to that of exhibited by Sr$_3$Co$_2$UO$_6$ which also shows two transitions, a weak glassy antiferromagnetic interaction and a more pronounced antiferromagnetic transition at lower temperature.$^{258}$ SrCo$_2$UO$_6$ was deemed a frustrated spin-chain material which suggests that Ba$_3$NiUS$_6$ could be affected by the spin-chain magnetic effects as well. To probe the magnetic behavior of these compounds further, neutron measurements are planned for the future. Calculating the moments of the magnetic ions present in these compounds is difficult to determine due to the range of observed magnetic values for both the transition metals and the uranium present within the chains. For this reason, the room temperature magnetic susceptibilities
and Weiss constants calculated using the Curie-Weiss law are reported in Table A.2.

![Figure A.11 Molar susceptibility (blue) and inverse molar susceptibility (red) versus temperature plots for Ba₃MUS₆ (M = Mn, Fe, Ni).]

### Table A.1 Magnetic susceptibilities of each measured compound at room temperature and their calculated Weiss constants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Ba₃MnUS₆</th>
<th>Ba₃FeUS₆</th>
<th>Ba₃NiUS₆</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>µₑ𝑓𝑓 @ 300 K, µₜ</td>
<td>8.73</td>
<td>5.60</td>
<td>5.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weiss constant - Θ, ºC</td>
<td>-128.92</td>
<td>-20.58</td>
<td>-82.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conclusion.** To elucidate the magnetic behavior of 2H-perovskite related actinide chalcogenides, the recently reported BCM method was employed to synthesize samples used for magnetic measurements. Two previously reported 2H-perovskite related actinide chalcogenides, Ba₃MnUS₆ and Ba₃FeUS₆, were successfully synthesized utilizing the BCM method and magnetic measurements revealed the presence of antiferromagnetic transitions at 7.65 K and 10.85 K, respectively. In addition, three new additions to the Ba₃MUS₆ family of compounds were synthesized and characterized, namely Ba₃CoUS₆, Ba₃Co₀.₈₅₈(5)Mg₀.₁₄₂(5)US₆, and Ba₃NiUS₆, with Ba₃NiUS₆ showing very interesting magnetic phenomena including a weak magnetic transition at about 65.24 K and another antiferromagnetic transition at 18.45 K. Neutron diffraction measurements are planned to
further probe the magnetic behavior of these 2H-perovskite systems and to determine the magnetic structure of these compounds.
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